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General Asse01bly Votes Down Street Privatization 
HUSA Budget Unapproved 
By Charles Colcmnn, Jr. 
Hi I hop Staff Writer 
The first General Body meeting of the 1999-2000 school ye.ir wa, held Wednesday in the 
Blackburn Forum. 
This marked the firs t General 
Assembly meeting wilh a consistent 
quorum throughout 1he evening since 
the final meeting in April of Inst 
school year. Among the issues 
addressed were back pay for some 
HUSA employees, the approval of a 
Fall 1999 HUSA budget, and the 
controversial ·sueet closing issue Ul 
University 
Revises 
Sexual 
Harassment 
Policy 
By Aprill 0, Turner 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Howard University's Board o f 
Trus1ccs voted 10 revise the schoors 
current sexual harassment policy this 
~ummcr. 
According 10 Artis Hampshire-
Cowan, Secretary of lhe University, 
the need for a revision in lhe policy 
stems from recent Supreme Court 
case~ dealing wilh sexual harJSSment. 
"In a large organization with a 
d iversity of individuals such as 
Howard, lhis (sexual harassment), is 
a potential problem.'' said 
Cowan."The new pol icy is much 
mor" explicit and allow, for zero tol-
erance:· 
A copy of the revised Selluat 
Harassment policy is available in 
every copy of today's Hilltop. 
Sexual harassment is a form of se., 
discrimination that violates Title 
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 
Unwelcome sexual advances. 
requests for sexual favors, and 01her 
verbal or physical conduct of a sex-
ual nature constitutes sexual harass• 
ment. 
When submission 10 or rejection of 
this conduct explicitly or implicitly 
affects an individuars employment, 
unreasonably interferes wilh an indi-
vidual's work performance or cre-
ates an intimidating, hostile or offen-
sive' work environment. 
Se.,ual harassment can occur in a 
variety of circumstances, including 
but no1 limited 10 the following: 
•The victim as well as lhe harass-
er may be a woman or a man. TI1e 
victim does not have to be of the 
opposite sex. 
•The harasser can be the victim ·s 
supervisor, an agent of the employer, 
a supervisor in another area, a co-
worker, or a hon-employee. 
•The victim does not have to be 
1he person ha=sed but could be any• 
one affected by lhe offensive conduet. 
•Unlawful se.,ual harassment may 
occur without economic injury 10 or 
discharge of the victim. 
•The harasser"s conduct must be 
unwelcome. 
According 10 Cowan in many case., 
of s.:xunl harassment, the victim of 
1hc act allows it to go unreported. 
"If se.xually harassed, you must fi ll 
out a complaint," said Cowan. She 
went on to say 1ha1 the University 
strongly discourages frivolou.~ com-
plaints. 
"We do not want a s ituation where 
people make frivolous allegations;• 
said Cowan. '1bat can resuh in 
Su Policy, A-6 
Howard University. 
··we must join together to combat 
this hierarchy of non-collaborated 
power:· sa id HUSA President 
Marylin Hoo,en in an inspirational 
S1a1c of lhe Uni\-crsity speech which 
addre,-.,ed many different issues and 
brought lhe Assembly to u standing 
ovation upon i1s conclusion. 
Howard alumni and Advisory 
Ne ighborhood Commissioner 
(ANC) chair I B. Nik Eames w,i; 
present for the discussion on the Uni-
versity"s recently fi led ttpplication 
with theCi1y of DC to privatize parts 
of Howard University's main cam-
pus. 
··we mu~1 oppose 1he ,uce1 clos-
ing:· said Eames. '·It is not for the 
best imerest of 1he yard. It i, 1101 in 
the best interest of our community. 
Let\ defeat this thing, go bac~ to the 
drnwing board, and get some com-
munity dialogue so that we can do 
this thing right." 
Lawrence Guyot, community 
activist and former ANC chair for 
section I BO:! reminded students of 
the supportive role that the ANC has 
played as student advocates, both 
with the University and throughout 
the community. 
"Since the late eighties, the DC 
community and Howard University 
studems ha\'e been on one ttecord.'" 
said Guyot." If you look ai support• 
ers of Howard students, other than 
just the students you will sec thnt the 
ANC has always been first in line. I 
h,>pe that you will vote again,t (street 
c)o,ing I unanim()uSI)' •· 
In an adopted motion set forth by 
Eric~ Watson, UGSA Financial 
Advisor. the General Assembly 
mewed 1ha1 tl1e executive office of 
HUSA draft a letter to University 
administrators and DC city officials 
demanding that all tnlks concerning 
street closing cease inunedia1ely. 
Though the motion was passed it 
was not unanimou, and some Gen• 
Get On The Bus 
# 
Pho10 Bl TrO) Tt<ud 
After meeting with se,eeral focus groups earlier Ibis )Car and gauging feedback from those groups, tl1c 
Office of Parking and Shuttle O1,erations has contracted a new company to provide ; huUlc services to 
the Ho" ard Unheersity communil). 
The Office of Parking and Shuttle Sen ices current!) pro, ides sen ices to more than 300 student\ pe r 
day. Shuttle services 11re arnilnblc regular() during the \\t-ek and periodkully on ,,rtkends and holida}s. 
1\-ansportation is provided from the de.signaled shutlle , top$, the Im, nnd dhinity school,. and the 
Shnw/llo,,ard metro stops. 
Schedules for shuttle limes und slops nre mailnble in Blackbum Center and Founders Lil>r:lr), 
Bison Prepare to Take on Tigers in Jackson 
By Ke,in D. Ste,mrl 
HiUtop S1affWriter 
The Howard University Bison mid 1he Jackson St,ue Uniwr-,ity (JSU) Ti gen, wjil f,.:e off 
tomorrow in Jackson, Miss. Within 
1hc pa,1 1wo years. this rivalry hns 
grown. after the Bison·s tough 1wo-
poim loss in l 997 and the slaughter 
of JSU in 1998. 
When tl1e two teams met last sea-
son. Howard jumped all over South-
western Athle tic Conference 
(SWAC) fa,·orite Jack,on State and 
cruised to " 3-1-8 victory. HU quar• 
tcrback (QB\ led White ll>sscd three 
touchdown passes on t 5-of-29 
a11cmp1~ for 279 yards. Overall. tl1e 
Bison tornlcd 508 yards of offense. 
while holding the visiting Tigers to 
only 143 (76 rushing. 67 passing); 
bu1 1ha1 was 1998. 
It is now I 999, and Jackson Srn1e is 
1101 the same cat tha1 showed up in 
D.C. last ye,lf. TI1ey are out 10 avenge 
lasl year's loss to the Bison. TI1e 
Tigers were inexperienced, but now 
they are veterans. JSU is sporting one 
of the mosl potent offenses in Divi• 
File Pho!<> sion I-AA. Kick-Off Time: 6:30 
p.m. (CST) (Sept. 4). 
THIS WEEK'S HILLTOP 
era! Assembly members remained 
slightly apprehensive of the hasty 
nature of the decision. 
··1 would like some time before we 
vo1e on 1his," said UGSA Coordina-
tor Alisa Alston prior to the decision, 
··10 go back and discuss the issue 
with the people in our respective 
schools. I am sure 1ha1 the outcome 
will be the same but we should not 
act without tl1e input of lhose who we 
are placed here 10 represent." 
Other considered busioess was the 
approval of summer sti pend back 
p:,y for both Simisola Marhino and 
Kamal Shaw who served as tempo 
See HUSA. Page A-6 
epresematt ves ot m 
Attendance at Wednesday's 
General Assembly 
Cheryl Grady 
Harry Lawson 
Abigal Williams 
Tori Taylor 
Elmir Betton 
Sandra-Linda Black 
Harshad Joshi 
Asha May 
Alexis Mays 
,s....,.-,-_ J/t \\ 
Student Code of 
Conduct Violates 
First Amendment, 
ACLU Says 
A Brief History of 
The Student Code 
of Conduct ... 
In lhe fall of I 997, lhe Howard Uni-
versity administration adopted the 
Ford Rapid Process, lhe purpose of 
which was to restructure lhe way stu-
dents and faculty were nominated to 
>tudent judicittry committees. The 
process also added administration 
representatives 10 those conurunees 
for the first time. 
At 1ha1 time, Marilyn Hoosen was 
nominated 10 represent the students 
on 1he l'ord Rapid Process imple-
ru ... m.tlluu tt!J.Jll 11,c:: f·acuh~ Senate 
and 1-1 USA ha\'e the responsibility 
of nominating/electing students and 
faculty 10 serve on these boards. 
The comminee. which had a dispro-
portionate ratio of administrators 10 
students, voted 10 put 1his po"'-cr in 
tl1e hands of lhc Dean for Special Stu• 
dent Service>. with HUSA and The 
Faculty Senmc only having the po"-er 
to make recommendations to the 
Dean. Student representation "-llS 
also ha)\'ed during 1his process from 
four se:its on lhe bo:1rds to two. 
Subsequently, a meeting was held 
in April 1998 10 deal with lhe code 
portion of1he Student Code of Coo• 
duct. TI1e administration came to the 
meeting wi1h its proposal already 
drafted. Once again, the committee 
consisted of a disproportionate 
See History, A-6 
Are Students at 
Private Institutions 
Entitled to Civil 
Liberties? 
By Aprill O. Turner 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The American Civil Liberties 
Union (ACLU) has declared Howard 
Universiry"s Proposed Student Code 
of Conduct 10 be ·•problematic"' as 
well as ·'ambiguous··. 
The Proposed Student Code of Con• 
duct began as a topic of discussion at 
Howard in Spring 1997. The Code 
contains rule, and regulation, by 
which MuJenls ,trc go,e1 ned 011.:c 
they are validated nt the Uni ven,i1y. 
According 10 Arthur B. Spitzer, the 
legal director of the ACLU for the 
National Capitol Area, it is nm 
uncommon for mnny campu" codes 
10 violate Fin.I Amendment liberties. 
'"Because the ACLU belie,-es lhat 
all members of the academic com-
munity should have the right 10 hold 
and c~press view, that others 'l1ay 
find offen,i,e or emolionally dis• 
tressing. we )O<lk with great care to 
ensure that speech codes do 1101 
infringe the pro1ec1ed areas of free 
speech, as many such codes do." 
Spitzer said. 
Spitzer went further to say 1h01 the 
Howard code does not offer any real 
solutions and leaves much 10 be 
See ACLU, A-6 
Rash of Deaths Plagues 
Columbia Heights 
Street Patrols To Be Increased, Officer 
Says 
By Randy Short 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
A recent spate of drug-related 
shootings in 1he Columbia Heights 
section of Northwest Washington, 
which is adjacent to Howard Uni• 
versi ty, has prompted police to 
increase street patrols. 
Police reported 1ha1 a man in his 
late twenties was found dead Satur• 
day next to a black Jeep Cherokee at 
15th and Fuller Streets, NW. The 
victim, who suffered numerous gun• 
shot wounds, was not identified by 
officittls pending notification of next 
of kin. 
Roderick Herbert Jones was found 
seriously wounded Sunday night at 
II :44 p.m. and was taken 10 1hc 
Washu1g1on Hospital Center, where 
he died two hours Inter. Jones was 
found under a swing set on the 
Girard Street playground-just a 
block from where a similar s laying 
took place lhe previous Saturday. 
These two slayings, in which both 
victims were shot more lhan a dozen 
times, have made many residents of 
the Columbia Heights community 
fearful to walk outside. 
Said Morris Feagin. a 29-year-old 
student who 1old reporters he heard 
multiple gunshots Sunday. ··1t ·s like a 
ldlling season around here:· 
In addition 10 the murders two olher 
See Shootings. A-6 
POPULAR PAPER FARMER MEMORIAL DEXTER DEBUTS 
\ 
Students ranked The Hilltop 
the fifth most popular 
college paper in the nation. 
See Campus A3 
'i 
A Memorial 
for the late 
James Farmer 
will be held 
next week. 
See CityA7 
Recording artist 
Torry Dexter, releases 
a new album 
See TEMPO, Bl2 
\ 
Weekend Weather 
. 
TODAY: Partly SI.UlllY 
80's HIGH, 70LOW 
SATURDAY: Sunny 
lf7 HIGH, 69 LOW 
SUNDAY: Sunny 
88HIGH, 70 LOW 
' 
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Round of Questions Pelt HUSA Administration 
Summer financial advisor appointee raises concern 
By CIIARL~S COLE~IAN, JR. 
Hilllop Staff Writer 
Amidst the beginning of a new 
school year and the return of Gener-
al Assembly members from summer 
vacmion. controversy and concern 
Still plague the Howard University 
Student Association executive office 
as many qucs1io1,1 the nature of 
HUSA'.s 1999 summer financial oper-
ations. .. 
Much of the controversy Mems from 
HUSA President Marylin Hoosen's 
appointment of Simisola Marinho. 
curre,uly the HUSA chief of staff. as 
the temporary financial advisor for 
the summer operations in the absence · 
of Frank Turner, the financial advisor 
who was approvtd by the General 
Assembly in the final meeting last 
school year 
"What [Marylin] Hoosen did by 
appointing Simisola Marinho as a 
temporary financial advisor was both 
wrong and uncon,titu1ional.'" claimed 
UGSA financial adviso1 Eric Watson. 
"Checks were cut for HUSA execu-
tive staff members. financial docu-
ments were signed. and transactions 
went through when HUSA was oper-
ating with a financial advisor that was 
unconstitutional." 
Many students came to the Gener• 
al Assembly meeting on Wednesday 
looking not only for an explanation of 
the financial advisor situation and 
other staff issues, but also seeking the 
"full disclosure" which Hoosen and 
HUSA Vice-President Q. Torah Jack• 
son Ill made a key pillar of their 
platform in last Spring's election. 
"I am really interested to see what"s 
going on because last Spring mem-
bers of the Unity 2000 campaign 
promised to inform students of their 
business and operations, and from 
what I understand of this past sum-
mer, everything that has gone on has 
not been right," said Abeni Cooper, 
a sophomore Biology major who was 
in attendance at Wednsday's meeting. 
Hoosen felt as though her actions 
were in keeping with the goal of get-
ting oflice business accomplished. 
"Because Frank was in New York 
doing his summer internship and we 
still needed tO carry on the everyday 
business of HUSA which necessi-
tates financial transactions," said 
Hoosen. "l appointed Simisola as 
temporary financial advisor in his 
absence. with the understanding that 
he would resume his position upon 
his return at the beginning of the 
ochool year." 
Still, others find serious fault in 
Hoosen's temporary appointment. 
"What (Hoosen) has done is inap-
propriate as Ms. Marinho had not 
been approved by anyone. least of all 
the General Assembly anil thus her 
signing off on any financial docu-
ments as a temporary financial advi-
sor is completely unconstitutional;· 
Watson added. 
Belinda Lightfoot-Watkins, Dean 
of Student Life and Activities. is the 
administrator responsible for the 
approval ofHUSA financial transac-
tions, and felt the temporary appoint• 
ment was necessary to continue 
HUSA'.s business for the summer. 
"I allowed Marylih to exercise her 
judgment and appoint a temporary 
financial advisor." Watkins com-
mented. "HUSA still needed to have 
someone to sign financial documents 
even with the approved financial 
advisor being away on summer 
break." 
Despite the permission of Dean 
Watkins. others still questioned the 
legitimacy of the situation. 
·'The thing that seems suspect to me 
is that it appears as !hough two peo-
ple were. in effect, occupying one 
position of financial advisor this sum-
mer," said Vice-President of the 
School of Communications Bien-
venido Lebron. 
However, Dean Watkins was oper-
ating under an understanding that 
HUSA had terminated Frank Turner. 
" I am in receipt of a copy of :m e-
mail from Marylin 10 Frank Turner 
that was allegedly sent this summer 
which alerts him-with much regret 
-<>f his termination. and offers him 
another position of Fund-Raising 
director," said Watkins. 
Though Hoosen acknowledges 
offering Turner the fund raising posi-
tion. she denies having terminated 
him. 
"Frank Turner was not fired," 
Hoosen said. "Simisola Marinho was 
only a temporary financial advisor 
who acted in Fr.i.nk's absence this 
summer. It was undcr.tood that upon 
fFrank"s] return he would resume his 
role as financial advisor." 
Yet inconsistencies throughout the 
HUSA office have contributed to the 
confusion. When questioned fast 
week as to the status of Unity 2ooo·s 
financial advisor, HUSA Vice-Pres-
.... 
File Photo 
Frank 8 . Turner. at,o,e. ,.,., temporarily replooed as HUSA financi"1 ud, isor this sun>• 
mer. TIie unsanctM>nl'd replacemenl ha!t come under ultack. 
ident Q.'Jerah Jackson Ill described 
the position as "not hired". 
Overall. many students hope that 
the clouds which surround this sum-
mer are not an indication of a dismal 
and unproductive year to come. 
"f am upset about what has hap-
pened so far," said Lebron. '·but I 
believe that HUSA can turn things 
around and make it a productive year 
for the students and student govern-
ment as a whole." 
According to Turner he is putting 
his best foot forward and is awaiting 
a productive year. 
"Whatever outcome happens. I am 
looking forward to producing great 
work for HUSA this year:• said Turn-
er. 
Enterprising New Bookstore Looks to Next Millennium 
By KELLI £sTERS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Imagine long lines and absent text-
books giving way to a new and 
improved book.store complete with a 
video wall , acybercafe with Internet 
hook-ups and sofas, and an in-house 
computer outlet. Sound too good to 
be true? Howard University officials 
say it will soon be a reality. 
Students are anticipating the Sept. 
18 opening of the new Howard Uni-
versity Bookstore in Howard Center 
at 2225 Georgia Ave. in hopes that the 
bookstore system will be improved. 
Although students said that condi-
tions at the old bookstore are better 
now thnn at this time last semester, 
when shelves were nearly empty, this 
semester they still had to deal with 
excessively long lines and missing 
books. 
Junior Shana Waller, a telecommu-
nications management major. waited 
until her second week of classes to 
purchase her books because of long 
lines. "I have homework now. and I 
need these books," she said. She 
turned to look at the line that had 
formed and added. "And I am still 
faced with a long line." 
She said that the whole registrntion 
process and purchasing of books is 
taxing, but that it is the price to pay 
for being at Howard. 
Bookstore Systems Director 
Antwan Clinton said. "We are doing 
things to make the experience better." 
He explained that -the Office of 
Bookstore Systems is making 
advancements to make purchasing 
textbooks at the beginning of the 
semester less of a hassle. There will 
be a new. faster register and ordering 
system, more check-out stations and 
a larger inventory. 
Waller, like most students, is look-
ing forward to the opening of the 
new bookstore. "I think it will add a 
nice face to Georgia Avenue:· she 
said. 
The newly expanded bookstore will 
encompass the current University 
Bookstore. Campus Store. Health 
Sciences Bookstore and Bison Shop. 
The first two noors of the Howard 
Center have been transformed into 
what administrntors are calling "The 
Hub of the African-American fape-
rience." 
Many are wondering why the uni-
versity has chosen to close the Bison 
Shop on Georgia Avenue. which just 
opened in October 1998. According 
10 Clinton. tlte relocation of the Bison 
Shop had been planned al I along. He 
said the purpose of the move to Geor-
gia Avenue last fall was to introduce 
a retail presence to the block. to get 
,tudents acclimatized to going there 
Bargain Seeking Book Hunters Skip 
Lines, Buy on Net 
On-line Bookstores Save Students Time and Money 
By JO~F.t.Lli W11tTt,0CK 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Faced with long lines and. some say. 
excessive prices. many students are 
turning to buying books onli ne 10 
avoid the hassle of the bookstore. 
Clayton Benn. a sophomore finance 
major. found 1hat at the varsity.com 
websi1e the prices were lower than at 
Howard's Un iversity Bookstore. 
''They give you a ten dollar discount 
with your first purchase." he said. 
Clayton ordered his books on Tues-
day and expects them by Thursday. 
As students scramble to meet pro-
fessors· deadlines, books become a 
priority. Students complain that 
Howard's bookstore is more con-
gested by hunting students th an 
books. Many books are out of stock, 
sold out. or just not carried there, they 
say. 
Terrance Biddle. a fourth year film 
student. shopped amazon.com for 
most of his books. He says that while 
waiting for books to arrive he can do 
more consiructive things than w-.iiting 
in a line. 
Sophomore Jennifer Dyson. a legal 
communications major, was among 
the hundreds of Howard University 
students in the bookstore this week 
comparing the prices of textbooks. 
Dyson was searching for her Spanish 
I required materials, which consist• 
ed of :, textbook. a workbook, lab 
manua I, CD and answer key. At 
Howard's bookMorc the materials are 
sold together in a package that costs 
$82.50. Dyson and others are learn-
ing that the Internet offers numerous 
sites where students can buy school 
supplies for much less. 
Book Sites 
Varsity book.com 
Ecampus.com 
Big words.com 
efollet.com 
Amazon.com 
Barnsandnobel.com 
At the Varsity Books website, var-
sitybooks.com. the same package 
Dyson needed costs $60.40. 
Dyson had already purchased her 
package from the bookstore and was 
astounded at the amount of money 
she cou ld have saved had she 
shopped online. "I feel ripped off," 
she said. "It"s like I'm throwing my 
money into this university and getting 
nothing in return. When you return 
the books back to Howard, you hard-
ly get your money back." 
Sales representative for varsity-
books.com. Howard Universi ty 
senior Channing Hawkins. said that 
the downside to online shopping is 
that it presents competition for 
Howard's bookstore. But he added 
that "Online shopping is the way of 
the future." 
Carl Patrick Burrowes, a commu-
nications law professor. said that buy• 
ing books online is not new to him. 
"I've gotten used to buying books 
Online." he said. 
Burrowes added, however, that there 
is a benefit 10 actually going into a 
bookstore. •"fhe advantage to shop-
ping in bookstores is that one can 
examine the book.~ 1hey intend on 
purchasing." 
Online buying can pose problems. 
Fourth year systems and computer 
science engineering major Roderick 
Titomas was unable to find his books 
online. "They had books for the more 
gener.i.l courses," he said. 
Thomas found shopping online 
more convenient. less expensive, and 
line-free, even though he was only 
able to browse. "In the end, I had to 
'come back to Howard"s two-hour 
lines where my three books cost 
around $300." he said. 
Of course. simply going to a web-
site is not a guaranteed bargain. "Pop-
ular books are sometimes cheaper 
while unpopular ones may be more 
expensive," said Burrowes. At text• 
books.com. the materials that Dyson 
was looking for are sold separately 
fora total of SI 12.10,compared with 
the University Bookstore's $82.50 
package deal. 
Varsitybooks.eom. which calls itself 
"your online college bookst0re," 
charges $4.95 for shipping regardless 
of the amount of books purchased. 
Books arrive in no later than three 
business days or the shipping fee is 
refunded. 
Tuxtbooks.com. the self-described 
"world's largest textbook store," also 
charges a $4.95 shipping fee. If the 
book is in stock, it's usually shipped 
within 24 hours. If ordered by Prior-
ity Mail. bobks can take up to a week 
to arrive. UPS Ground can take from 
three to five business days. 
Botlt online sites advertise 40 per-
cent off the average book's cost. 
Phol<I I>) TIO)' 1icucl 
to purchase items before the new 
store is built. and to have room 10 
expand sales of the Howard Univer• 
sity clothing line and computer soft• 
ware. 
There have also been questions con-
cerning the timing of the opening 
date of the new store. Executive Vice 
President and Chief Operating Offi-
cer Thomas Elzey said the intent was 
to have the new store open at the 
beginning of this semester. but the 
:1dministration realized it was not 
possible. 
Much detai l went into the new two• 
level store. In addition to the specially 
made "HU" engraved carpet. there 
will be a video wall on the first 0oor 
that can be viewed on Georgia 
Avenue. composed of sixteen televi-
sions that can produce one large pic-
ture. There will be a cybercafe wired 
with state-of-the-art technology 
where students can bring their lap-
tops and hook-up to the Internet, or • 
just sit down on one of the plush sofas 
and read a book while sipping on cof-
fee. 
The Gr.i.nd Opening Celebration of 
the new boohtore is scheduled for 
Sept. 24 through 30. During this 
week. the store will have special 
guest appearances by the Howard 
University Choir and author Earl G. 
Graves, Sr. There will also be special 
promotions and discounts throughout 
the week. Laptops. computer soft-
ware. a cellular phone and a VCR will 
be rafned off. 
The University Book<tore also 
plans to hold poetry readings. book 
signings and art displays throughout 
the year. It will have extended hours, 
introduce a new FUBU/Howard 
Clothing line and also house the 
largest computer outlet in Washing-
ton, D.C. 
"It will not be your typical book-
store-it will be much more than 
that ... said Clinton. 
Administrators declined to state the 
cost of the new developments. 
Beginning next fall, there will be a 
new ,ystem so freshmen can pre-
order their books during orientation. 
In the future. the administration 
hopes to implement an online service 
so textbooks can be purchased over 
the Internet. 
To facilitate the opening of the new 
bookstore, the Bi sop Shop on Geor-
gia Avenue will close Sept. 7. the 
Campus Store in Blackburn will 
close Sep1. 9. the Health Sciences 
Bookstore in the College of Den-
tistry will close Sept. 13, and the 
University Bookstore on 4th Street 
will close Sept. 15. Students are 
advised to make purchases before 
these dates because there will be a 
period of time (at least three days) in 
which items cannot be purchased. 
Campus Digest 
1 
HU Professor Receives International Award 
Howard University alumnus, architect and professor Harry G. Robinson is the 
recipient of the 1999 Richard T. Ely Educator of the Year Award. 
Robinson will be presented with the award on Sept. 30 in Paris. The award is given 
by Lambda Alpha, a professional land economics society. Members of the soci-
ety are chosen by invitation only based on outstanding contribution to the advance-
ment of the knowledge or practice of land economics, or achievements in a field 
that is directly related to land economics. 
Robinson, who is on sabbatical until Jan. 2000, continues to advise the Univer-
sity on campus planning and urban design. 
Department of Physics and Astronomy Receives $20,000 Grant 
The Howard University Department of Physics and Astronomy and Professor 
Yehuda Salu have been selected by the American Association of Physics Teach-
ers to lead a national program geared toward preparing a new generation of col-
lege and university faculty for careers in science and mathematics. 
The department will receive a $20,000 grant over two years to develop and imple-
ment activities that offer aspiring academics'opportunities to observe and learn 
about a full range of faculty work and career options as part of the "Shaping the 
Preparation of Future Science and Mathematics Faculty" program. 
HU Provost Elected AAHE Board Vice Chair 
Howard University Provost and Chief Academic Officer Dr. Antoine M. Garibal-
di has been elected vice chair of the American Association for Higher Education 
(AAHE) board of directors. He will serve as chairman in 2001-2002. 
AAHE is a membership organization that promotes the changes higher educa-
tion must make to ensure its effectiveness. 
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Freshmen Offered Inside Look at Mecca 
By ERICA MOODY•H ANKERSON 
Hilltop Smff Writer 
Chauncie Burton. a first-year 
broadcast news major. listened anen• 
lively to information about college 
life at an orientation program last 
week for freshmen living in Drew 
Hall and the Tubman Quadrangle. 
The program. "Making It At The 
Mecca," gave advice on various top-
ics, from the basics of college life in 
the District to keeping relationships 
during the four-year lerm. 
Searching for employment, how to 
ride the transit system and even 
where to find the best hair salon were 
just a few topics that sparked interest. 
excitement of entering college. 
" I was having a hard time adjust• 
ing," said Burton. "Being here and 
hearing that other people had the 
same problems I had makes me feel 
a li11le more comfortnble." 
Transfer students were also present. 
Andrea Durham. formerly a student 
at Millikin University in lllinois, is 
not a novice to the college scene but 
was curious about Howard life. "I 
came out to get a feel of what they 
were going to say for the freshmen 
and also things I didn't know about 
the area and the school itself," said 
Durham. 
science major, was in a11endance. 
" I haven't been to any other meet-
ings like this that just try 10 incorpo-
rate freshmen into the normal 
Howard aspect and tell you things 
that you don't hear about in freshman 
orientation," said Williams. 
Workshop leaders hope that these 
fi rst-year students will feel comfon-
able asking questions and feel like 
they have an older shoulder 10 lean on 
throughout their college experiences. 
men could relate to. 
"Being involved in campus activi• 
ties really makes you love Howard," 
said Heather Morris. a senior systems 
and computer science major. "You 
have to be active." 
Resourceful information packets 
were distributed to the freshmen. 
They included several references, 
such as addresses and phone numbers 
to places around town that the stu-
dents would need. 
AJ 
• 
Freshmen participants felt that the 
workshop calmed many of their per-
sonal fears and answered questions 
that were not previously addressed 
because of registration and the 
"\Ve're here to offer answer; to the 
small questions," sald Willis Mi les. 
a senior legal communications major 
and president of Beta Chapter of 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc .. one 
of the sponsors of the program. 
"We are people that they could look 
up 10 and people they could use as 
tools 10 help them out during their 
time here at Howard," said Jami Har• 
ris. a senior English and French dou-
ble major and president of Alpha 
Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorority. Inc., the other sponsor of the 
program. 
Being homesick and making 
friends was a topic that many fresh• 
'There are people out here that are 
willing to help and make the effon to 
come out and talk to them," said 
Miles. 'They are willing to actually 
help and see them on the campus 
tomorrow. next week, next month and 
sti ll be able to help if they're having 
problems." Phcxob) Erica \100<l)·HJllla:r.on 
Freshman sludents were laught the fJdS or college llrt ut la~t " l-ck·s \,elooming 1>n>g.J1lm. 
Abo\'e. lWO fr~ tullf .. 'fl di~ the program "ilh \\'ill.is M) ICS ancr t he e'\{'llt. 
Mia Williams, a freshman political 
Brazilian Beat Hil!top Named Popular Campus Paper 
By RAFIAH O ,WIS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Hillrop, Howard University's 
student newspaper, is one of the most 
popular campus papers in the nation, 
according 10 the Princeton Review. 
The New York-based firm ranked 
the publication fifth in the nation in 
its "Campus Newspapers That Get 
Read" category. 
The results were based on student 
surveys and published in The Prince-
ton Review's "The Best 33 1 Col• 
leges-2000 edition.'' 
The Princeton Review, an educa-
tional services company that is not 
affiliated with Princeton University. 
surveyed 59.000 college studenh for 
the book. A random sample of stu-
dents of the 33 1 colleges. about 175 
students per campus, answered 70 
questions about their school. Ques-
tions were about academics, campus 
life and student body, as well as their 
study hours, politics and opinions. 
The survey was a multiple choice. 
grid-based questionnaire, distributed 
and collected on campuses by repre-
sentatives of The Princeton Review 
during the 98-99. 97-98 or 96-97 
school years. 
On \1oncl3y ni!?lll l .CXX) p...--ople of n cry per!l-ua.sion turned 
out to hc tanuliud by the <00nds of the Bahian Blocotroupc 
lit Aiy~. 
The event k icked off wi1h :>.n A fr ic:m drumming group 
comprised of )Outh from Baltimore, Md. Moc;1re Cobra led 
a team ofCapocira performers in a powerful dcmon~muion 
of 1hc dance-martial art form. Their set was followed by a 
hord,con: Wa.,hinston. O.C. Go-Go band whose rhythms 
and call-and•n:\ponfr.C lyrics brought the crov.'d 10 its feet. 
Those \.\ho sta)ed pail the intermh,sion wer~ ifot di,.tp• 
pointed. Fir.-t. the lroupe·s lcad-.:-r. Vo,o, with lram.lating help 
lrom Gi,cllc Mill,. called on Bl•ck people to unite and 
recl:lim their Sh.lfcd hcri1agc. VO\'0 also told I.he crowd tha1 
Brazil"~ racial democracy did nm alw.:i.ys permi1 Bl3ck~ 10 
fully participate in Carni\'a1. 
Clint Wilson, journalism professor 
and faculty advisor to The Hillrop, 
said the ranking proved that.the paper 
is meeting its goals of engaging read-
ers and serving as the student voice 
of the University. 
"l was pleased 10 learn that our stu-
dents read the paper because it is a 
valuable tool that maintains open 
communication on the campus," he 
said. 
There are 60 category liMs in 1he 
book based entirely on the answers of 
the survey questions- they include 
best professors. most accessible fac• 
uhy and biggest fraternity and soror• 
ity scene. 
Some of the top schools include 
Florida State in T.1llahassee, Fl ., as 
the top party school and The Uni-
versity of Richmond in Va. as the 
school with the most beautiful cam• 
pus. 
Photo b,-.,· Troy T;e11tl. CompUtd by Randy Shorr 
The University of North Carolina in 
Chapel HiU ranked number one as the 
most read campus paper. The Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in Philadel-
phia came in 2nd. 
The Princeton Review also did 
research for some of the categories. 
In addition. the book has a category 
Library Corner 
Academic Solutions 'With You in 
Mind, Your Questions, Your Answers, 
Your Time 
Librar y Questions ... We Have 
Answers 
DID YOU KNOW? The library 
system has a team of subject-spe• 
cialists to help )'OU' 
•Jump•start your research with 
some expert advice on search ,trate• 
gies and library resources; 
•Choose the right database for a class 
assignment or term paper and search 
it effectively; or 
•Craft a winning resume to land that 
pan-lime job. 
Stop by and introduce yourself 10 
your school or department's librari• 
an! 
Leslie Brown 
(l_m_brown@howard.edu) 
Bene Durant 
(bduran1@howard.edu) 
Sarah Fauntroy 
(sfauntroy@howard.edu) 
Clara Guyton 
(cguyton@howard.edu) 
Carrie Hackney 
(chnckney@boward.edu) 
Gary McMillan 
(gmcmillan@howard.edu) 
Mohamed Mekkawi 
(mmekkawi@fac.howard.edu) 
Ruth Owopetu 
(oowope1u@howard.edu) 
Bobby Player 
(bplayer@boward.edu) 
Lucille Smiley 
(lsmiJey@howard.edu) 
Audrey Thompson 
(amthomp,on@howard.edu) 
Errol Watkis 
(ewatkis@howard.edu) 
Anhuree Wright, Ph.D. 
(arwright@boward.edu) 
Steven Yoon. Ph.D. 
(syoon@howard.edu) 
Frances Zeigler 
(fzeigler@howard.edu) 
Does the library still offer free 
Internet classes? 
Yes, free hands-on information 
technology training is available. The 
classes are limited 10 the HU com• 
munity. Classes began on Aug. 26 
and will be offered throughout the 
month of September at varying times 
on Wednesdays and Thursdays. For 
the current schedule or to register for 
classes, call 806-7252 or send e-mail 
to fz.eigler@howard.edu. 
Wingate Creates Library Logo 
The new slogan and logo for the 
Libraries' column are the original 
artistic contribu tions of Rukiya 
Wingate, a junior at Howard Uni-
versity during the 1998- 1999 acade-
mic year. Al the conclusion of that 
year, Uni,'Crsity Librnries sponsored 
a contest 10 solicit ideas for a dis-
tinctive slogan and logo to launch the 
new communications initintive in 
The Hilltop. Wingate's entries were 
original, distincti,·e and captured the 
unique symbolic complementarity 
of the Library System to the Univer-
sity's broader academic mission. As 
the winner of the contest, Wingate 
will receive $JOO each for her slogan 
and logo. We hope you will feel free 
to share your ideas for this column. 
Have a great 1999-2000 academic 
year! 
Join the Friends of the Library at 
Howard Unlwrsity! 
Supporr our Unil'ersitv ·, Libmri~s 
System 
Cost for HU students: from $10 
All new members receive a beauti• 
ful, brass Friends of the Libmry 
bookmark. 
Sign up during the opening of the 
new HU Bookstore on Georgia 
Avenue Sept. 18 10 24. or vi~it our 
office in Founders Library, Suite 203. 
Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. You may also sign up on the 
Internet at 
www.founders.howard.edu/friends.ht 
m. 
Membership Privileges Include: 
Meeting notable authors at lectures 
and activities 
Advance notice of special programs 
Quanerly newslener and annual 
report 
And book discounts. 
Libmry Comer is a ll'eekly co/1111111 
ro infom1 srudems abour rite variottt 
services offered by the library. For 
more informario11 call 806-7252. 
. . I r l n I•: • 1--1 .-· r ; ~ : ! n .. , ' :. :.. l. . l. t.: . ·, - ;:_ 
LEGAL 
ASSISTANT 
GW•s highly-regarded Legal ~istant Program is 
nationally recognized and ABA-approved. Our 
paralegal courses are taught by experienced attorneys 
and offer real-world legal skills employers want. 
■ Get a professional certificate and a minor in 
Legal Assistant studies while earning -your 
undergraduate degree 
■ Complete the certificate or minor in 
one semester or at your own pace 
■ Study speciality courses: Health Law; 
Criminal Law; International Law; 
Telecommunications Law; 
Corporate and Business 
Organization Law 
I . - · , . - I . L: L (., , ' .. : _ , .• r L f • • ; P .-
For more information and to receive a Fall '99 Catalog, 
(202) 973-1175 
web: cce.gwu.edu 
· e-mail: ccc@gwu.edu 
Stude11ts ranked 77rt 1/i//Jop llw.- fiOh n~ 1 
popular college paper in the ~ lion. 
for the schools with the best overall 
academics. which is based on student 
an;wers and on in,1i1u1ionally-repon• 
cd data. Also. the rankings for the 
toughest schools to get into are based 
on insmu1ionally-repor1ed data. 
·Toe Be>t 331 Colleges" is one of 
over I 50 books developed by The 
Princeton Review. Other guides to 
colleges. grad schools and standard· 
ized 1e,1s, as well as career and learn• 
ing-relatcd resource guides, are avail• 
able in bookstore, nationwide. 
nm m1 ~ 11m Iii t1¥J ye, 
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One In Three Infected With HPV, Women Are at Greater Risk 
By ROSLYN A. DOUGLAS 
Hill1op Staff Writer 
One out of three sexually active 
individuals in the United States is 
infected with human papilloma 
viru,. the virus that causes genital 
warh. 
Once deemed as merely a co,met-
ic nuisance. more than JOO stminsof 
human papilloma virus have been 
identified. Other than the actual 
war1s themselves, HPV docs not 
cause any significant symptoms in 
most of its carriers. 
Recent studies ha,·e shown that the 
virus is mainly affecting women 
under the age of 25. Howard Uni-
ACLU 
interpreted by the drafters of the Pro-
posed Code. 
"Anti-free speech provisions in 
campu, codes. such as this one. are 
ineffective in the long run because 
they fail 10 attack the root of the 
problem of dfscrimination. bigotry, 
or racism .. Rather. these codes only 
deal with the effects of the speech." 
said Spitzer. "As exemplified by the 
proposed Code. vague and ambigu• 
ous language is undesirable because 
ii can subject the alleged violators to 
a biased and an unbalanced inter• 
pretation of its provisions." 
A similar incident occurred al the 
University of South Florida in 
Thmpa, Fla .. earlier this week when 
free speech was restricted on certain 
areas of campus. Opposition to the 
restrictions were voiced by· the 
ACLU. students, and faculty. 
Victor Butler. a seniortheater arts 
major at USF finds such restrictions 
10 be in direct violation of his First 
Amendment rights. 
··1 do not believe anyone should 
History 
number of administration and ,taff 
members to student~. with five stu-
dent representatives. At this meeting 
none of the student representatives· 
suggestions were implemented. 
Shortly afterward. President 
Swygen called a Town Hall meeting 
on the student code. At that meeting 
it wa, recommended to the president 
that the University not act on the stu-
dent code over the summer because 
the majority of the students would 
not be a-.1ilable. 
The University came up with 
another proposal by September 
1998. The president held another 
Town Hall meeting on the issue. At 
the Board of Trustees meeting that 
versity is not immune to this 1rend. 
With approximately 75 percent of 
unmarried women in the United 
States becoming sexually active 
before the age of 20, this statistic 
places the women on H u·s campus 
in the largest at-risk population for 
contraction of this relatively unno• 
ticed and undiscussed STD. 
HPV poses a serious th reat to 
women since men are capable of 
carrying the STD and not being 
affected by it. No test is available to 
screen men for the virus, and docu-
mentation of most male cases is 
found after an actual wart ha~ erupt· 
ed on his genitalia. 
HPV may be contracted through 
be able to tell me what I can say, 
where I can say It or even when it can 
be said.": said Butler. These are 
rights that are granted 10 every one, 
they were rough1 for." 
Howard University Graduate 
Trustee. Che Sayles ,aid 1ha1 overall 
he is in fal'0r of the Student Code of 
Conduct. however he also supports 
the notion that there arc some areas 
of the Code that need to be revisit• 
ed. 
"Overall. I support the Student 
Code of Conduct but in the areas 
where it is vague and ambiguous. ii 
loses its affect to guide student 
behavior. and thus loses its effec-
tiveness." said Sayles. 
The ACLU highlighted various 
sections or the Proposed Code. 
which it found to be ambiguous: 
vague and troublesome. One major 
issue the ACLU addressed was the 
fact that Howard is a private institu-
tion. Private institutions are not gov-
erned by the san1e laws that public 
institutions are governed by. 
"Because Howard is a private 
University . despite the fact that it 
receives federal funds, it is not sub-
followed. the student trustees rniscd 
an issue pertaining to the process of 
the code on review.The admini,tra-
tion violated its own policy. President 
Swygert then responded that he 
would rectify the problem. Another 
Town Hall meeting was called in 
December 1998. when President 
Swygen declared thnt he would not 
convene any more Town Hall meet-
ings on the subject because he 
believed that enough dialogue had 
taken place. 
On Dec. 21. 1998. student trustees 
Jonathan Hutto and Randy Short 
sent letters 10 Colin Powell, chair of 
the Academic Excellence Commit-
tee. concerning the foriegn process 
which was used to review the student 
code which was in violation 10 the 
oral sex. sexual intercourse and inti-
mate sexual contact. Felicia Crump, 
an employee at the Howard Univer-
sity Women's Clinic, explains the 
necessity for contraceptive precau-
tions. 
"The recommended form of pro-
tection is condom,, but they are not 
one hundred percent effective." said 
Crump. 'The condom only covers 
the shaft of. the penis, which means 
that the virus may be able to spread 
to the [female's] ,,uJv-J orin the pubic 
hair." 
Female condoms would be the 
most ideal form of protection from 
HPV. due 10 the amount of coverage 
they provide. The female condom is 
offered at the Howard University 
Pharmacy, but is disliked so much by 
its targeted users that a shipment 
had to be returned to suppliers before 
the product expired. 
According 10 the June edition of 
the C/i11ical Advisor. "Human papil-
loma virus rapidly has become the 
most common vim! cause of se.,ual-
ly transmitted disease." HPV is now 
three times as prevalent as herpes. 
Doctors previously believed HPV 
caused prostate cancer. but that the• 
ory has since been dismissed. The 
virus causes genital warts and has 
proven to be a causative agent for 
developing cancer of the cervix in 
From Page One 
ject to the First Amendment as a 
legal matter. Under our review. we 
found many sections to be problem• 
atk.'" 
Spitzer went further to identify 
sections of the Proposed Code that 
the ACLU found to be most "prob-
lematic." 
'The section that deals with dis-
crimination, has several problems. 
First. in this section, there is no cor-
relation between the nature of the 
speech prohibited and the harm that 
the University is trying to prevent. 
One would think that a section enti• 
tied 'Discrimination· would deal 
with actual acts of discrimination:· 
said SpitZer. "But this section does 
not do that." 
The ACLU :1lso found some por• 
tions of the Proposed Code to be 
clearly undefined. 
·1ne phrase 'likely 10 create a ... 
demeaning environment' is very 
vague:· said Spitzer. 'The type of 
speech that creates a 'demeaning 
environment' is a highly subjective 
standard and could be applied too 
easily 10 statements with which a dis• 
ciplinary body simply disagrees:·. 
policy in the H-book. During the 
Board of Trustees meeting that fol• 
lowed the letter in January. Powell 
called for a new committee to be 
established immediately. He also 
charged the committee with review-
ing the proposed code and either 
approving ii or scrapping it alto• 
gether. Powell said committee ;,true• 
tu res should follow guidelines e;rub-
lished in the H-Book. 
However. neither HUSA nor the 
Faculty Senate nominated represen-
tatives to the committee that was 
subsequently formed following the 
January Board ofTruMees meeting. 
The student appointees were nomi• 
nated by the administration and then 
asked that HUSA and the Faculty 
Senate concur with the decisions. 
. 
The ACLU also found the sec-
tion on harassment to be a problem 
area. 
·The phrase 'is likely to provoke 
an immediate and negative 
response·. is vague and ovcrhroad. 
From tho:.e words. it appears that 
anyone who say, anything with 
which another person strongly dis-
agrees could be subject 10 liability 
under the Code." Spitzer said. 
The ACLU said it opposes most 
forms of campus speech codes 
because they are unnecessary and 
because of the great potential for 
misuse caused by vague and ambigu• 
ous policy language. as demonstrat-
ed by the Proposed Code. 
.. A college campus should be a 
place where people fee l free 10 
express their differing views and 
challenge each other's be liefs, 
because that is how learning occurs. 
A campus should not be a place 
where people are afraid to speak. 
Needless 10 say, the Propo,ed Code 
is yet another example to support our 
position on the issue," Spitzer said. 
The review committee met on April 
8. 1999. and recommended that the 
code be approved and sent to the 
General Council's Office. 
The Hilltop's request for the cur-
rent copy of the Student Code of 
Conduct had not been receil'cd by 
press time. The Office of the Dean 
of Special Student Services said the 
document "is not currently available 
for review by the public." ' 
- Compiled By Aprill 0. Turner 
women. This justifies the impor-
tance of cancer screening through 
annual Pap smears, a complimenla• 
ry service is offered by the Howard 
Health Center. 
Medical information provided by 
Medfax Sentinel, a medical infor-
mation organization. states. "Once 
the HPV DNA has entered its host 
cell, it takes over the normal trans-
format ion process and radicall y 
changes the cell it infects." This 
tr.insforma1ion is referred to as dys-
plasia. If left undetected. it replaces 
normal cells' in the area. Once that 
occurs, the area is considered to be 
pre-cancerous. 
When Pap smear results return 
Policy 
serious consequences, such as ter• 
mination or lawsuits." 
Controlling sexual harassment has 
become a big issue in many educa-
tional institutions. The Ed11ca1or's 
G11ide ro Co111rolli11g Sex11al Hamss-
111e111 is provided 10 clear up any 
gray areas of sexual harassment, 
such as hostile environment, sexual 
favoritism and consensual relations 
if they affect the education commu-
nity. The guide also includes a train-
ing section which provides educa-
tors with information on how to 
prevent sexual harassment and the 
proper way 10 handle complaints. 
As ,exual misconduct becomes 
Shootings 
incidents resulted in the hospital-
ization of victim,. 
On Monday at the Mayes Ele• 
mcntary School playground near the 
Garfield Terrace Apartments 1wo 
men were injured in what Police Lt. 
Ralph Neal of Metropolitan Third 
District described as "drug-related 
violence:· One man was beaten with 
a baseball bat and a 20-year-old was 
shot in the neck. 
The shooting victim. who police 
declined to identify. was taken to the 
Washington Hospital Center and 
HUSA 
rary financial advisor and public 
relations director. respectil'ely. this 
past summer. 
"Simisola worked without pay to 
help carry on the financial business 
of the office this summer." Hoosen 
said. 
The General Assembly approved 
back pay for the work Marhino did 
over the summer. but wou Id not 
abnormal, showing changes in cells 
and indicating mild dysplasia or 
HPV infection. the next step would 
be a colposcopy. This procedure is 
relatively quick and may cause some 
cramping. The colposcopy provides 
information that allows the doctor to 
make an accurate diagnosis. It is in 
the best interest of the patient for the 
infected cells of that area be removed 
through cryosurgery, electrosurgery, 
or laser surgical techniques. Howard 
Unh-ersity is one of the few educa-
tional establishments that provides 
free colposcopies and free treatment, 
compared 10 others who charge as 
much as $250. 
a growing problem on college cam-
puses across the. several other col-
leges have revised thei r sexual 
harassment policies as well. The 
Capilano College Policy says sexu-
al harassment is any comment or 
conduct of a sexual nature, includ• 
ing sexual advances. reque,1s for 
sexual favors, sugge,tive comments 
or gestures or physical contact when 
any of the following occurs: 
Le Moyne ,College said it will 
not condone or tolerdle any verbal or 
physical conduct that includes sex• 
ual harassment or nonconsenual sex-
ual policy. At Le Moyne, any stu• 
dent, faculty, staff or administrator 
who engages in such conduct will 
experience disciplinary action. 
was listed in stable condition. As of 
press time no arrest had been made 
and an investigation was underway. 
Police officials vowed to stem the 
violence in Columbia Heights. "We 
are going 10 saturate that place, 
because this is ridiculous," Third 
District Commander Jose Acosta 
said earlier this week. Acosta said 
that the recent slayings are drug-
related but was uncertain how they 
are linked. 
Community leaders and outraged 
residents have developed plans to 
revitlllize the neighborhood. 
grant Shaw the same decision. 
The proposed HUSA budget for 
the fall of 1999 was also on the 
table. but did not meet approval by 
the General AsSembly because of 
errors and moneys which had been 
excluded from the budget. 
The Assembly voted to schedule 
an emergency meeting next Tuesday 
to reexamine the budget and approve 
HUSA executive ,taff appointment,. 
,------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-
Thanks For Making The Hilltop One 
of the Most Popular Student Papers in 
the Country ... 
ffil~en You Read The Hilltop, 
It Shows! 
Ranked 5th Most Popular College Newspaper in the Nation -The Princeton Review 
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Howard Grad, Civil Rights Cham~!on, James Farmer 
Remembered at Kennedy Center With Memorial 
A memorial to honor James L. 
Farmer, Howard grad turned ci ,•ii 
rights hero, is set for Friday Sept. 
IO at the Kennedy Center Opera 
House, 2700 F Street, N. W .. 
Washington. D.C. 
T he event. sponsored by the 
James Farmer Tribute Commit-
tee, will begin at 11 a.m. 
On J ul y 9, 1999, James L. 
Farmer passed out or this life and 
into history. He died at the age of 
79. In the truest sense of the word. 
Farmer was an exemplar of 
Howard's venerable motto of 
''Truth and Service," fighting to 
destroy Amer ican and world 
apartheid for 60 years. Son of a 
Howard Divinity School Profes- that would pave the way for Mar-
sorof Greek, James Farmer, upon tin Luther Ki ng, Jr., the Southern 
completing his studies a t Howard Christian Leadership Conference 
in 1941, disgusted at the racial and the S tudent Non- Violent 
hypocrisy ------------ Coordinat ing 
of his Committee. In 
Method is t James Farmer, 1961, Farmer 
t radit ion, at right, led the "Free-
boldly to ld dom Rides" that 
his father 1920-1999 forced the feder-
hjs goal in al government 
life was to tojoin thestrug-
destroy Jim Crow segregation. He gle for equal rights for Blacks in 
kept his word and helped to make America. Under Farmer, CORE 
a new America. chapters fought against racism in 
In 1942, Farmer founded the Con- 250 cities across the country. He 
gress of Racial Equal ity. He led also convinced President John-
non-violent protests in the 1940s son to introduce Affirmative 
Reggae Rocks District 
PhOlo by 11'0) lieucl 
Residents in the District gathered at Banneker Field last weekend to take part in the 
Ditrict's annual Reggae festival. Hundreds turned out for a day of tunes and food. 
Before you resort to this, 
, 
Come to Student Support Services. We will provide 
you with the skills to succeed in your academic, 
career, personal, and social pursuits. We offer free 
tutoring and free scholarship searches! Come to the 
Undergraduate Library,.room L41 or call us at (202) 
806-5132 for more information. 
Action, which greatly changed 
the living conditions of millions 
of people. 
ln the twilight of his life, 26 uni-
versities honored him wi th hon-
orary Ph.D.s. President Cl inton 
awarded Farmer with the Presi-
dential Medal of Freedom. How-
ever, it was the honorary Ph.D. 
from Howard that he felt was the 
greatest honor bestowed upon 
him. 
Following the Memorial there 
will be a leadership teach-in at the 
Rayburn House Office Building. 
All youth and students are invit-
ed to attend. 
-Compiled by Randy Short 
Transportation 101: 
Getting Around In The District May 
Be Easier Than You Think 
By C HARLES G RJ\l\'T 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Being in a strange city can be 
overwhelming for a new student, 
especially if he or she is unfa-
miliar with the variety of trans-
portation that the District has to 
offer. The Washington. D.C .. 
transit system is probably the 
most convenient and inexpen-
sive way to travel. 
The metro area has bus service 
as well as a metro rail system that 
is one of the cleanest and easiest 
to use in the nation. There are 
also reasonably priced cab ser-
vices throughout the area. 
Some students like some modes 
of transportation more than oth-
ers, often depending on where 
they live. 
Senior international business 
marketing major Caja Owens 
said, "I like thl: bus system more 
because it is convenient and 
faster for me because I live so far 
away from the closest Metro 
stop. Pl us the train stops at mid-
night, while some of the bus lines 
go until two in the morning." 
Senior Eboni Benjamin, a chem• 
istry major, prefers the train sys-
tem. "The trains take you right to 
most of the malls and airports 
and is very convenient and usu-
ally fast, besides the fact that it is 
very easy to use~ 
One of the most helpful things 
that a new student can have is a 
Metro guide. In the guide there 
is a map of the rai l system and a 
great list of things to do in the 
area. The guide should be avail-
able in any Metro station or at the 
Blackburn center. 
The bus is another inexpensive 
way to travel throughout the city, 
and several bus lines are acces-
sible from campus. You can also 
change from the train to the bus 
for a mere quarter by obtaining 
a transfer from the dispenser in 
the Metro stations. 
Toxi cabs are probably the most 
expensive but fastest way to get 
anywhere. and the only way to 
get somewhere after midnight if 
you don't have a car or a ride. 
Knowing how to get around the 
city is crucial to the college expe-
rience. Whether it is by bus, 
train, or cab, take advantage of 
what the District has to offer. 
WANT TO HAVE A SIZZLING SEMESTER? 
COME TO STl DENT SUPPORT SERVICES AND APPLY 
FOR A TUTOR POSITION, UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY, 
lAl, 202-806-5132. YOU'LL BE PAfD, AND YOU WILL PROVIDE A 
SPARKLE OF HOPE TO OTHERS SEEKING ASSISTANCE! 
l 
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We're looking for thinkers. Not just their diplomas. 
It's all about making an impact. 
Speakers Bureau-Wednesday, September 8, 4:30 - 6:30 p.m. · 
Strategy Presentation-Monday, September 13, 6:00 p.m. 
Both events will be at the Center for Professional Development. 
You know you're more than a piece 
of paper. You're bursting with ideas and 
insights that can change the world of 
business. And at Andersen Consulting, 
we want them. 
As a leading global management and 
profound change. After all , it takes 
powerful ideas to align strategy with 
people, process and technology. 
We'll provide first-rate training and 
guidance, and expose you to a variety of 
projects and indust(ies. All of which builds 
I 
technology consulting organization, we a solid foundat ion for your future. 
use fresh insights and ideas to help world-· Come and talk to us about yourself, 
class cl ients develop strategies that deliver and most importantly, your ideas. 
An opportunity in our strategy consulting 
practice could be the right choice for you. 
Visit our Web site at www.ac.com 
Andersen 
Consulting 
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News from around the world 
Buganda King Marries . 
Kampala, Uganda- Buganda King Ronald 
Muwenda Mutebi IJ, 45, married Sylvia 
Luswata, 35. Aug. 27 in an Anglican cathe-
dral. Luswata attended New York Universi-
ty and worked at the World Bartk in Wash-
ington, D.C., as a pubHc relations expert. 
Buganda is the largest and most influential 
traditional kingdom of Uganda. 
On the same day Mutebi made a 13-year-
old girl. Sarah Nsobya, his ·'nak!ni," or first 
wife . This first wife has traditionally 
remained a virgin for life and held duties such 
as announcing the king's death and ending 
the communal mourning period, although 
according to kingdom officials, Nsobya will 
not have to adhere to all of the traditions. 
A reception was held at a Kampala sports 
stadium where tens of thousands attended, 
and a ceremony was also held to honor his-
torical nak.kus. Bugandan businesses were 
dosed and dancing and drumming celebra-
tions took place throughout the kingdom. 
American Charged With Gun Smug-
gling 
Harare, Zimbabwe-Self-described Amer-
ican Christian missionary Gary Blanchard 
was charged Aug. 3q with smuggling 
weapons. Blanchard said he helped smuggle 
guns out of the Congo to protect Congolese 
pastors and converts to his Pentecoslal church 
group. He said the weapons were being used 
for defense from troops that he said he feared 
would break in and kill household members. 
Twenty-two handguns and 2 I rifles were 
hidden in secret panels in a truck belonging 
to Blanchard and other missionaries, which 
was driven out of Congo, through Zambia 
and into Zimbabwe. X-ray machines at the 
Harare airport led to the disco\'ery of the 
guns, 70 knives, silencers, telescopic sights, 
night vision sights, ammunition, camouflage 
paint and a two-way radio. Sabotage and ter-
rorism charges were dropped because of lack 
of evidence. 
Rebels Attack 1\vo Neighbor hoods 
Bujumbura. Burundi-Hutu militiamen 
attacked two neighborhoods near the capital 
Aug. 30, killing 26 civiHans. The Hutu rebels 
are believed to be from the Palipehutu 
extremist group, which killed 22 Tutsi sol-
diers. The raid of the neighborhoods, one of 
which was Musaga, also resulted in 20 homes 
being burned. The Tutsi-dominated military 
retaliated, killing 20 rebels. More rebels were 
killed by Tutsi residents. 
Hutus form the majority of Burundi's 6 mil-
lion inhabitants, while the Tutsi minority, 
comprising only 14 percent of the population. 
dominates the military. the economy and 
academic institution~. More thart 200.000 
people ha\'e died since 1993, the year of the 
assassination of the country's first democra-
tically elected president. a Hutu. 
Nigerian Writer Returns Home 
Lagos, Nigeria-Nigerian writer Chinua 
Achebe returned home for a visit Aug. 25 
with his wife and son after the country's 
change from military to civilian rule. Civil-
ian rule was restored in May under Gen. 
Abdulsalami Abubakar's leadership. Military 
governments have driven many Nigerians 
into exile because of downturns in the econ-
omy and abuses of human rights under their 
rules. The 69-year-old author of "Things 
Fall Apart" left Nigeria in 1990 to seek med-
ical treatment after a car accident left him 
partially paralyzed. 
"Cape of Storms" Suffers Casualties 
Cape Town- Five people were killed and 
177 injured when a storm hit the coast of 
South Africa Aug. 29. Seven of the 177 
casualties remain in critical condition. The 
storm destroyed buildings and left 2,000 to 
7,000 people homeless. At last report the city 
council was searching for emergency accom-
modations. 
Briefs complied by Ly1111 Simmonds from 
Associated Press a11d Reuters reports. 
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Haiti Looks to November Elections, 
Ousted Aristide Among Likely Candidate 
By S1ont1AN Bovo 
Hilltop S taff Writer 
ln November, the small country of 
Haiti will once again have to deal with 
local and legislative elections. A presi-
dential election has already been sched-
uled for November 2000 and Jean-
Bertrand Aristide, a past president, says 
he will run again. This year's elections 
will be funded primarily by the United 
States. 
"I've always felt that the U.S. involve-
ment should be minimal," said Clave 
Mesidor, a first year mass communica-
tions graduate student. She said the 
United S tates' involvement with the 
Haitian government is in America's 
own interest and that it \\lill enable 
America to return later and want to 
have input. 
Haiti is still struggling to regain its past 
solidarity. In 1791, Haiti's Black popu-
lation launched a successful slave revolt. 
By 1804, Haiti was the first Black inde-
pendent nation. but its fi nancial affairs 
quickly declined. The country, which 
was one of the world's wealthiest at the 
close of the 18th century, was marked by 
anarchy, poverty and division j ust fifty 
years later. 
The United States occupied Haiti in 
1915, bu t after twenty years the overall 
condition of the island remai ned rela-
tively unchanged. It lacked the presence 
of a strong leader. 
Such a presence arrived in 1957. 
although not to the benefit of the peo-
ple. Francois Duvalier, nicknamed 
"Papa Doc," used his strength to create 
a police state. Under his self-proclaimed 
"presidency-for-life," the corrupted gov-
ernment had little respect for human 
rights. He established a paramilitary 
that kiJJed and harassed many citizens, 
especially those who opposed the gov-
ernment. Upon his death, Duvalier was 
succeeded by his son Jean-Claude, who 
ruled in the tradition of his father and 
was eventually forced into ex ile in 
France. 
Haiti's fi rst attempt at 9emocracy was 
a national election in I 987 that ended in 
riots and death. In 1990, the people of 
Haiti successfully elected Jean-Bertrand 
Aristide to the office of president. He 
had captured 67 percent of the country's 
votes. 
Qnly seven months after the election. 
Aristide's government was overthrown 
by a mi litary coup. He found exile and 
support in the United States. The inter-
national community al so supported 
Ar istide, estab lishing embargoes 
against Haiti's military triumvirate. 
Aristide. often called "The Prophet" 
because of his religious background. 
returned to his country in 1994 to fin-
ish his term as president, but not with-
out the help of a military force. 
Dr. Serge Madhere, professor of psy-
A presidential election 
has already been sched-
uled for November 2000 
and Jean-Bertrand Aris-
tide, a past p resident, 
says he will run again. 
chology at Howard Uni\'ersity and a 
Haitian. said that this was "a heavy 
price for the people to have to pay when 
one knows the importance of sover-
eignty in Haili." 
At the close of his term. Aristide made 
the bold decision to step down from the 
presidency. to the dismay of many of his 
countrymen. ln 1996, Haiti had its first 
smooth transition of democratic power, 
from Arist ide to his protcgc Rene 
Preval. 
T he smooth transition of 1996 soon 
gave way to factionalism within the 
party in 1997. Aristide's first comments 
on Preval·s competence as a president 
alleged corruplion in his go, ernment. 
The Lavalas mo\ ement, which Aris-
tide began and Preval had been a part• 
ner in, dissolved. Members of the move-
me nt dispersed to other po litical 
campaigns. 
Unhappy with an uncooperative con 
gress, Preval dissolved parliament i 
January and ordered a November 2 
congressional election 
The closing of parliament has altere 
the political landscape of Haiti. Th 
government is no longer working strict 
ly within the confines of the constitutio 
and the police force is now workin 
extra-judiciouslr 
According to Jocelyn McCalla. exec 
utive director of the National Coalitio 
of Haitian Rights, "elections in Novem 
ber will prove to be a sham and a fail 
ure. ending any chance of Haiti comin 
out of the current crisis with aoy demo 
cratic institutions intact." 
Madhere has a more opti mistic out 
look on Haiti's political future. He sai 
that although damage to the presidenc 
is evident. Haiti has not lost all hope fo 
democracy. 
Congo Factions Agree to Sign Peace Treaty 
By VALERIE THOMAS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Congolese rebel leaders have agreed 
to sign a peace deal aimed at ending a 
year-old civil war that has threatened 
to destabilize the entire region. The 
treaty is expected to be signed Aug. 3 1 
in Lusaka, the capital of Zambia. 
Six African nations. members of the 
Southern African Development Com-
munity, drew up a peace deal July 10 
in Lusaka. Congo rebels refused to 
sign it because they could not agree on 
which of the two rival groups led their 
movement. The largest of the two rebel 
groups, which is backed by Rwanda, 
d is liked the proposal. but finally 
accepted it after talks with South 
Africa's foreign minister, Nkosazana 
Zuma. "lt is a very important step 
which in a way closes the first chapter 
of the resolution of the conflict," said 
Zuma. 
Bizima Karaha is the head of the 
main rebel group backed by Rwanda. 
Ernest Wamba dia Wamba leads the 
Congolese Rall y for Democracy 
(RDC), which is backed by Uganda. 
After renewed talks between Ugan-
da n Pres ident Yoweri Museveni. 
Rwandan Vice President Paul Kagame 
and Z uma, the South African foreign 
minister, the three agreed that there 
would be 51 signatories comprising the 
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general assemblies. 
The United Nations was skeplical 
about the peace treaty, saying it is com-
plex and raises issues of how to man-
age military aspects of implementa-
tion, representation and negotiation. 
Wamba. the leader of the smal !er rebel 
faction, was concerned that the cities 
of "Goma and Kigali might launch 
another violent att.1ck" before the treaty 
could be signed, and he urged region-
\ 
_..,, 
--
- I 
al leaders to ensur~ that the cease-fire 
is respected. 
Fighting decreased after Uganda and 
Rwanda dec lared a new cease-fi re 
Aug. lO in their battle for control of the 
ci ty of Kisaogani in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo, but c lashes 
between the two sides have continued 
to erupt in the northeastern city. 
The two sides held an informal cease-
fire for a fev. hours. after which resi-
dents suffered another night of heavy 
artillery. The United Nations Security 
Council urged the fighting rivals to 
immediately resolve their differences. 
Wamba. leader of the Uganda-backed 
rebels, appealed to Uganda for rein-
forcements in defense of the Congolese 
population. O\'er 100 c ivilians are 
feared dead after Rwandan artillery 
shells blew through buildings. 
··Congolese will never succumb to 
Rwandan aggression;· Wamba said. 
An estimated 4,500 Rwandan rein-
,forcements had been flown into Kisan-
gani as part of Rwandan preparations 
for an offensive to capture and occupy 
the ci ty against the will of the popula-
tion. 
But agreement on the new treaty 
inspires hope that a lasting peace is 
possible. 
Dr. Robert Cummings, chairman of 
the Department of African Studies, 
farnrs negotiated settlement, in Africa. 
although not all have been productive 
and many have resulted in policies that 
have been less than democratic. 
·' In order for a country to consider 
growi ng. it has to be peaceful and the 
guns must be silent," Cummings said. 
..The cu llural struggle will still remain 
even after the peace treaiy is signed. It 
is impossible to transform a society in 
a period of instability and to tal di strust 
among the entire population:· 
U. Nebraska Committee Criticizes---------....-------. 
Lack of Parking, Garage Planned 1------------1 
By E RIC R INEER 
Daily Nebraskan (U. Nebraska) 
LINCOLN. Neb.- Parking Advisory Com-
mittee members criticized the University of 
Nebraska ·s future parking plans during their 
first meeting of the academic year last Thurs-
day. 
. James Main, assistant vice chancellor for 
business and finance, gave a brief presentation 
to the committee on parking changes proposed 
in the campus master plan. 
Tom Myers, representing the Academic Sen-
ate, said parking problems would only get 
worse if the University of Nebraska-Lincoln's 
master plan were enforced. 
The plan calls for adding four garages to 
UNL's two campuses, but one of its down-
sides is that it reduces UNL's parking spaces 
by about 10 percent, said Myers, an anthro-
pology and museum professor. 
Last year, former parking director Tad 
McDowell estimated about 7 .300 parking 
staUs could eventually be lost to scheduled and 
unscheduled construction proj ects on C ity 
and East campuses. 
oversell ing of student passes sold by Parking 
Services earlier this week. 
"We don·t have that m any spaces available," 
said Jones, referring to the I 0,000 permits 
sold. 
"We have the largest waiting list for reserved 
parking that we·ve ever had in the history of 
the university," he said. 
1n order for the garages to be installed. stu-
dent and faculty perm.it prices would contin-
ue to escalate over the next several years, Main 
said. 
Sandy Lineberry, committee member. said 
tl1e burden of paying for the parking garages 
should not lie entirely on students. staff and 
faculty members. 
" I think the University is taking advantage 
of us," said Lineberry. who represents the 
University of Nebraska Office Personnel 
Association. 
Some members suggested looking to other 
funding sources, such as the University of 
Nebraska Foundation. 
"I agree with you," Main said in response to 
members ' criticism. "But my job is to build 
garages." 
The goal of building garages on campus, 
Maio said, was to create a more pedestrian-
WantA 
. Challenge? 
Start your career off on the right foot by enrolling in the Nr Force 
Officer Training Sdiool. There you will become a commissioned 
officer in just 12 weeks. From the start you'll enjoy great pay, 
complete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacation ead1 year, 
AIM HIGH 
www.airforce.com 
plus the oppo.rtunity to travel and 
see the world. To discover how high 
a career in the Air Force can take 
you, call 1-800-423-USAF, or visit 
our website at www.airforce.com 
,, 
" We have a major parking crisis on campus," 
said Melvin Jones, vice chancellor for busi-
ness and fi nance. "The issue's been on the 
campus way before a lot of us arrived." 
friendly campus and to move vehicles away i,..-----------------------1 
from the core of the two campuses. 
The crisis Jones was referring to was the 
---- ·--- --~ - ------------------ - --~ 
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Founded in 1924 
The Student l-vice of Howard University Since 1924 
Mein Kampus? 
No institution can operate successfully even by trained attorneys. For example, one vio-without rules. We understand the need lation is defined as causing a "demeaning envi-for guidelines and policies to handle ronment," but what exactly that entails the doc-
the multi-faceted role that the University has to ument fa iled to reveal. Is a student who 
play in the nurturing of students. But the fact questions an Enrollment Management official 
remains, rule of law without balance is tyran- on why he or she has to stand in a long regis-
ny, and after centuries of struggling to free our- tration line guilty? 
selves from bondage we should know that too Almost anything said or done could be used 
much authority is as dangerous as none at all. by a dictatorial-type administration to punish 
The American Civil Liberties Union reviewed students with impunity under the current guide-
the Code of Conduct and found it problematic. lines. There is not one clear example of an action 
Howard officials failed to explain what types of that would be a punishable offense. 
discrimination they were trying The term "harassment" is 
to prevent, which resulted in defined in such a way that any 
numerous loopholes that could Our View two people with opposing opin-
lead to administrative abuse of The language or Howard Uni• ions that cause strong responses 
the rights of students. verslty's Proposed Code of could be found guilty. How can 
Discrimination is generally Conduct is "problematic" and our University have freedom of 
understood to occur when some- has potential for admlnlstrath-e thought , debate, criticism and 
one is treated unequally based abuse. inquiry as its hallmarks if stu-
~----------~ upon sex, race, religion, age, dents cannot have differing opin-
nationality and so forth; however, this definition ions? Harassment is not clearly defined or even 
was not used. Rather, Howard's code seems to given its own section in the code. 
be trying to impose a speech code while using Order without justice and balance is anarchy 
non-existent discrimination to justify this action. from above. What was wrong with the old 
The ACLU also felt that the code uses Ian- code? At least it said what it meant and meant 
guage too expansive to be properly interpreted, what it said. 
Put Life Before Love 
TnE HILLTOP 
Booty calls. Getting your freak on. Han- needless exposure to disease? When will our dling your business. All these terms are peers begin 10 communicate with one another used 10 describe the risky sexual behav- and encourage each other lo al low common lelldrs IO Illa EdRor 
iors that some Howard University students take sense and a few extra moments to possibly save 
part in on a daily basis. lives? When will we understand that it can hap-
With all of the sexually trans- .----------~ pen to all of us? When will we 
mitted diseases that are circulat- Our View begin 10 act as truly conscious 
ing throughout our population, adults? 
one would assume that each indi- Students at Howard need to The issue is not to condemn 
victual at Howard would take the realize the serious conse- individuals for being promiscu-
personal initiative to protect him- quences of unsafe sex and pro• ous. Judging people is not the 
self or herself from possible tect themselves. key. Everyone at Howard Uni-
infection. versity is act ing in the capacity 
Cases of genital warts, herpes, gonorrhea, of an adult, with the ability 10 make his or her 
chlamydia and HIV continue to rear their ugly own decisions. The problem is that some peo-
heads in HU dormitory bedrooms and then, pie are making conscious choices that endanger 
sometimes, on the examination table of the Stu- the health of themselves and others. 
dent Health Center. Not all sexually transmitted diseases can be 
Those cases that go undocumented give espe- treated and cured- some stay with you for a life-
cial cause for concern. Individuals who insist time, and some take your life. Here at Howard, 
upon nevef getting tested and maintaining active it is obvious that some people feel like it would 
relationships with multiple sexual partners per- kill them to take the extra time to put on a con-
petuate the cycle of infection. dom or supply one to tl1eir partner. Well, here 
When will we learn? When will we as African- at Howard, not doing so just might kill them not 
American youth acknowledge our responsibil- to. 
ity to protect ourselves and our peers from the 
White Terrorism in Haiti 
From President George Washington to of Haitians were killed by the military regime William Clinton, America's policy favored by Washington. American businesses towards Haiti has been racist with the turned Haiti into a•sweatshop with slave wages. 
intent to make Haitians slaves again. Haiti's Among the natural resources that American 
crime is being "too black, too strong." Bigoted companies exploited in Haiti was the blood of 
Anglo-America has had a 208-year night- the poor. 
mare-the Haitian revolution that could be vis- Over the past 20 years, the United States has 
ited upon it by its hated and .-----------, treated Haitian people worse 
feared black slaves. Our View than war criminals. American 
Generations and leaders change; health officials libeled all 
however, America's maniacal U.S. policy toward Haiti Haitians as potential AIDS car-
racist foreign policy has been has 8 radst history riers, and claimed that sick Hait-
doggedly determined to reduce brought about by white ian pigs threatened those in the 
the heroic children of Toussaint America's fears of a black U.S. and butchered six million. 
L'Ouverture to perpetual depen- uprising at hom~. Haiti's people fleeing Ameri-
dence, poverty and ruin. can-backed dictators have been 
America opposed Haiti's struggle for free- treated with a Faustian inhospitality Hitler could 
dom and shunned it for 61 years, from I 804 to have devised. 
1865. During the 1860s, the U.S. tried to dump In 1994, President Clinton was coerced by the 
African-Americans in Haiti. Congressional Black Caucus and lransAfrica 
In 1915, American Marines invaded Haiti, into restoring Aristide to power, but only after 
killing thousands during their 19-year stay and Aristide was manipulated into accepting cruel 
sowing seeds of national disunity by creating the neo-liberal economic policies that would cause 
human rights abuse-prone National Guard. tremendous suffering. America has reneged on 
From the 1950s to the 1980s the U.S. supported its promises to help Haiti's troubled economy. 
the corrupt Duvalierist regimes of Papa and Presently, political turmoil in Haiti has allowed 
Baby Doc. the U.S. to cloak its mission to despoil the 
In the 1990s, American foreign policy sup- nation's sovereignty behind a guise of interna-
ported the military junta that deposed the pop- tional peace-keeping. The French underesti-
ularly elected Jean-Bertrand Aristide, who won mated Haitians-will foolish America repeat 
nearly 70 percent of the electorate. Thousands this folly? 
Dear Editor: 
Outraged, that is exact ly how I fel t after re~d-
ing Charles F. Coleman, Jr:s column: Student 
Leaders Lack Visibility (Augu,i 27. 1999). The 
lack of adequate focts and research in the article 
so enthralled me that it has become my duty 10 
properly inform 1he Howard Univen.ity students 
of what hru. 1ran,pire<l over the course of the past 
few weeks. 
Tostan . the title. Students Leade"' Lack Yi,. 
ibility is invalid. Obviou,ly. the resident a"is-
tants. student registration assistants. team lead-
ers, international pals. UGSA members, Howard 
University Student Association staff members. 
and countless continuing students were over-
looked in the effort to attribute accolades 10 stu-
dent leaders. However. this oversight of more 
than three hundred (yes. 300) students has 
prompted many not to question student leaders 
visibility. but Charles Coleman. Jr.fs vision! 
90% of these leaders were present at the Wel-
coming and Pinning Ceremony to pin new 
entrants and offer assistance in any way possi• 
ble throughout the coming weeks. 
One thing that is certainly new to many 
returning students is 1he --open door .. policy 1ha1 
every office has on Power Hall. The hall that was 
once infamous for "power trip" has received a 
face-Ii fl over the summer as the new student lead-
ers redefine their focus for the school year. 1he 
Howard University student. Until we leave that 
which has happened in the past in 1he past. Stu• 
dent government cannot move forward. II is 
wrong 10 implant negative perceptions of student 
government and student leaders. because ii will 
only foster negative perceptions to take roo1. pro-
ducing apathetic students. Instead, nourish these 
hungry students with the energy many of the stu-
dent leader's posses as we start the new school 
year, and galvanize these individuals to become 
involved. 
To justify communication through an ice cream 
~ocial. sitting in class with an individual, or 
studying in the library as effective communica-
tion is superficial. After that one-hour c lass. or 
social event, these student, have to come back 
to their dorms to internet with team leaders and 
residen1 assistants twenty-four hours a day. seven 
days a week. Although these individuals are not 
visible to all students, it is a disservice 10 n01 
mention their integral role throughout the weeks 
of registration, and the course of the school year 
for Howard University students. 
As for the student leaders. we must learn that 
we will never receive our proper admonition. but 
we must charge 1hose who present the facts to 
do so fairly and competently. Charles Coleman. 
Jr. we forgive you for this oversigh1, and trust that 
it will never happen again. 
Khalfani D. Walker 
Undergraduate Student Assembly Representative 
• College of Arts & Sciences 
Drew Hall Resident Assistant 
Howard University S1uden) 
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Dear Mr. Bush ... 
J"ve never written 10 you before 
and by 1he end of 1his letter you 
will probably guess 1ha1 I'm 001 
your biggc,1 fan. You see Mr. 
Bush, I kind of undemand the 
whole brouh11ha over your deci• 
sion agairu.1 admission. I want you 
10 explain to me why you cannot 
see 1his denial of truth as a damn-
ing issue. We're talking about 
whe1hcr or 001 you ever used 
cocaine Hypothetically ,aying 
you did ii. you would not be 1he 
only person in America who has 
tried it. You would be pan ofa club 
of millions. Besides, you wouldn"t 
be so reprehensible anyway. This 
country has seen a transvestite 
racisl run the FBI, a racially-con-
fused black Supreme Co.url JUS-
lice, and a third-r:11e lhief a, Pres-
idc111. )bu're in excellent comp:u1y. 
Suppose you make it past 1hc 
primaries and all that nonsense 
and actually become Pre,iden1 / 
Do you fully realize wha1 1ha1 
entails? You will become 1he ulli-
ma1e le:1der. The leader of 1he 
"Free" world. Your name will 
mean America in 1he eyes_ of 1he 
world. Everylhing you do is what 
America doe,. Ir you did some-
lhiog 1hen in newspapers across 
1he plane1 il's read a~ ''The Unil• 
cd S1a1es ... " You figura1ively 
become America. 
Once elected Presiden1. you will 
no doub1 appoint officials like 
Supreme Cour1 justices. ambas-
sadors. a po,s1ble auorney gener-
. Al\lAL S HAW 
al. and many 01hers who will have 
to appear before a board where 
lhere will be in1cnse scrutiny of 
their professional and personal 
backgrounds. Some of them will 
be rejec1ed either because 1hey 
really were bad people or 1hey 
didn'1 haven safe enough political 
leaning. What mnkes you M> ,acro-
sanct tha1 you can rtfuse to answer 
1ha1 question on that questionnaire 
gi vcn to all comcnders for the 
office of Chief Executive? Wha1 
makes you exemprl No kind of 
leader should ever ask more of his 
tro0p, than he can of himself. Your 
fa1her learned 1hn1 phrase in 1he 
Navy. 
And lhen you ask the public to 
leave 1.he issue your personal busi-
ness. Let me help )'OU see lhat you 
migh1 like lhis Prcsiden1 thing. 
Peep gam~: you :ire applying for a 
job where your lack of privacy is 
part of your Job description. Your 
priv:11e momenls will be slored in 
archives 10 be released thirty years 
later. Your privacy is optional, Mr. 
Bush. How can you insipidly and 
arrogantly expec1 1he American 
public to disregard your back-
ground? You want 10 make 
$200,000 a year and you nre 
already a rich man. You want 10 
po,sess lhe power to call a war tha1 
could conceivably end all life on 
this plane1 and 1ax me. too. And 
you don't wan1 me 10 know your 
business? As far I'm concerned 
you deserve 10 spend your presi-
dency on Tire Real \\brld. 
Seriously, why shouldn·1 lbe 
media ask you 1hn1 question? The 
populace ha, a rigb1 10 question 
your dealings and your charJcter. 
lsn'1 forthrightness a desired qual-
ity in a leader? If you didn't do 
cocaine se,-en to twemy-fi\-e years 
ago. ,vhy do you ha,'C such a hard 
time saying so? This shows tha1 
even you ~'J\ow cocaine is a serit 
ous thing. Can you be a baschead 
President and still allow basehcads 
10 be incarcer:11ed? What kind of 
friend sends his friends 10 prison? 
rm only wri1ing 10 you so I can 
offer you some help. I do11'1 real-
ly wan1 you to be ill-prepared for 
your possible job. Have you con-
sid~red the 1hough1 lha1 the inabil• 
i1y to tell 1he truth mish1 be some 
kind of congcni1al disease in your 
family? Think, ii v.-ould explain 
1hat '"Read my lips'" lhing your 
namesake said o,er ten-odd years 
ago. rn your case. insiead oflying. 
you simply do not 1ell the 1ru1h, 
which s1ill amoun1s 10 disboncs1y. 
Mr. Candidu1e, I know you arc 
eager to join 1hc long line of liars 
1hat con,1i1u1e the Presidency. But 
for now, 1hc best political mo,'C is 
the gambit of at leas1 pre1ending 10 
be honest. I know your father 
would agree. 
Kamal Shaw is a sopl,omortt in the 
School of Comnumicutiom. 
Scamkofa or Sankofa? 
I 
T~fri~ a n 
B u r i a I 
Ground Pro• 
jec1 has 
brough1 
Howard a 
great deal of 
pres1ige, but 
001 a graduate program in anthro-
pology. This omission renec1s 1his 
ins1im1ion·s schi1.0phrenic pos1ure 
1owards sta1US and subsrnnce. 
Howard is in1oxica1cd by ,1a1us and 
pageantry. bu1 is aloof and pm-off by 
subsrnnce. My bes1 evidence is 1he 
his1oric hiams of brilli:u11 minds and 
1he margi11aliza1ion orcomple1e sab-
01age of innova1ive personali1ie,. 
departmenls and progrnms. I call 
this academic dememia: Scamkofa. 
These sinister forces guided by 
pe11y-feudal-self-hating-bureaucra1s 
and sour-grape-unpublished• 
mediocre members of 1he professo• 
ria1e who wish 10 slop an African-
American Renaissance. 
Too of1en Howard staff who have 
forgouen from '"whence they came" 
(if they ever knew) and hate their 
own 0esh and blood hold the reins 
here, and everyone suffers. Scamko-
fa pa1hogens poison the environ-
men1. and they s1ine 1he bes1 minds. 
In the pas1, effor1s 10 encourage this 
type of 0o1sam to leave via buy-outs 
and early re1irement schemes have 
failed. and this wri1er petitions heav-
en for 1heir inevi1able re1irement-
God h:is1en the day. 
How:ird is al 1he epicen1er of 
African Burial Ground Project. It 
was a coup de grace that our school 
was able to seize the momenl and 
lake the sacred honor 10 research 
nnd rc1ell 1he s1ory of these heroic 
ANDY HORT 
people, upon whose shoulders we 
s1and 1oday. Sadly.1here is an under-
side 10 this s1ory. Forces of medioc-
ri1y th,11 have 001 dis1inguished 
themselves nor gained grants nor 
published a well•recei,-ed book are 
jealous of 1he hoi poloi showered on 
1he Burial Ground projec t. Their 
Slru!egy has been 10 kill the projecl 
and stymie anempls at crea1ing a 
grnduate program in anthropology. 
Will 1he '"new Howard'" under 
"new leadership" slop the hemor-
rhaging exodus of gifled scholars to 
01hcr schools'/ Do all the Ronald 
Walters. DuBoises. Car1er G. Wood-
sons, 'lbni Morrisons. E. Franklin 
Frazicrs. ErneM E. Jusis, Nathan 
Hares. Percy Julians. Michael, 
Spencers. Mary Frnnces Berrys. and 
Tony Browns have to leave or im:-
1rievably be marginalized b..>cause 
banal scholars arc 1he bes1 in dep,1r1-
men1al sub1erfuge? Is 1here any rea-
son a professor who brings honor to 
Howard shouhl be forced 10 seek 
refuge- on 1hc count 1h:it 1he 
dacoits ,ire raging' Is conforming 10 
Grcek-leucr mediocrily and avid 
par1icipn1ion in 
alcoholic/swinger/masher ne1works 
an example of "Leadership for 
America?" 
Howard is affiic1ed with an incred-
ible degree of Black sclf-con1emp1. 
and this mcnrnl illness plays ou1 in 
a varie1y of ways. Some folks com-
pensate for 1hcir inferiority by feign-
ing importance, while 01her,; pre-
tend 10 be authentic scholars. bu1 
have as much credibili1y as the 
"Hitler Diaries" al So1heby's. 
Ano1her symp1om of self-loa1hing is 
destroying any 1hing. person, or area 
of in1ellec1ual inquiry 1hat expounds 
on the foci that Black folks were and 
remain-largely a pa.riallized and 
servile cas1e vegetating on 1he 
periphery of a society 1hat needs us 
a, much as David Duke needs 
Whoopi Goldberg for a wife. 
Howard brass with 1his illness have 
a1avis1ically anacked Black Sou1h-
ern Culture. Jazz studies. Afro-
Chris1iani1y. Gospel music. Black 
S1udies. and prescnlly 1hc African 
Burial Ground Project. 
The salieru assaul1 on Black cul-
lure and consciousness by scabies-
ridden-an1i-intellec1uals and felo• 
nious bureaucrats shows 1ha1 1he 
real enemy of Blacks are in1ernal. 
We mu,1 rnlly 10 suppor1 our pro-
gressive faculty and srnff and form 
a coali1ion among people who feel 
no shame in being descendams of 
Africans ensla,-ed by racis1 capi1al-
ism. One mus1 ask is "charting a 
Black research agenda'· possible 
wilhout gifled scholars? Can such 
an agenda be achieved by humor-
less. insecure, over•paid an1i-in1el-
lec1uals? 
Moreover. I foresee a day when 
Scamkofa Negroes will be forcibly 
re-educa1ed or else .... I believe 1he 
tac1ic of lhe Spike Lee-direc1ed film 
'"Drop Squad'" is 1he model for 
addressing 0agr:101 enemies of 1he 
people. I envy lhe Marquis ofFrance 
and any other group 1ha1 forces peo-
ple to be accoun1able for their 
ac1ions when they harm 1heir own 
kind. It is my hope thm we re1ain and 
fairly compensale dis1inguished fac-
ulty and be lhankful for the good for-
tune of our ancestors. whose old 
bones have shared so many un1old 
secrets. 
Randy Short is a columnist for The 
Hilltop a/Ill a gmd,wte s111de11t in 
African S111dies. 
She Calls Them Scrubs, He Calls Them 
Pigeons, Let's Call The Whole Thing Off 
Imus1 commend Tori Mason for her as1u1e analysis of con1em-porary black male-female psy-
• chosocial dilemmas in 1he Augusl 
27th issue of The Hilltop. In all fair-
ness. she did auemp1 10 re_prcsent 
bo1h sides of the equotion. Being ooe 
who deba1es a1 leng1h wi1h my 
friends abou1 rcla1ionship issue., as 
well as one who is a music fanalic, 
I have an apprecia1ion for 1he 
lhough1s tha1 Mason's article pro-
voked. Bu1 could it be 1ha1 the 
premise behind lhis whole ··scrubs 
vs. Pigeons'" debate is. well, 001 as 
deep as i1 is being made ou110 be? 
Firs1 off, let us discuss TLC. Wi1h 
··No Scrubs," T•Boz. Lef1 Eye and 
Chili simply continued in the 1radi-
tion of their previous multiplatinum 
projects: making ou1landish s1a1e-
men1s while wearing outlandish 
clothes and setting the new dance 
1rcnds in 1heir outlandish videos. It 
works for 1hem. Further. 1hose who 
truly follow 1he music can recognize 
1hm TLC is merely Slaying 1rue 10 i1s 
pattern of releasing singles. From 
each album, 1he group presen1s a 
controversial song ('"Ain"t Too Proud 
To Beg." "Creep"), a sexy song 
("Baby. Baby. Baby." '"Red Ligh1 
Special'"), :u1d a "deep" sonjl (''Wha1 
Abou1 Your Friends." '"Waterfalls'"). 
in tha1 order. Wilh 1he new album. 
Fan Mail.1he same scheme was fol-
lowed. ··No Scrubs?" Con1ro,·ersioJ. 
"Good Al Being Bad?"' Sexy. 
'"Unpreuy"? Deep. Same formula. 
same result; multi-platinum 
plaques. I can'1 hale on it. 
Now I mu,1 admi1, upon firs1 hear-
ing "No Scrubs." as a male. I 100k 
sligh1 offense. I will 001 1ell a lie; I 
felt a little called out. Yes. I plead 
guilty 10 ''hanging ou1 on 1he pas-
senger side of my bes1 fricnd·s ride.'" 
In fac1, you migh1 witness me and 
my Crew 'learn 1onigh1 in a nossy 
brown Navaj(). bumping 1he Ho1 
Boys a1 a scattcr-si1e near you. And 
yes. I will confcs, 1ha1 I even fall in 
1he ca1cgory of s1ill residing with my 
family 1ha1 I love dearly (hi Mom!); 
yet. when I go1 over 1he whole male 
brnvado thing. l was able 10 look ,11 
the song for wha1 i1 really was: 
humorous. a11e111ion-cmching. and 
DRE\V ANDERSON 
effective. I doubt TLC will be filing 
for Chap1er Eleven again any1ime 
soon. 
Now. lei us turn to 1he Spony 
Thieves. I mus1 take this time to 
reveal 1ha1 I actually predic1ed lha1 
lhe Thieves would blow in this exac1 
fashion, 1hough my prediction was 
admiuedly rather random. They 
were performing a1 the 1998 Spring 
Black Aris Yard Fes1ival with lhe 
likes of SWV. AZ, John Forte and 
McGruff, while the cltarac1eristi-
cally-finicky HowarA audience 
milled around. 1alked, and general-
ly paid 1he Thieves no a11en1ion 
excep110 hurl promotional i1ems al 
them. During 1heir performance, I 
1urned 10 a compat.rio1 and predict-
ed tha1 within the nex1 year. the 
Thieves would drop one of 1he 
houes1 club singles ou1 and 1he same 
disimere.ied crowd would be swing-
ing 1heir respective buuocks 10 lhe 
bea1. Sure enough, 1he Thieves 
dropped "Cheapskate (You Ain·1 
Genin· Nada);· which s1ill catches 
i1s share of spins. 
Now 1he Thieves have '"No 
Pigeons," a rowdy, nil-in-fun anthem 
of 1he delightfully crnss aesthetic 
exuded by con1emporary urban 
Black males. ages 12 10 29. Poin1 
blank. I 11link the song is hilarious 
and does no harm. IT"S ONLY 
MUSIC. The song is no1 dircc1ed 
toward all females; only lhose 10 
whom the message is applicable. 
And we all know a1 least one female 
who ··buys a dress to front and mkes 
ii back 10 the s10re (ooohhh yes. 
girl; I'm talking 10 you):· Ladies. 
you '"don·1 wam no scrubs?'" Well, 
you can·1 be a '"pigeon:· Simple as 
tha1 ... Puuing our business in 1he 
streets," Ms. Mason? \Vhose busi-
ness. exactly? How long has our 
music been a venue for releasing 
personal angs1 und venting over con-
1roversial 1opic,? Controversy sells 
(because we help i1}. but i1 also e\-en-
1ually die.• out when the ,hockeffec1 
has worn off. A year ago. much of 
the hip hop community was up in 
arm, abou11he vaunted Canibus vs. 
LL Cool J vs. Wyclef 1rilogy. Now 
Lady's Love/Lip Licker h swim-
ming wi1h 1he ,harks on the big 
screen, Wyclef is producing for 
everyone and their mom, and 
Canibus is ... well, Canibus. The poin1 
· is. a year from now, no one will be 
miking abou1 scrubs or pigeons. We 
will have a brand new controversial 
soog 10 fuss over and the 'Sporty 
Thieves will probably ride THAT 
song's popularity wi1h a spor1y 
re1on. And lhe cycle con1ioues ... 
Lei me offer an example of how 
music can be simply enjoyed and 001 
always so complc1ely picked apart 
Al 1he UGSA block par1y. "'No 
Pigeons .. came on (leased in by .. No 
Scrubs," no less), and a colerie of 
about a dozen rowdy youths (myself 
included) surrounded a buxom liule 
beau1y who played our willing 
"pigeon" for 1he dura1ion of 1he 
song. She calmly warded off our 
napping pigeon signs as we hurled 
the song's harsh lyrics at her as if she 
were 1he female to whom the song 
w-.tS particularly dedicated ("I HATE 
pigeons! Section 8 pigeons!"). It 
was a glorious display of swagger-
ing male pride and pseudo-chau-
vinism .... lher:1peu1ic . e,-en. Af1cr-
wards. lhe young lady caughl our 
sincere smiles and shaking heads, 
silent admissions of "You know ii 
ain"t like tha1, Boo.that was jusl for 
1he song. You feel us." Nol a shot 
fired, no1 a pair of Air Max s1epped 
on. Life as i1 should be lived. 
I do feel where Mason was coming 
from and can appreciate her dissec• 
1ion of 1he meanings behind 1he 
music. bu1 to use "No Scrubs'" and 
'"No Pigeons .. as reason 10 call black 
people ··mmerialistic and shallow" is 
basely general and inaccura1e. As we 
creep up on lhe end of one age and 
1hc begiMing of anolher, lei us break 
down poli1ics. religion. The Isis 
Papers. higher ma1h. old Good 
Times episodes, aherna1ivcs 10 1he 
BANNER sys1em, or how lhe Saints 
are going 10 win lhe Super Bowl this 
year. But let us leave the scrubs and 
pigeons alone; they'll soon be gone 
with the wind. anyway. 
Drew -\nderson is a studenr in the 
Gmdute Sc/100/ of Arts and Sci-
e11c~s. 
On The Code Of Conduct 
Pmc1ical s1uden1 and Univer• sity problems give rise 10 theoretical questions and 1he-
ore1ical solu1ions, and 1heore1ical 
solu1ion, mus1 be 1es1ed againsl 
issues thai ordinary people face from 
day 10 day. 
The Universi1y. as we know. 
aucrnpts to formulme sysiematic and 
coherent se1s of principles (or codes) 
1ha1 001 onl)· will deepen one·, 
understanding of the issues a1 stake. 
bu1 will allow for the jus1ification or 
r:11ionale of cer1ain sons of ac1ions 
agains1 i1self. s1uden1s. faculty and 
adminima1ion. Unfonuna1ely. pmc• 
1ical problems of a moral kind arise 
in nearly all of 1he domains of Uni-
versity life: Should 1he Universi1y 
provide free abor1ions? Should 1he 
Universi1y provide a forum for ha1c 
speech? Should smdenl5 have lhe 
righ1 to know if s1ude111s in their 
class tire infec1ed wilh HIV/AIDS or 
1uberculosis? The list is endless. and 
with respec110 nearly all such issues 
Society has of1en been splil, wi1h 
some persons vigorously supporting 
one answer over the other. 
In addi1ion. many ethical doctrines 
1ha1 appear plausible a1 fim glance, 
such as 1he Universi1y prohibiting 
speeches from recognizable hate 
groups. are found upon careful 
examinu1ion 10 suffer from cer1ain 
defects. For example, i1 does 1101 
make much sense for a University 10 
play the game of who should and 
should 001 speak. Such stances may 
limi1 1he University in its endeavor 
10 provide freedom of speech, reli-
gion and associa1ion, which are so 
dear 10 the individual-students in 
this case. 
An example 1ha1 illustrates this 
dilemma is one tha1 Howard knows 
100 well, the numerous deba1es over 
whether to allow the Honorable Min-
is1er Louis Farrnkhan speak on cam-
pus. 11 is my opinion tba11hc Minis• 
1er (or anyone else) should not be 
denied 1he rigl11 10 speak based on 
1heir person, belief, or organizalion 
which they represen1. l need no1 
recoun1 how many African-Ameri-
cans were denied the right 10 speak, 
ea1 and sleep where 1hey chose 
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because of discrimina1ory polices. In 
my opinion. the University only 
needs to 1ake necessary precau1ions 
when allowing such speeche, or per-
sons 10 be present on the grounds. 
For example. I do 001 supporl pre-
venting a contro,-ersial speaker 10 
present his or her beliefs a1 Howard. 
but 1 do suppor1 1he Universi ty 
informing s1udents of the speech and 
where i1 b 10 lake place. and pro• 
viding extr:l securi1y if necessary. 
I say all 1his as a precursor for my 
concern for the proposed Studcn1 
Code of Conduct The H-Book ,tatcs 
1bat "Howard Universi1y has a 
responsibili1y 10 pro1ec1 the welfare 
and provide a safe and nurturing 
environment for the Universi1y Com-
muni1y:· 11 also s1a1es 1ha1 ··10 accom-
plish 1hese objectives. 1hc Universi• 
ty has esrnblished and will enforce 
srnndard, of behavior for i1s studen1s 
as set forth io the Smden1 Code of 
Conduct'" 
However, a1 par1icular issue are 
Sec1ion VIII. clauses (C) and (D). 
Sec1ion VIII (C). Discrimina1ion. is 
100 elusive and unable 10 provide stu-
den1s wilh the necessary language in 
order 10 guide lheir behavior appro• 
priately. For example. 1he language 
would be more helpful if i1 s1a1ed lha1 
"trea1ing persons differently based 
on 1heir race. religion. or place of 
origin is prohibited:' The language 
would also be helpful if i1 s1:11cd 
possible excep1ions 10 the rule; for 
example. students may be tren1ed 
differemly in cases where their imer• 
na1ional sta1us is at )ssue. 
In addition. in Sec1ion VIII (D). 
Discrimination. the current language 
is so vague 1ha1 I fear Ihm students 
may be in violalion of lhe rule for 
simply adopting differem views from 
1he administration or other studen1s. 
I agree th31 in an academic environ-
ment studenls should never feel 
threa1encd or forced 10 act when i1 is 
001 of I.heir own will, but I do 001 
agree 1ha1 s111de111s can or should be 
shielded from views not necessari ly 
in accord with their own. 
In addi1ions 10 Sec1ions Vlll (C) 
and (D). I find par1icular issue wilh 
Scc1ion X, clause (G). Rules of Evi-
<Jenee and Legal Representation. On 
lhe one hand, I support lhe Univer-
si1y using its own Rules of Evidence. 
if 1hey are made known 10 the com-
plainan1s or accused, bu1 on lhe other 
hand. I do 001 suppor1 complainants 
or 1he accused being denied lhe righ1 
10 counsel. The rule supports com-
plainants and 1he accused consulting 
legal counsel before the hearing, but 
001 10 having lhem prescn1 dunng 
judicial proceedings. My contention 
is 1hat if anorneys can consuh stu-
dems prior 10 a judicial hearing 1hen 
1hey should be further allowed 10 
represen1 the complainan1 or accused 
31 the hearing. The American judi-
cial sys1em supports 1he righ1 10 
counsel and so should the Universi-
1y, in my opinion, since lhe ramifi-
cations against lhe accused may be 
enormous and consequen1ly life 
changing. 
On balance. however, I commend 
1he Universi1y in its auemp110 pro-
lect lhe general welfare of lhe Uni-
versi1y Communi1y. As Grndua1e 
Trus1ee. I am in a peculiar position. 
On lhe one hand. I represen1 1he 
in1eres1 of Howard Universi1y 1he 
business. and on lhe olher hand. I 
represen1 s1uden1 interest to 1he 
Board ofTrus1ees. Personally. I don't 
distinguish be1ween the 1wo. I accep1 
tha1 1he perspectives may be sligh1-
ly differen1. bu1 in the end, I believe 
we all wan11he best for Howard Uni-
versi1y. which includes all studenls, 
staff. faculty and administra1ors. 
Thal is why I feel comfortable bring-
ing forth lhese issues. I bring them 
forth so 1ha1 we, th~ members of 
Howard University, can deal with 
lhem in a way lha1 represents the best 
in1eres1 of us all, 1he Howard Uni-
versi1y Community. 
Che Sayles is the Gmduare Tmstee 
and a s111dent in the Howard Uni-
versity School of La11, 
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Black College Football Preview 
By KEVIN D. STE\\\\RT 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
1999 is going to be ao exciting year in the world or 
Black College football. particularly in the Mid-East- . 
ern Athletic Conforence (MEAC). With a new televi-
sion deal that will allow 20 million viewers to sec the 
games. the MEAC has come a long way in solidifying 
its position as the premier conference to watch. 
The MEAC season begins tomorrow with a thunder-
ous bang. The Rattlers of Florida A&M University 
(FAMU) are playing the Miami Hurricanes this Sat-
urday in Miami. PAMU hopes to win like they did the 
first time they pla Miami in 1979. TI1e Bison trav-
el to Jackson o focc the Tigers of Jackson State 
Universit rs are out to revenge an embar-
rassing loss (34 the Bison. in w · • ·ir starwid 
receiver. Sylve. he Cat"' Morris. tY.o cat<t! 
es for minus o d. One can expect ard foug'ht 
game between , two teams. 
Later in the s u , a possible preview the Her-
itage Bowl wi I ur when the Rattlers fac 
against last yeaf uthwestern Athletic Confi 
champ.ions the Soul rn Jaguars. The Rattlers w 
face the Howar4 ajversity Bison in Greene SH 
Last year, the t t ,ms combined for 110 s m · 
shoot out, the s 1,!,1 hi~ t scoring ga co 
.ence history. 
As alwa 
Bison and the Pimt 
37 yard coming on the 
'lffl~"rrovc upon these statis-
inate the competition. 
f the RAC (Run Afler 
ly. Canion Lamb, nod 
:-\MU to go deep on the 
o combined for 28 touch• 
tion~ (rec.) for over 3,000 
Ham n ersity Pirates (1998 record: 9-2, 7-1 
MEAC) • Last year's MEAC champion was picked to 
finish second in the confer-
ence. Hampton seems to be 
the most solid of a II the 
teams this season. With few 
losses this season at key 
positions and the· return of 
nine offensive starters. 
Hampton will bring a vet-
eran team to the field that is 
ready for action. 
Those returning arc first-
team M EAC selections 
rurutingback (RB) Montrell 
ur....1..1.:..i.:.cc:.:.:.;,..._....,...,..___, Coley, tight-end (TE) 
/Xndrian Wideman. and offensive tackle Mitchell Fore-
man. In addition to these returnees is QB Roy John• 
son. During the past two seasons, he provided a steady 
head and consistent play. 
The downfall or this squad could be their seventh-
ranked pass defense. Last season. they gave up 195 
yards per game. 6.2 yards per completion, and 13 
touchdowns. They totaled I IO sacks in '98, but with 
changes in the league to a pass oriented pro-style 
offense the outcomes of games could be decided by one 
big play. 
Bethune-Cookman College Wildcats (1998 record: 
8-2, 6-2 MEAC) - 1998 MEAC Coach of the Year, 
Alvin Wyatt, has the third 
ranked Wildcats back in the 
hunt ~ conference title. 
Las t the Wildcats 
were improve on 
I 99Ts 4 record. The 
led by MEAC 
na State University Bulldogs (1998 
record: 5-6, 3.5 MEAC) -
You can't keep a good dog 
down, and the rest ol the 
MEAC seems to believe 
th is. The fourth-ranked 
Bulldogs are trying to 
improve on their disap-
pointing 3-5 conference 
record in '98. TI1is means 
that expectations are high 
I ror the team in '99. 
The well -traveled head 
coach Willie Jefferies 
sends the dogs off to the 
races with the RB tandem of Chad Eddy and Derck 
O'Neal. With a strong offensive li ne, the two RBs will 
be able to burst through the competition's defense. 
Smash-Mouth football is the name of the game in Jcf-
feries camp, so you can 
expect the run to be the pri• 
mary go-to tool. 
Defensively. the team will 
be without the services of 
1998 MF.AC Defensive 
Player of the Year Jermaine 
Derricott in the secondary. 
In addition. the lack of depth 
at the defensive line will 
ultimately hurt the Bull-
dogs. but the play or the 
linebackers and sec-
ondary is 
matte 
i n 
lhr~e ol the top defon-
111 Ra) M 1ssc). ILi. Lit• 
Howard Univrrsity Uison (1998 record: 7-4, 5-3 
MEAC) • QB Tod White. the MEAC al l-time leading 
passer for yards, attempts. and completions. is gone. 
Now enters a new· age. and its name is Bobby 
Townsend. Though he lacks experience in running the 
show. he has had three year.. to become familiar with 
the system. and he offers an ath leticism that White 
lacked. Townsend should provide more options for the 
offense this year. 
Many expect the sixth-ranled Bison to shift from an 
offensive focus to a running game featuring the ,olid 
performer.. of "Rolling Thunder" (Jermaine Hutchin-
son and David Johnson). Ayo "the Messiah'" Harrison 
switches to the center position to help anchor this ,·ct• 
ernn line. 
The return of all-conference player Omar Evans 
sl)ould provide some stability III the defense, \\hich 
summed up as young an · rienced. 
heir inexperience. the Bi 
fust tl1e,e players can m 
on wit I determine t 
\\OJSI o,-erall defense 
n«: in '98. the Spar-
t md some way to 
llii,,lililtin order to win 
ll<S Ill '99 
i, dgc ol hi, 
1ving tandem of 
Id help improve 
s set a school 
llliil~""':~mp tion, anJjal~iiiJ.:..:;i:..:i?lri•narks for 
d, -6) :md cwnpletions (28) during a loss 
he wn< the MEAC's third leading pnss-
~ Ml~1d tot'11 offense. Mims and Horsey will pro-
v st ,lit) .md productivity to the offense. 
'm ems ,uch as the lack of a torn! defense and run-
~ game" 1ll 1ie<-d to be addrc,scd if the team wants 
11111uo,con l,~1, • ·, record 
record: 1-10, 
Bear , cps m \\Ith the 
y Mitchell this pa,t off-s 
bnc 
cxpc'<'t to be competit ive this sca\on due 
n , I C\f'CTlcnccd players at key positions. 
McG,rt is hack to lead the offense. RB Ali 
a transfer from Syracu<e University. is also 
her these guys could put Morgan back into 
the n 
MEA tee• 
Vasque If 
he m,1y 
Second-tea 
respectability. The Bears also sport the 
-holder for the longest lie goal in K.C. 
v can keep the games :e this se,son. 
ive them the cad field goal. 
strong safety Warnnel;,,""'1.,.,.,.,--;;;...- ----..._ 
don and dcfonsi,•e end Carl 
Carter will lead the defen-
sive unit. But whether this 
will be enough for them to 
improve their total defense 
still remains to be seen. 
The Bears averaged only 
15 points per game while 
allowing 33 points per 
game. This demonstrates 
their desperate need to 
impro,·e on their scoring in 
order to hang with such ._..._ ____ .... ,...M,.J 
high-scoring teams as FAMU. 
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Bison Face Off Against Tigers in Season Opener 
By K~:v1'1 D. STEWART 
I 5-of-29 anempis for 279 yards. Overall. lhe Bison 101aled 508 yards of offense. 
while holding 1he visi1ing Tigers to only 143 (76 rushing, 67 passing). Aside 
from 1he impressive numbers. HU was able 10 hold All-SWAC wide receiv-
er Sylves1er "the Cai" Morris 10 two receptions for minu, one yard on the day. 
Bui tha1 was 1998! 
Mississippi Veterans Memorial Stadium: 62.5 12 grass 
Kick-Off Time: 6:30 PM (CST) (Sep1. 4th) 
hal is holler 1han a pol of black-eyed pea,, on a hol sum-
mer 11igh11 If you will be in Jackson, Miss. 1omorrow. 1heo 
1he answer is lhe face-off between 1he Howard Universi-
ty Bison (HU) and the Jackson S1a1e University (JSU) 
Tigers. Wi1hin the pas1 1wo years, this rivalry has grown 
afler 1he Bison's tough 1wo-poin1 loss in 199710 lhe slaugh1erof JSU in 1998. 
File Ph<llo 
l.;1st )t.>ar llom1rd wa~able to.\hut dO\lll the JSU offense. 
It is 1999. and Jackson S1a1e is no1 the same ca1 1ha1 showed up in D.C. las1 
year. They are oul 10 avenge las1 year's embarrassing loss 10 1hc Bison. The 
1eam was inexperienced, bul now 1hey are vc1emns. JSU is sporting one of 
1he mos1 po1en1 offenses in Division 1-AA. If you thought Florida A&M's 
passing auack was a nigh1marc, JSU's passing and running auack will have 
you screaming in your sleep. To compound 1be problem, JSU's defensive line 
is 1igh1er than spandex oa a fa1 woman. 
The "Jackson Five" have re1urned 10 1ake the na1ion by s1orm in 1heir "1999 
Revenge Tour ," Bui Michael, Jermaine, Tito, and the resl are gone, replaced 
by quarterback Mark Washing1on and wide receivers Sylvesler Morris, Daniel 
Guy, Courtney Harris and Torrey Thigpen. Jackson's four wide-out scheme 
could cause major problems for Howard's defensive backs. Jackson S1a1e led 
the SWAC lasl season in pass offense wilh a 245.3 yard average per game. 
JSU also led the SWAC in 101al offense, scoring offense. firs! downs and pass 
efficiency. 
In addi1ion 10 "death from above," JSU poses a threat with the ground auack 
of Des1ry Wright. Wright, a 205-pound senior, is coming off a season when 
he ran for more 1han 1,500 yards and scored IO touchdowns. Wright is fa,1 
and elusive with great balance. He will run around or 1hrough defenses. 
This will be a true 1es1 for the Bison. The loss of quarterback 'led While has 
left a big hole in their aerial auack which was 1he key 10 las1 year's vic1ory. 
However, the Bison are experienced in 1he backfield as David Johnson and 
Jermaine Hutchinson return after solid seasons in '98. 
S1arting QB Bobby Townsend could provide problems for JSU with hi, a1h-
leticism and his ability 10 run. but don't discount his ability 101hrow. Townsead 
has a grea1 arm that is sure 10 surprise many. 
Townsend's favori1e targel is sure 10 be wide receiver Elijah Thurmon. Thur-
mon led 1he 1eam·s wide receivers lru.1 season in receptions and yards. The 
6'4", 210-pound senior from Severn, Md .. has 1he build 10 make him 1he go-
10 man for lhe Bison during lhe game. The other starting wide receiver is 6' 5". 
2 I 0-pound redshirt freshman. Richard McEn1yre. This blue-chip prospect 
could emerge during Ibis game as anolher primary weapon in hC3d coach Sieve 
Wilson's arsenal. 
Defensively, the young unit will have to find ways of s1opping 1heJSU giant. 
• 
-
----=.....,·-=---------! 
When 1he two teams met last season. Howard jumped all over Southwest-
ern A1hle1ic Conference (S\\½C) fo,orile Jackson State and cruised 10 a 34-
8 victory. HU quarterb;1ck (QB) Tod Whi1e tossed three 1ouchdown passes on 
AII-MEAC preseason selection cornerback Omar Evans will more 1han like-
ly be matched against Sylves1er Morris in order 10 shu1 him down. Allon 
Perkins will fill the olher cornerback st 01. He is starting for the injured Damion 
Moss. These 1wo players will 1ake on 1be majori1y of the assauh from the JSU 
air auack. Howard was mnked 1hird las1 season in pass defense. yielding only 
166 yards per game, an importan1 fac1or if 1he Bison want 10 defea1 Jackson 
Staie. 
1998 Records: HU 7-4, 5-3 MEAC/ JSU 7-4. 7-1 SWAC 
Si1e: Jackson. Mississippi 
File Pholo 
Tix, Bison .. m ruce off agllins1 the Jackson State Tiger, in Jockson. Miss. on S.1-
urda)-
1-011-1 
with Kevin Stewart 
Coach Wilson Sits 
Down for a Little Q&A 
As 1hc 1999 Black College foo1ball season begrn,. things arc hea1ing up around iraining camp. Howard Uni-
ver,i1y Head Coach Steve Wilson ,at down to 
answer ~omc 
questions about 
the 1cam and the 
upcoming sca,on. 
Q : How did 
spring !raining 
go?' 
Coach Wilson: 
Well. ,pring 1rain-
ing was ra1her 
unique. When you 11..-...,..._."-------l 
go 10 prac1icc for llcad Coach Ste,e Wilson 
the fir,1 time wilh-
out 1he all-time leading passer in 1he confer-
ence, a lhree lime All-American in Marque, 
Douglas, and a guy like Chris Rogers who is 
a NFL player now, it's 001 difficult h's jus1 
uncomfortable. \ou had kid, 1ha1 s1ar1ed for 
you for four or five years, but we feel 1ha1 the 
kids who came oul and lined up came wi1h a 
101 of enlhusiasm. We are going 10 have 10 go 
oul and play hard and take some lumps. 
becau,e we are young ... 1alen1ed but young. 
When you are young. you are going 10 make 
some mistakes. We expect 10 learn fast learn 
on 1he run. and hopefully be in the position 10 
wia some loo1ball games. 
Q: How is Bobby Townsend's performance 
ma1uring'? 
Coach Wilson: Bobby is going to be fine. 
Bobby could be 1he besl a1hle1e on our cam-
pus. When you lind a kid 1ha1 is 6'6", 230 
pounds, can run and jump, caugh1 1ouchdowns 
for us a, a wide receiver. and is extremely 
bright he i, going to do just line. We've seen 
him play and just because he is no1 'led !White] 
I think some of lhc comparisons are nol fair. I 
don't 1hink il's fair 10 compare where Tod fin-
ished and Bobby starts, bu1 given the fac1 !hat 
we have d~ne this a couple of 1imes with our 
quar1erback, we know 1ha1 he has the capa-
bili1ies. the knowkdgc, and 1he skill lo be a 
very good quarlerback. Only lime will tell ... 
Bobby i• in a 6'6" frame and play, like a 5' 11" 
quarterback. He is extremely mobile, extreme-
ly quick. and you can do more things in 1he 
field with him. We are going 10 lei him make 
some a1hle1ic plays. We think a 101 of his plays 
will come from when things break down. We 
are nol going 10 restrict him. We arc going give 
him free run of lhe offense. But we are going 
10 use more of the field to allow him 10 move 
around in order 10 pul more pressure on 1he 
defense. You arc certainly going 10 have to find 
Bobby Townsend. You won't be able 10 drop 
back and come and gel him ... l wanl him to 
become his own man ... I don'! 1hink 1he quar-
terback position i, a problem. We are going to 
lei [opponents] lhink i1 is. 
Q: Whal can we expect from 1he offensive line 
1his season? 
Coach Wilson: We 1hink this is the bes1 line 
I've had since I've been at Howard. This is a 
velemn line 1ha1 is extremely quick and agile. 
Q: Everyone believes 1hat Howard will run the 
ball. The focus on the running game increased 
tale into lasl season. Is lhis whal you plan 10 
focus on during lhe entire season? 
Coach Wilson: I would suspect thal people 
would lhink thai now since Tod is gone. but 
what ,ve are going 10 1ry 10 do is score points. 
I could care less if ii is running or throwing. 
But we feel very good at this junciure of our 
program lo have a veteran offensive line and 
two ou1s1anding running backs in Jermaine 
Hu1chinson and David Johnson. These two 
guys can take ii 180 [degrees] and 1ake ii 360 
(degrees]. Wi1h 1hem on 1he field. you don'1 
have 10 block e\'erybody. I think this will lead 
10 our QB being successful, because David 
Johnson has 1he ability 10 explode. We arc 
changing Jermaine Hu1chinson's number lhis 
year 10 34 10 honor Waller Pay1on. He has a 101 
of things 1ha1 made Waller special. He has 
tremendous power, and he has speed. He can 
make people miss. When we come with lhe 
combination of backs Hutchinson and Johnson 
are going to gi,•e us, we will have the ability 
to run the football when we wan1 10. I'm never 
going 10 be four yards in a cloud of dust. 
Q: How is the defense shaping up for this sea-
son? 
Coach Wilson: We should be excellenl al 
linebacker. bu1 up front we are going to be 
young. We are going 10 be more mobile than 
we used to be, bul still young. In lhe secondary 
we ha,oeanoutslandingcornerin Omar Evans. 
Bui \\'I! are going 10 need 10 get three olher peo-
ple 10 play. We lhink we have three of them. bu1 
we don't know aboul lhe fourth guy: We will 
have 10 see in few weeks. 
Q: Howard was picked 10 finished sixth. Was 
lhis disappoinling? 
Coach Wilson: !l's 001. h's refreshing 10 our 
kids. They see ii as an uphill ballle, us against 
1he world and we' II do ii. What we try to 
remember is 1ha1 we have a championship 
program. If we area sixtb place learn, then we 
won'! be one for long. 
Q: Jackson S1a1e is your firs1 game. How do 
you plan 10 play !hem? 
Coach Wilson: We can't play them the way we 
did las1 year. We played ou1 bes1 game againsl 
them las1 year. They arc very explosive, and 
they have terrific a1hle1es a1 quar1erback, wide 
receiver. and running back. Also. Jackson 
Stale a1 Jackson is a very difficuh place to play: 
• 
,,,,-,,,,,,, 
Rookie Season for Jenkins is a 
Learning Experience 
By W I L LIA \ I B RYA .... 
S t. Louis Rams strong safely and former Howard Universi1y fool-ball player Billy Jenkins recalls his 
firs! time s1epping on 1he field as a pro-
fessional football player. When Jenkins 
reechoed the news thal he had made the 
final 53-rmm rosier. he was ec>1a1ic. After 
a successful college career al Howard, 
Jenkins· hard work ethic had impressed 
several members of SI. Louis' coaching 
sinff. Afler years of playing in obscuri1y. 
Jenkins was a1 the pinnacle of all levels of 
football . 1he Na1ional Foo1ball League 
(NFL). llill) Jonkin.<,Jr. 
"Playing in lhe NFL is a dream 1hat has 
come true for me," said Jenkins. "I have an opportun11y to mwel 
10 differen1 cities and play again>! some of the bes1 players in 1he 
world. I gel to play ag:1inst people who I've looked up 10 my whole 
life." 
Jenkins is des1ined to continue his career playing in 1he NFL. 
However, he wan1s people 10 know 1ha1 life in 1he NFL is nol all 
glamorous. Thousands of fans saw 1he Ram's prese:tson gan1e 
against the San Diego Chargers when Ram's quarlerback Trenl 
Green tore his anlerior crucial ligament. which will keep him out 
for the cn1ire 1999 season. 
"Life in the NFL is aboul hard work." said Jenkins. "People look 
at games on TV and lhink that every NFL player has it made for 
1he res1 of their lives. This is definilely 1101 1he case. We have 10 
St. Louis Ram Billy Jenkins 
deal with injuries 1ha1 can affec1 our health after we finish play-
ing this game." 
During his first season with the Rams, Jenkins's former 1cam-
ma1e and fellow rookie running back Lawrence Phillips gained 
nalional media covemge for his off-the-field problems during his 
senior season al the University of Nebraska. He was later released 
by the Rams, and 1hen signed and releru.ed by the Miami Dolphins. 
After excelling in NFL Europe this summer. he signed a free agent 
conlrncl with lhe San Francisco49ers. Off-the-field problem, ha,oe 
haunled many athleles' professional career,, includmg Phillips' 
Jenkins knows some people in ,ocicly are jealous and have nega-
tive feelings towards athleles for the wrong reasons. 
"Many people ha1e a1hle1es and en1er1ainers because we arc in 
the limeligh1," said Jenkins. We have 10 handle our business off 
1he field. People are looking 31 a1hle1es and entertainers under a 
microscope a1 all 1ime. his importanl 10 handle our professional-
ism and conduct accordingly. However. people should remember 
tha1 mhle1cs and cn1er1u,ners arc human beings as well." 
Dcspi1c leading 1he Rams in iackles Ia,1 year. Jenkins s1ill has 
scvcml critics who quc,iion whe1herhc is the right person 10 srnr1. 
They feel 1ha1 Jenkins is a liabili1y when covering 1igh1sends. who 
accoun1ed for 50 c:11chc, and eigh1 1ouchdown, against 1hc Ram, 
last season. 
''There arc writers who have never played 1hc game before who 
cri1icize football players," said Jenkins. "In our oomplex defense. 
1herc are limes when ii looks like I am responsible for covering a 
1igh1 end or receiver. but it is not the case. I can not focus on what 
people in the media say abou1 my playing or coverage abili1y. ljus1 
have to remain focused on the football field and make plays." 
"His whole thing is 10 gel be11er 1han he was last year. and 10 be 
a clear-cul s1ar1er," said Sieve Brown, St. Louis' secondary coach. 
"Our goal was 10 make sure that posi1ion was played heller. Peri-
od! There are times when Billy looks like he is 1he culprit, bul in 
fact, i1 is :11101hcr person's respon,ibili1y in a coverage scheme." 
Although he has lefl ''The Mecca." Jenkins still has nol 10>1 hi, 
love for Howard Uni"ersi1y. He admi1s that he is one semc11er from 
gradua1ing from Howard wi1h a degree in biology. Afler his rook-
ie season. Jenkins had planned on re1urning 10 Howard in Janu-
ary I 998 10 comple1e his academic rcquiremen1s and walk with 
the gradu:uion class of 1998. However. the Rams have a manda-
tory policy requiring rookies 10 par1icip:11e in 1he 1cam's offsea-
son condi1ioning program. 
''The Rams· progmm begins in March which mean1 Iha! i1 would 
have in1errup1ed my academic obliga1ions ni Howard," sajd Jenk-
ins. "My policy is once I s1ar1 some1hing. l like to finish ii. It would 
not be right 10 Howard University if! did no1 comple1e my degree 
requirements there in,1ead of a1 a univer,i1y here in S1. Louis. I 
do no1 wnni thrce-four1hs of my degree 10 come from Howard Uni-
versity. I wan1 10 finish college ,mending classes al Howard." 
\Vif/iam 8ryC1nt is a 1998MBt\ grod11a1eof Howard Unil-ersi1yandwil/ 
be pro,•iding wukly upda,es 011 Billy Je11kms. While al lfowarrl, he 
worktcl under Edworr/ Ifill ;n tht Sports biformutiou Dtpartmtnt. Upon 
grr.ulua,;ng, ht rompltud a Sfi'en•momh inttnuhip ll.:ilh Supt!r Bo~rl XXX/1 
\\vrld Champion Dtm·tr Bro11ros. This past Junr. Bry,m1 btgalf/ull-timt 
dwies ;,, tht Rams· pubUr "latimrs departmrm. 
ST. LOUIS RAMS 1999 SCHEDULE 
Sep1. 12 BALTIMORE RAVENS 1PM 
19 bye week 
26 ATLANTA FALCONS 1PM 
Ocl. 3 al Cincinnati Bengals 1PM 
IO SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS 1PM 
17 a1 A1lan1a Falcons 1PM 
24 CLEVELAND BROWNS I PM 
3 1 a1 'Thnnessee Titans 1PM 
Nov. 7 a1 Detroit Lions 1PM 
14 CAROLINA PANTHERS I PM 
21 al San Francisco 49crs 4: 15 PM 
28 NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 1PM 
Dec. 5 at Carolina Panlhers 1PM 
12 m New Orleans Sain1s 1PM 
19 NEW YORK GIANTS 1PM 
26 CHICAGO BEARS 1PM 
Jan 2 al Philadelphia Eagles 1PM 
• 
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UNIVERSITY IS COMING ... 
CRAMTON 
9 .9 .99 
PRESIDENT'S PANEL 
SYLVIA RHONE-ELEKTRA 
DERRICK ANGELETII-KRAZY KAT 
HAQQ ISLAM-UNIVERSITY MUSIC 
STEVE STOUT-INTERSCOPE 
THE TOP RECORD EXECS THAT 
BOUGHT YOU 
MAR)' J. BLIGE 
RUFF RIDERS 
ROOTS 
DRU HILL 
AND MANY OTHERS ... 
ARE COMING TO ANS'WER 
ALL YOUR QUESTIONS 
ABOUT THE RECORD 
INDUSTRY 
AUDITORIUM 
9.10.99 
FASHION SHO'N 
AND 
CONCERT 
HOSTED BY 
STEPHLUVA 
SISQO OF DRU HILL 
.. MYA 
MASTER OF CEREMONY 
DJ CLUE 
THE HOTTEST DESIGNERS LIKE 
SEAN JOHN FUBU GCCCI 
PRADA A VIREX D&G JEANS 
AND MAN·Y MORE ... 
SPECIAL PERFORMANCES BY 
MAJOR RECORDING ARTISTS 
Q~TIP 
THE ROOTS 
MAJESTY 
AND M_A.NY OTHERS ... 
B3 
~ UJCKY WINNERS Will WIN fUll fAll WARDROBB FROM TOHMY Hllfl6fR ,. 
TIME: 7PM 
PLACE: CRAMTON AUDITORIUM 
ADMISSION IS FREE!!! 
. l~r 1000 RECEIVE DOR PRIZE5 
TIME: 7PM 
PLACE: CRAMTON AUDITORIUM 
ADMISSION: $12 .. 00 
1H 1000 RECEIVE DOOR PRIZE~ FROM 
KENNETH (OLE AND TOMMY HILFIGER 
. .. BACK TO THE UNIVERSITY!!! 
' 
' 
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Howard Coach Reaches Milestone in Career 2 MINUTE DRILL 
By VALERIE TIIOMAS 
Hilltop Staff Wri1er 
, Head wres1ling coach Paul Cot• 
ton is believed 10 be the only 
African-American with a 
Ph.D. in nutritional science with an 
emphasis in athletics. Corton graduat-
ed. from Howard University with a 
bachelor's degree and a master's in 
nutritional science in I 983 and I 988 
respectively. Cotton received his doc• 
torate in sports nutrition from Howard 
in 1999. 
"Howard is the only HBCU.that offers 
a Ph.D. in sports nu'trition, and Howard 
is still evolving,'' said Cotton. 
After graduating in 1983, Cotton 
remained at Howard as a member of the 
faculty. Under his leadership. Howard's 
wrestling team has evolved into one of 
only three surviving minority wrestling 
programs. 
~,lePhoco 
llcoo \\ln,slling Cooch PnuJ Cotton. 
coach. these are no11he only two titles he holds here at the university. Coach 
Collon is also the iniliator and director of 1he a1hlc1ic department's website. 
"Before Howard had a website, the :1thlctic department had one.'' Collon 
said. "Being website coordinator is very time consuming but the website 
has the potential to generate lots of revenue. I would like to find someone 
interested in taking the project over." 
Colton is also a licensed nutritionist, helping athletes maintain or lower their 
weight. Cotton has worked with all of Howard"s sports teams on weight man-
agement. He is available on a private, one-to-one basis or will counsel groups, 
explaining the risks and benefits of dietary supplements and weight loss. Cot• 
ton has even worked with professional boxers, helping them gain and main• 
tain weight, and train without .the aid of supplements. 
There is a demand for nutritionists in any area of life, not just sports. A gen• 
cies like the USDA, FDA, and the Library of Congress are always search-
ing for people with knowledge in these areas. Coach Cotton recently taped 
a segment of BET's "Heart and Soul," discussing how to properly use dietary 
supplements. The \\hsl,ingron Post even quoted him in an article on the recall 
of certain dietary supplcmen1s. 
Although Collon is n registered dietician and sport's nutritionist. this is not 
his only responsibility. 
Don't Count the Bison Out 
Ted White is gone, we all koow thnt already. White was the leader of Howard', offense for three years, selling numerous Mid Eastern Athletic Conference 
(MEAC) records. Life after White begins tomorrow when 
the Bison face theJackson Stare University Tigers. Unlike 
Howard, Jackson State is favored to win their conference. 
Howard was picked to finish in six1h place in the MEAC 
this year. That's ridiculous considering the fact tha1 the 
Bison were placed behind Bethune-Cookman, South Car• Klmothy K. Brown 
olina State and North Carolina A&T. Howard beat two our 
of three of those teams last season. First of all, Bethune-Cookman is overrat-
ed. Sure Bethune-Cookman, has Pa .. Tell Troutman, defeated Hampton last year 
and represented our conference in the Heritage Bowl. but there is such a 11\ing 
as a fluke. I know Bethune-Cookman defeated Hampton la.t season, but every 
teams gets lucky. 
"Wrestling is an endangered sport,'' Cotton said. "In 1983 there were 289 
Division I teams and now there are less than 89. Of those 89, only three are 
HBCU's." 
'"Counseling athletes on dietary supplements and weight maintenance is a 
full-time job,'' Collon said. "I would like to sec n sports psychologist for 
every ream as well as a strength and conditioning coach. Most of the larg-
er universities have a separate psychologist and djetician for their teams. I 
v.'Ould like to see that at Howard," 
With nil of his talents, Cotton remains one of the most respected and revered 
coaches in the athletic department. 
The second thing that gets to me is how everybody think> Bobby Townsend 
cannot ge1 1hc job done. Townsend was a leading quarterback in TCJtas, lead-
ing his team to the state championship game. Remember, White had to emerge 
from Jay Walker's shadow. Townsend is more than capable of handling the 
offense. Besides, be has David Johnson. Jermaine Hutchinson and a good offen-
sive line to support him. 
Florida A&M fans talk the most stuff, but I guess they can since Howard has 
never beaten them since 1993. However, FAMU has no proven quarterback of 
their own. Yes, they have excellent wide receivers collectively known as the 
"RAC Boys," RAC stands for run after catch. Though Cotton is a member of Howard's faculty as well as head wrestling 
Student Athlete of the Week 
By TERRA MCKINNEY 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Ekaterina Okpala, a returning senior tennis player, is the 
Howard University's Srndent Athlete of 1he Week 
She has been a starter for the last three years. playing number 
three in the lineup during the 1998-1999 season. This summer, 
Okpala was selected as an lntercollegia1e Tennis Association Aca-
demic All-Ame(ican. She has volunteered in the Special 
Olympics, and in !utorial and summer tennis programs within the 
Washington. D.C. area. She is also a member of the School of Busi-
ness honors program, maintaining a 3.7 GPA. 
Okpala was quite astonished when told she had been named Student 
Athlete of the Weck. 
"I wasn't expec1ing it," she said. '"It's an honor. and I'm hnppy 10 be Stud~ 
Athlete of the Week." 
She developed her love for tennis growing up ,n Nigeria. With the innuencc of her parents. Okpala has 
been playing tennis for ten years. 
"She bas been developing very well over 1he last year or two:· said Tonnis Coach Larry Strick.land. "She 
is developing into one of the strongest doubles players:· 
Currently, Okpala plays both singles and doubles. Her record is 15-4 singles. and 10-2 doubles. 
With the demands of both academics and sports, Okpala uses time management to accommodate her busy 
schedule. 
"I never have time to waste." said Okpala. "I'm constatnly planning. I push myself to the limit, and I give 
I 00% in everything I do:· 
Okpala, who is detemined 10 practice twice as hard as in the past, plans 10 motivate her teammates for a 
successful season. She plans not to lose more than three matches this season. 
"My goal is to win the MEAC this year," said Okpala. "I will do whatever it takes to make sure we win 
this year. It is important to us. We will prepare ourselves to step up and beat any major compe1i1ion. I 
think whatever you can see and believe, you can achieve." 
After graduation, Okpala plans to enter the business workforce and earn a combined master's and law 
degree. 
-
----~ 
I-lie- Phoco 
Senior lcnnis play~r. Ekaterina Okpala ~port.<; a 
rc«>rd or 15-4 singles, and 10-2 doubles 
Hampton will defini1ely be the Bison's biggest test. Hampton. who was sub• 
sequently picked to finish second in the MEAC. should finish first. They are 
withom a doubt the best team in the conference. Enough of being nice to tho.e 
Pirates. Anyway, the annual affair between Howard and Hampton ~hould be 
in1eres1ing. 
Do people know never 10 count 1he football team out? Since I've been here, 
the team has gone 9-2. 7-4 and 7-4. Those are not bad records at all. Of course, 
you ,vould like 10 go undefeated every season. but the MEAC is way too com-
petitive. 
In short, Steve Wilson is a good coach who can get this team to play up to 
the competition. He"s been doing a 101 a1 tbc Baltimore Ravens' training camp 
this summer. Wilson, a former NFL player, is ready to go. I think the Bison 
like to be considered an underdog, so they can sneak up on teams and shock 
the world. We shall see. 
If you 'd like to write for 
Sportswfek, contact Kevin 
Stewart, Hilltop Sports Edi-
tor at hilltop _sports@j,ot-
maiLcom or call 806. 6866 
If you havea candidatefor Student Athlete of the Week that exhibits excellence in academics, sports, and community, please email your nomination along 
wi1h your reason for your selec1ion to hilltop_sports@hotmail.com. 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .· · · · · · · · · · · -S II O r I s 
By KEVIN D. STEWART ANI) KIMOTHY K. BROWN 
Each week during the Black college football sea• son. Mr. Brown and myself will be making our pick> and point spreads for all the games in the 
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference (MEAC). In no way 
are we promoting gambling, but we wanted to give you 
an idea or what outcome you could expect each game. 
MEAC reams arc in all caps. 
BETHUNE-COOKMAN COLLEGE vs. Sa,·:mnah 
State University 
(Mr. Brown)-Our first matchup is BCC vs. SSU. The 
Wildcnts return two offensh·e weapons in MEAC Rook-
ie of the Year Pa'Thll Troutman and Jay Rogers. They will 
have to rnke up slack because BCC lost wide reciever 
James Adderly to graduation. Adderly was the nil-time 
leading receiver in yards for the MEAC. 
(Mr. Stewart)-This game is basically a no-brainer. BCC 
should win easily over SSU. The Wildcats have many 
offensive weapons 1ha1 will overwhelm SSU early. 
Our Line 
Mr. Brown: BCC 30-10 (+20) o,·er SSU 
Mr. Stewart: BCC 24-14 (+10) o,·er SSU 
HAMPTON UNIVERSITY. vs DELAWARE STATE 
UNIVERSITY. 
(Mr. Brown): Here is the lowdown from when last time 
the two teams met (Nov. 14th, 1998): Despite a 7-7 1ie at 
halftime, Hampton scored 28 unanswered points and 
rolled to a 41-13 win at Delaware S1ate. Hampton quar-
1eroack Roy Johnson was I O-of-17 with l 77 yards and two 
, touchdowns to lead the Pirates to the easy win. 
(Mr. Stewart): Those pesky Pirates return nine offensive 
starters including AII-MEAC first team selections Mon-
trcll Coley (RB), Adrian Wideman (TE) and Mitchell 
, Foreman (OL). The Hornets return the league's top rated 
quarterback in Rahsaan Mallhews and a pair of out-
standing receivers in Tommie Mims and Albert Horsey. 
Defense will be the key in this match-up, but in the end 
I know that those pesky Pirates will plunder this gan1e 
from the word "go." 
Our Line: 
Mr. Brown: Hampton 40-7 (+33) over Delaware State 
Mr. Stewart: Hampton 56-10 (+46) over Delaware 
State 
., . 
FLORIDA A&M at Unil'ersity or Miami 
(Mr. Bro1m): Miami rolled 10a 49-3 vic1ory over FAMU 
in '95. In the overall series, Miami leads 3-1. The one 
FAMU victory came during the 1979 season, when the 
Ralllcrs 11pse1 1he Hurricanes 16-13 under then FAMU 
head coach Rudy Hubbard. 
(Mr, Stewart): Aorida A&M returns one of the nation's 
best receiving tandems in All-American candidates 
Jacquay Nunnally and Canion Lamb. Lnst season, the two 
combined for I 67 receptions, 2.447 yards and 24 touch-
downs. On defense. the Ranters rc1urn linebacker Patrick 
Burrows and linemrui 1yronn Johnson. Though I would 
love for the Rattlers to win, Miami had their way with 
Ohio, and I don·1 see Miami letting 11p due to the bowl 
factor. The 'Canes will blow the snakes back into their 
den. 
Our Line: 
Mr. Brown: Miami 63-7 (+56) 0l'er FAMU 
Mr. Stewart: Miami 53-3 (+SO) 0\'er FAMU 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY. at Jackson State Universi-
ty. 
(Mr. Brown): Last year Howard jumped all over favorite 
Jackson Stare and sailed to a 34-8 victory last season. 
Quartcrback'Ibd White tossed three touchdown passes on 
15-of-29 allempts for 279 yards. but he is gone. Overall, 
the Bison 101aled 508 yards of offense, while holding the 
visiting Tigers 10 only 143 (76 rushing, 67 passing). Now 
that is something. 
(Mr. Stewart): lt"s 1999, and the true test for Howard Uni-
versity will come on 1he offensive side of the ball this sea-
son. The loss of quarterback Ted White has left a big hole 
in their aerial allack. However. the Bison are CJtperienced 
in the backfield as David Johnson and Jerome Hutchin-
son return after solid seasons in '98. I still feel that new 
Bison quarterback Bobby Townsend will surprise many. 
1 think this will be a tight game. Look out for some spec-
tacular numbers from JSU wide receiver Sylvester "the 
Cat" Morris. I' II give the nod. 10 the Bison on this one. 
Our Line: 
Mr. Brown: Howard 24-19 (+5) over Jackson State 
Mr. Stewart : Howard 27-24 (+3) 01·er J ackson State 
MORGAN STATE at Bucknell University. 
(Mr. Stewart): This is 1he first-ever meeting between 
Morgan State and Bucknell. The one common opponent 
both teams will face this season is Delaware State Uni-
liCklJf ......................................... . 
"ersity. There is not much to go on here. Seeing that Buck-
nell plays in the Patriot league and Morgan is on hard 
times. the outcome won·1 be prelly. 
(Mr. Brown): Morgan State returns 17 of their 22 s1ar1ers 
from last year's ream. Leading 1he way will be quarter-
back Willie McGirt. The 6'3 ... 190-pound senior passed 
for 1,370 yards on I 12-of-229 attempts. His favorite tar• 
get. sophomore Marc Lester rerurns, after breaking a 
freshman record a1 MSU with 34 receptions for the sea-
son. Bucknell returns 14 starters. including runningback 
Dan Palko. Last season. Palko rushed for 682 yards on 
141 carries with eight touchdowns. Bucknell was picked 
to finish third in the Patriot League after going 6-5 a year 
ago. 
Our Line: 
Mr. Brown: Bucknell 49-6 (+43) 0\'er Morgan 
Mr. Stewart: Bucknell 35-3 (+32) over Morgan 
NORFOLK STATE vs Virginia State 
(Mr. Stewart): Now here is where we differ. Despite NSU 
runningback Angelo Todd rushing for 137 yards on 19 car-
ries with two touchdowns, the Spartans could not hold off 
the visiting Trojans and fell 30-22. NSU banlcd back from 
14 points to take a 22-21 lead late in 1he fourth quarter 
but Virginia State scored a touchdown and field goal to 
escape . 
with the win ... 
(Mr. Brown): But remember 1ha1 Norfolk State returns 
1he premier running back in 1he 
conference, All-American candidate, Angelo Todd. Last 
season, Todd rushed for 1,363 yards on 270 carries with 
19 touchdowns. With Todd, returning quarterback Mau• 
rice Shelby. and new head football coach Mo Forte, the 
Spartans should improve. Defense was a key area for Nor• 
folk State last season. but returning defensive lineman 
Aaron Johnson and linebacker Matt Armstrong return to 
lead the way. Virginia State 
finished eighth in the CIAA lasl season. but was picked 
fifth this season. 
(Mr. Stewart): I'm sorry, but I have to go with Virginia 
State. The Trojans have defeated the Spartans seven years 
in a row. I think Norfolk is still dealing with that Division 
11 bug! ' 
Our Line: 
Mr. Brown: NSU 16-13 (+3) o,-er Virginia State 
Mr. Stewart: Virginia State 27-17 (+10) o.-er NSU 
S.C. STATE vs Charleston Southern 
(Mr. Brown): After falling behind 7-0. S.C. State scored 
17 unanswered points and defeated Charlc,ton Southern 
17-7. The Bulldogs' running back by committee pound• 
ed out 239 yard'I with two touchdowns. while the defense 
held the Buccaneers 10 a mere 46 yards 
on the ground. The lone CSU 1ouchdown came on a 80· 
yard bomb to end the firs1 quarter. 
(Mr. Stewart): S.C. State has manhandled Charleston 
Southern over the years, with the exception of a 13-12 win 
two seasons ago. The Bulldogs will once again be a run• 
ningback by commillee, as returning backs Chad Eaddy 
and Derck O'Ncal combined to rush for 1,231 yards with 
11 touchdowns a year ago. A big strong offensive line, 
anchored by Steve Colimon, Patrick Heard, Lewis Kelly 
and right-end Arthur Love, should pa,,: the way for a pro-
ductive game versus the Buccaneers. Charleston South-
ern is coming off a 3-8 campaign as an independent Div. 
I-AA football team. With a record like that, you can see 
why we made this selection. 
Our Line: 
Mr. Brown: S.C. State 20-16 (+4) over Charleston 
Southern 
Mr. Stewart: S.C. State 21-14 (+7) o,·er Charleston 
Southern 
N.C. A&T STATE , s N.C. Central Uni\1 
(Mr. Brown): N.C. A&T continued its dominance over 
N.C. Central with a 40-10 win in the annual Aggie/Eagle 
Classic last season. Aggie quarterback Rodney Woodruff 
threw for 142 yards and three touchdowns in the win. Will 
somebody 1ell me what is an Aggie? 
(M.r, Stewart): Well I think I know, but I'll 1able that for 
later. The Aggies will once again open its season with 
intersrn1e rival N.C. Central. N.C. A&T returns a solid 
nucleus on offense and defense and should prevail once 
again in the state's biggest Classic. It's no Bayou Classic, 
but I guess it will do. Aggie quarterback Rodney 
Woodruff leads the new-look offense this season, with 
running backs Maurice Smith, Eric Farmer and Ian Ale• 
stock. On defense, the Aggies return linebackers Ray 
Massey. B.J. Little and secondary standout Darryl Klugh. 
N.C. Central, usually a pass-oriented team. has a new 
coach and system in place. Picked to finish seventh in the 
CIAA. the Eagles will have their hands full versus the 
Aggies. Again, another no-brainer. 
Our Line: 
Mr. Brown: N.C. A&T State 30-12 (+18) over N.C. 
Central 
Mr. Stewart: N.C. A&T State 35. 7 (+28) m-er N.C. Cen• 
tral 
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TOWN MEETING 
~ H. PATRICK SWYGERT 
President 
., 
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' - • ♦ $ • t - _., - • t,4 f C - ---.a.. ¾bl• -- • ~ ... • Ga ..... 
, 
invites 
All Howard University 
Students 
to join him in a 
_. discussion regarding 
University issues 
including registration 
Wednesday, September 8, 1999 
7:00 P.M.- 8:30 P.M. 
BLACKBURN CENTER 
BALLROOM 
I 
....... _ ........... ___ ,.,,,,,......._ ____________ __ 
;11 
·---- . ...__ ... \ ! I 
ALL ARE WELCOME! 
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·Howard's Men Soccer Tham Plans to Kick 
Off Season on Right Foot 
By VALERI E T HOMAS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
While many of the students are just getting settled in, 
the men's soccer team has been here for almost two weeks 
gearing up for this season. They have been practicing 
twice a day in preparation for their first game. When 
classes began on Monday. they reduced their practice 
time to two hours a day, Monday through Friday. and as 
needed on Saturdays. 
Although Howard is one of the only two HBCU's in 
the United States with a men's soccer team, this has not 
stifled them. The men's soccer team has won the Mid-
Continent Conference for two consecutive years. This 
which brought a lot of exposure to the team. 
"fhe scouts will now look at Howard University for 
future professionals for the ACC." Coach Tucker said. 
"You can find a great player anywhere in the country, but 
being on Howard's team will bring a little more expo-
sure to our players." 
Not only does the men's soccer team have a great record 
on the field, they excel off tl1e field as well. According 
to Davis, the soccer team has the highest overall GPA of 
any athletic team at Howard. 
Howard University hopes 10 see great things out of this 
1999-2000 men's soccer team. They will be traveling to 
the University of Mfasouri in Kansas on September 4th. 
1999 Howard Women's Soccer Preview 
By Nrncv CAtN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Howard University's women's soccer team has kicked 
off its fourth season. With five new recruits, a new assis-
tant coach, and award-winning returning players Amy 
Olson and Rosa Kline, the team will be looking to do dant-
age this year. 
, year, the team will not be participating in the conference. 
The women's soccer team began in 1995 and has come 
a long way. Head Coach Michelle Street originally didn't 
have a support staff, forcing her to do everything herself. 
This year. she has a new assistant coach. Schulanda 
Phipps from Washington College, helping her guide the 
team to more wins. Phipps also played for Vanderbilt Uni-
versity prior to coaching at W:ishington College, and 
Street is "very excited about her presen~" having already 
seen "positive results." 
"Since we are not in the conference. we have to work 
100% harder than the other teams." said sophomore 
Ricco Davis. "We have 10 be undefeated to get to the 
play-offs this year." 
This year. the men's soccer team will travel all over the 
United States to compete. 
'This is our traveling season," said coach Keith Tuck-
er. "We have 15 games and only three are at home. We 
will travel to places like Jacksonville. Fla., Miami. Fla., 
and Wisconsin. We have a very young team. There is so 
much talent. but there are a lot of new faces to get used 
to. I expect them to do their best." 
With all of the new players. there are a lot of positions 
open. 
'The starting lineup is always up for grabs. and the 
competition is going to be fierce for one of those posi-
tions," said sophomore Lee DeShazor. 
Although the team is young, they are headed toward a 
great season. 
"I have good players and this is a rebuilding year so 
there are not too many demands for them. They have to 
get used to the college style of playing." Coach Tucker 
said. 
Last year. their season ended with a record of nine wins, 
eight losses, and two ties. 
Three players from last season went into the A League. Fil< Photo Goalkttper Nig<>I Bul'g"'-S and the Booters prepare"' the 
upc,oming season. 
MEAC Fans Page Brings Students Together 
• 
' 
-
By Ki.MOTHY K. BROWN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Where do African-American sports fans and students 
go to e~press their thoughtS and feelings regarding HBCU 
issues? An up-and-coming site, wwmmeacfa11s.co111, 
caters 10 the needs of Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference 
(MEAC) students. 
Florida A&M graduate student Floyd Hill started the 
page mid-June. Hill felt that MEAC fans had no real venue 
dedicated to their specific needs. Undergraduate stu• 
dents, graduate students, professors, school administra-
tors and sports administrators frequent the page. 
MEAC Fans features several forums. including the 
Sports Zone, Campus Happenings, Greek Zone and Wolf 
Ticket Zone. The Wolf Ticket Zone is the most popular. 
In this zone, fans nre able 10 talk trash about other 
schools, in particular, their sports teams. The loading of 
images to accommodate postings on the page is common. 
A Howard Univer.,ity poster, known as "Buffalo Soldier," 
created a post entitled 'The Tole of the JSU Mafia." In 
this post. "Buffalo Soldier" related the struggles of Jack-
son State University students to that of the Little Rascals. 
The post was good enough to reach the Hall of Fame 
Forum. 
Besides being a venue for schools to air riva.lries, the 
MEAC Fan Page is informative. Campus Happenings 
serves as an outlet for member.. of the HBCU communi-
1y to share thoughts about campus events and issues relat-
ing 10 H.BCU life. 
Freeman Holifield. FAMU's na1,onal alumni president, 
said the MEAC FM Page serves a very important purpose. 
"The page brings out some strong and interesung points 
of view." Holifield said. "Even if someone is joking or 
being serious, the comments posted make you think." 
Holifield pointed out while members of the page are 
quick 10 correct misinformed postings. they are also 
quick to show their support. When Holifield's wife expe-
rienced open heart surgery this summer. an overwhelm-
ing number of members responded by poMing get-well 
messages to his spouse. 
"I will never forget the encouragement that I received 
from board members during my wife's recovery from 
heart surgery." Holifield said. "I enjoy the page and I hope 
it will continue." 
TI1e MEAC Fans webpage al so include, a best band, 
football 1ean1 and MEAC campus poll. Hill hopes to 
launch MEAC Fans caps and shirts in the future. If you 
are looking 10 learn more about the MEAC. 1hen go to 
lVl""imea<fims.c-0111. 
Who is the :ill-time top passer by yards 
in th~ history of the Mid-Eastern Ath-
letic Confurence (MEAC)? 
If you know the answer, then e-mail it 
to luJ/Jop Jports@hotmaiLcom . The 
lirst e-mail received wilh the correct 
answer will win a free T-s.hin. Hilltop 
employe.:s and family are not eligible 
for this priu. 
Last year, junior Amy Olson was co-MVP for the pro-
gram. She was also selected for the Big-South Confer-
ence's First Team and named to the All-Academic squad 
for the Big-South Conference. Junior Rosa Kline was 
selected for the Second All-Big South Conference Team. 
In addition. five players have been in the top 25 for the 
most goals scored during the season. 
The team has had a good preseason and the team has 
come back in shape. By mid-September, these ladies will 
be peaking and playing at their best. The forward line will 
be much stronger and more aggressive with freshmen 
additions Erin Gardner, Victoria McClean. and Joslen 
Fisher. 
Look for the team 10 take more tactical approaches to 
scoring goals. In the past. the team couldn't get in posi-
tions 10 score and didn't capitalize on the opportunities 
they got. This year. the team will be looking to score and 
play dazzling soccer. 
The team pledges to work hard for their fellow Bison. 
realizing they aren't just representing themselves but the 
entire university. 
"We need our fans to come out and show us their sup-
port," says Street. 
File Phoco 
~MYP Amy Olsc>n wfll lead the women's soccer team. 
Come and watch these ladies play their first con-
ference game versus Radford University at 7 p.m. on Sep-
tember IO. 
20 Million Viewers to See MEAC Football 
By KEVIN D. STEWART 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference ha.s a national 1elevision distribution package for its "Game of the Week." 
Programming will begin wi1h the September 11 battle between Morgan State University and Bethune-Cookman 
College. 
The Game of the Week will be carried in the region on Home Team Sports (HTS) and The Sunshine Network.. 
Additionally. the games will be carried in 14 of the top 30 broadcast markets through an affiliation with America 
One. HTS, The Sunshine Network. America One and PAX-TV 66 in the Washington metro area will combine to 
reach more than io million homes in the United States. 
The eigh1-game weekly series will he produced by Fosstone Productions, a television production company that 
syndicates and produces more than I 00 college, professional and pay-per-view events a year for a wide range of 
outlets. Fosstonc is nationally recognized for the creation of last year's Ivy League Basketball Game of the Week 
on DirecTV. 
This new deal will greatly enhance alumni outreach now that the games can be followed in 33 percent of the coun-
1ry during the entire season. Ve1eran broadcaster Charlie Neal will handle the piny-by-piny. with color analysis by 
Morgan State alumnus and Sports Director at WOIO-Cleveland, Ronnie Duncan. 
The "Game of the Week" schedule: 
Date 
Sept. 11 
Oct. 2 
Oct. 9 
Oct. 16 
Oct. 23 
Oct. 30 
Nov. 6 
Nov. 28 
Match-Up 
Morgan State vs Bethune-Cookman 
North Carolina A&T at Norfolk State 
Florida A&M a t Howard 
Hampton at Norfolk State 
Florida A&M at Hampton 
N.C. A&T State al Bethune-Cookman 
S.C. State at Howard 
Division I-AA Playoff Game (First-Round) 
Time 
12:05 p.m. 
12:05 p.m. 
12:05 p.m. 
12:05 p.m. 
12:05 p.m. 
12:05 p.m. 
12:05 p.m. 
12:05 p.m . 
I 
If you haue an opinion about 
any t hing concernin g spo r ts at 
Howard and you would like for the 
uniuersity to "hear" about it, then 
email us your comments to 
hilltop_sports@hotmail.com 
with your name and 
c I ass i fi cation. 
You neuer know. We could publish 
your letter. 
. 
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D 
0 0 0 ..,......, · OD 
Defending MEAC Champions 
(Start/Finish Line@Lot 47, Fort DuPont Paik, S.E. Washington, DC) 
.. 
Defending Mid-Continent Conference Champions play in Towson, Md at the Towson State University CantJllS. 
Take 1-95 North to 1-695 toward Towsof\ to Exit 25 (Charles SL),, bear right toward Towsontowoo Blvd, tum left 
and then right onto Osler Dr. Winding road goes to Towson Center for parking; then walk to soccer field. 
0 
~ [!)[J/J)fj]m {]CBtIJ(llfJJB [}(f)m~~J.: 
(Not a Home Gatne) 
/Jl(f}f!i!HJIJ![/) fil ( The REAL HU ) ~ fJlW.[JJ){Q{J(J]!D {]fl 
a [B(l[E ~,....,J,,,J"9,&.,ll,.I,.. ~-",:!~~'fl f//[JJ, .,, .r [P,[ljJ 
For the Greater Washington Urban League Football Classic, 
students and others may purchase tickets at Cramton Auditorium 
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Meridian hill 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11 :OD 
11 :30 
12:0D 
12:30 
1:00 
1 :30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:0D 
4:30 
5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
'OWERS 
7:35A 
B:35A 
9:35A 
I0:35A 
11:35A 
12:35P 
1:35P 
2:35P 
3:35P 
4:35P 
5:35P 
6:35P 
7:35P 
B:35P 
9:35P 
LEAVE 
OMNITY 
7:15A 
8:15A 
9:15A 
10:15A 
11:15A 
12:15P 
1:15P 
2:15P 
3:15P 
4:15P 
5:1~P 
6:15P 
TOWERS 
7:27A 
8:27A 
9:27A 
10:27A 
11:27A 
12:27P 
1:27P 
2:27P 
3:27P 
4:27P 
5:27P 
6:27P 
7:27P 
8:27P 
9:27P 
• 
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HUBS 
Howard University Bus Service 
MERIDIAN HILL 
S UND AY-T HURS DAY 
Towers 6th Howard 
7:15 
7:45 
8:15 
8:45 
9:15 
9:45 
10:15 
10:45 
11 :is 
11 :45 
12:15 
12.45 
1 :1 5 
1:45 
2:15 
2:45 
3:1 5 
3:45 
4:15 
4:45 
5:15 
5:45 
6:15 
6:45 
7:15 
7:45 
8:15 
8:45 
9:15 
9:45 
10:15 
10:45 
11 :15 
1 1 :45 
12:15 
7:20 
7:50 
8:20 
8:50 
9:20 
9:50 
10:20 
10:50 
11:20 
11:50 
12:20 
12:50 
1 :20 
1:50 
2:20 
2:50 
3:20 
3:50 
4:20 
4:50 
5:20 
5:50 
6 :20 
6:50 
7 :20 
7:50 
8 :20 
8:50 
9:20 
9:50 
10:20 
10:50 
11 :20 
11:50 
12:20 
Admin. Bdlg 
7:25 
7:55 
8:25 
8:55 
9 :25 
9 :55 
10:25 
10:55 
11 :25 
11:55 
12:25 
12:55 
1 :25 
1:55 
2:25 
2:55 
3:25 
3:55 
4:25 
4:55 
5:25 
5:55 
6:25 
6:55 
7 :25 
7:55 
8:25 
8:55 
9:25 
9:55 
10:25 
10:55 
1 1:25 
11:55 
12:25 
SCHOOL OF DIVINITY 
SCHEDULES 
THE 
HUB 
7:37A 
8:37A 
9:37A 
10:37A 
11:37A 
12:37P 
1:37P 
2:37P 
3:37P 
4:37P 
5:37P 
6:37P 
7:37P 
B:37P 
9:37P 
ADMIN 
BUILDING 
7:39A 
8:39A 
9:39A 
10:39A 
11:39A 
12:39P 
1:39P 
2:39P 
3:39P 
4:39P 
5:39P 
6:39P 
7:39P 
B:39P 
9:39P 
6THAND 
FAIRMONT 
7:41A 
8:41A 
9:41A 
10:41A 
11:41A 
12:41P 
1:41P 
2:41P 
3:41P 
4:41P 
5:41P 
6:41P 
7:41P 
B:41P 
9:41P 
DIVINITY 
7:56A 
8:56A 
9:56A 
10:56A 
11:56A 
12:56P 
1:56P 
2:56P 
3:56P 
4:56P 
5:56P 
6:56P 
7:56P 
B:56P 
9:56P 
6th Fairmont 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11 :00 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
1 :00 
1:30 
2:00 
2 :30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 
5 :30 
6 :00 
6 :30 
7 :00 
7 :30 
8 :00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11 :30 
12:00 
12:30 
LEAVE 
DIVINITY 
8:01A 
9:01A 
10:01A 
11:01A 
12:01N 
1:01P 
2:01P 
3:01P 
4:01P 
5:01P 
6:01P 
7:01P 
8:01P 
9:01P 
10:01P 
DIVINITY SCEOULE 
FRJDAY ONLY . 
THE 6TH ADMIN 
TOWERS HOWARD BLDG 
7:35A 
B:35A 
9:35A 
10:35A 
11:35A 
12:35P 
1:35P 
2:35P 
3:35P 
4:35P 
5:35P 
6:35P 
7:37A 
8:37A 
9:37A 
10:37A 
11:37A 
12:37P 
1:37P 
2:37P 
3:37P 
4:37P 
5:37P 
6:37P 
7:39A 
8:39A 
9:39A 
10:39A 
11:39A 
12:39P 
1:39P 
2:39P 
3:39P 
4:39P 
5:39P 
6:39P 
6THAND 
FAIRMONT 
7:41A 
8:41A 
9:41A 
10:41A 
11:41A 
12:41P 
1:41P 
2:41P 
3:41P 
4:41P 
5:41P 
6:41P 
LAW SCHOOL,. SCHEDULES 
THE HUB 
• 
7:29A 
B:29A 
9:29A 
10:29A 
11:29A 
12:29P 
1:29P 
2:29P 
3:29P 
4:29P 
5:29P 
6:29P 
7:29P 
B:29P 
9:29P 
ADMIN 
BUILDING 
7:31A 
B:31A 
9:31A 
10:31A 
11:31A 
12:31P 
1:31P 
2:31P 
3:31P 
4:31P 
5:31P 
6:31P 
7:31P 
8:31P 
9:31P 
6THAND 
FAIRMONT 
7:33A 
6:33A 
9:33A 
10:33A 
11:33A 
12:33P 
1:33P 
2:33P 
3:33P 
4:33P 
5:33P 
6:33P 
7:33P 
B:33P 
9:33P 
LAW 
SCHOOL 
7:4BA 
8:4BA 
9:4BA 
10:48A 
11:4BA' 
12:4BP 
1:4BP 
2:4BP 
3:4BP 
4:4BP 
5:48P 
6:4BP 
7:4BP 
B:4BP 
9:4BP 
ARRIVE 
DIVINITY 
8:01A 
9:01A 
10:01A 
11..:01A 
12:01P 
1:01P 
2:01P 
3:01P 
4:01P 
5:01P 
6:01P 
7:01P 
LEAVE 
LAW SCH 
7:57A 
8:57A 
9 :57A 
10:57A 
11:57A 
12:57P 
1:57P 
2:57P 
3:57P 
4:57P 
5:57P 
6:57P 
7:57P 
B:57P 
9:57P 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A. .... 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A . M. 
A.M. 
P .M. 
P . M. 
P . M. 
P.M. 
f'IM. 
P ..... 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M.. 
P .M. 
P , ...._ 
P . M. 
P . M. 
P . M. 
P . M. 
P .M. 
P . M. 
P . ...._ 
P . M. 
P . M. 
P . M. 
P . M. 
J". M. 
P . M. 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A . M. 
A.M. 
A.M. 
'7:00A 
7: l!'SA 
7 : 30A 
7 :4SA 
8 : 00A 
8 : t !SA 
8:>0A 
8 : 45A 
9 :00A 
9 : l5A 
9 , 30Ac 
9 ;45A 
1 0 :00A 
I 0 :30A 
l .l :OOA 
J l :30A 
12:00N 
l2: 30P 
t : OOP 
1 : 30P 
2 :00P 
2 ,30P 
3 : 00P 
3 : lSP 
3 : 30P 
3 : 4SP 
4 : 00P 
4:15-P 
4:30P 
4 : 45P 
!1:00P 
5:15P 
!1,30P 
5:45P 
6 :00P ' 
6,30P 
7:00P 
7 : 30P 
8 :00P 
8 : 30P 
9 :00P 
9 :30P 
10:00P 
l 0 :30P 
1 1 : OOP 
1 1 : 30P 
1 2 :00M 
12: 30A 
1 : 00A 
l : 30A 
2 : 00A 
MERIDIAN l:ID.,L 
..-.J;l>AV AND SA.TUR.DAYS ONLY 
SERVICE 
CENTER 
7:07A 
7 : 22A 
7 : 37A 
7 : 52A 
8 :07A 
8 , 22A 
8 : 37A 
8 :52A 
9 : 07A 
9 : 22A 
9 : ;J7A 
Sl: 52A 
l0:07A 
t0:37A 
1 l :07A 
1 t:37A 
l2, 0'Tl" 
l2: 37P 
t:07P 
l : 37P 
2:07P 
2 : 37P 
3 :07P 
3 : 22P 
3:37P 
3 :52P 
4:07P 
4:22P 
4:37P 
4::52P 
!l: 07P 
5:22P 
5 : 27P 
5:52P 
6 :07P 
6 : 37P 
7 : 07P 
7 : 37P 
s , o7P 
8:37P 
9:07P 
9:37P 
1 0:07'P 
l0: 37P 
l l :07P 
t l : 37P 
1 2 :07.A. 
t2: 37A 
l:07A 
1 : 37.A 
TOWERS 
7: I OA 
7 : 2SA 
7 :40A 
7 : 55A 
8 : I OA 
8:2!1A 
8 : ..0A 
8:55A 
$t:l0A 
9:25A 
? :40A 
9 : 5!SA 
10 : lOA 
l O:.,OA 
1 1 : I OA 
1 1 :40A 
l2: l OP 
1 2 :40P 
J : l OP 
1 : -f,OP 
2 : 1 0P 
2 :40P 
;J: JOP 
3 : 25P 
3 ,_P 
3,55P 
◄: lOP 
4:2.SP 
4 :40P 
4 :55P 
5 : 10.P 
5 : 2.SP 
!l:40P 
5 : .55P 
6 : I OP 
6 :40P 
7 : I OP 
7 : 40P 
8: IOP 
t,l: 40P 
9: I OP 
9 : 40P 
10: I O P 
l0: 40P 
1 1 : J OP 
1 1 : ..-0P 
1 2 : I OA 
J 2 : 40A 
l : I OA 
l:40A 
Slowe/Carver 
6TH& 
HOWARD 
7: 1 .>A 
7 : 28A 
7:43A 
7,58A. 
8:13A 
8:28A 
8,43A 
9 : !SSA 
9 : 13A 
9:28A 
9 :43A 
9 : 58.A. 
1 0 : l 3A 
I 0:43A 
1 1: 1 3A 
:ll :43A 
J 2; l 3P 
1 2 : ..,3P 
a · t 3P 
1 : .. 3P 
2: 1 3P 
2:◄3P 
3 : t3P 
3 : 28)> 
3 :43P 
3 : 58P 
4 : 1 .:JP 
..f: .2tlP 
4:43P 
4 : !58P 
!5: 13P 
5 : 28P 
!l:'"3P 
5 , 58P 
6:J3P 
6 : 43P 
7: l 3 P 
7:43P 
8 : J3P 
8:43P 
Sl:13P 
'$>:43P 
1 0:!SOP 
1 0 : -13P 
11 : 1 3 P 
t l :43P 
12: 1 3A 
t2 :43A 
l : 1 3A 
1:43A 
7:l5A 
7:30A 
7:45A 
tf:OOA 
8:l5A 
8:30A 
8:45A 
9 : 00A 
9:l5A 
9 : 30A 
9 ·: .C.SA 
1 0 :00A 
1 0 : 1 5A 
J0: 45A 
l 1: 1 5A 
l l : 45A 
l2: l 5P 
l2:4$P 
.,.,,... 
l :4!SP 
2 : I SP 
2:45P 
3 : tSP 
3 : 30P 
3 : 451> 
-1 :00P 
4: I SP 
4 : 30P 
4:4SP 
5,00P 
5: l 5'P 
5:30P 
s, .. !l'P 
6 :00P 
6: l !JP 
6 : _,SP 
7:lSP 
7 : ..a.:5P 
8 : l SP 
s,.,!l'P 
9 : 1 5P 
9:..a5P 
1.0: 151;> 
I 0:45P 
11 : t 5P 
1 l : 45P 
1 2 : 15A 
1 2 : 4.SA 
1 : 1 !5A 
1 :4$A 
F-u:RMONT 
&6TB 
7: 17A 
7 : 3:.tA 
7:47A 
8:0~-
8: 17A 
8,32A 
8 :47A 
9 :02A 
9 : 1 7A 
9 : 32A 
9 : 47A 
10: 0 2A 
I0: 1 7A 
1 0:47A 
.1 l : 1 7A 
I l:47A 
12.: l ?'P 
12: ... 7P 
l : t 7P 
l :47P 
2: t 7P 
2 : 47P 
3:l7P 
3:32J> 
3:◄7P 
4 : 02P' 
4:1 7P 
4 :32P 
4:4 '7'P 
5:02P 
5:17P 
5:32P 
:s:•7P 
6 :02.P 
6 : t 7P 
6 : 47P 
7: l 7P 
7 : 4"7'P 
8, l 7'P 
8:47'P 
9: l 7P 
9 : 47P 
l0: 1 7P 
t0: 47P 
1 1 : 1 7P 
l 1 :47P 
J 2:1 7A 
1 2:47.A 
l : 1 7A 
1 : 47A 
MON-FRI Slowe Hall Carver Bdluw Annex Med Scbool Howard Ceatcr Howard Plact & 6th 
A.M. 7:13 7:18 7:23 7:28 7:33 7:38 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A.M. 
A.1\1. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
P.M. 
7:47 
8:13 
8:47 
9:13 
9:47 
10:14 
10:47 
11:14 
11:47 
12:14 
12:47 
1:14 
1:47 
2:14 
2:47 
3:14 
3:47 
4:14 
4:47 
S:14 
S:47 
6:14 
6:47 
7:14 
7:47 
8:14 
8:47 
9:14 
9:47 
10:14 
10:47 
7:50 
8:18 
8:50 
9:18 
9:50 
10:18 
10-.50 
11:18 
11:50 
12:18 
12:50 
I :18 
1:50 
2:18 
2:50 
3:18 
3:50 
4:18 
4:50 
5:18 
S:50 
6:18 
6:50 
7:18 
7:50 
8:18 
8:50 
9:18 
9:50 
10:18 
10:50 
7:53 
8:23 
8:53 
9:23 
9:53 
10:23 
10:53 
11:23 
11:53 
12:23 
I 12:.53 
1:23 
I :.53 
2:23 
2:53 
3:23 
3:53 
4:23 
4:53 
5:23 
5:53 
6:23 
6:53 
7:23 
7:53 
8:23 
8:53 
9:23 
9:53 
10:23 
10:53 
7:58 
8:28 
8:58 
9:28 
9:58 
10:28 
10:58 
11:28 
11:58 
12:28 
12:58 
1:28 
1:58 
2:28 
2:58 
3:28 
3:58 
4:28• 
4:58 
5:28 
5:58 
6:28 
6:58 
7:28 
7:58 
8:28 
8:58 
9:28 
9:58 
10:28 
10:58 
8:03 
8:33 
9:03 
9:33 
10:03 
10:33 
lJ:03 
11:33 
12:03 
12:33 
1:03 
1:33 
2:03 
2:33 
3:03 
3:33 , 
4:03 
4:33 
5:03 
5:33 
6:03 
6:33 
7:03 
7:33 
8:03 
8:33 
9:03 
9:33 
10:03 
10:33 
11:03 
8:08 
8:38 
9:-08 
9:38 
10:-08 
10:38 
II :08 
11:38 
12:08 
12:38 
1:08 
1:38 
2:08 
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1 : 0 1P 
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7:01P 
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HO\VARD UNIVERSITY 
SUBJECT: Central Campus Parking A Y 2000 
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As you certainly have noticed upon your arrival at the University for the new academic 
year, much has been accomplished to improve the academic environment and quality of life 
for students. A primary example is' the start of construction of the new, state-of-the-art 
Health Sciences Library which, in keeping with the University's mission to provide 
academic excellence, is one of the goals of President Swygen's StraJegic Framework for 
Action. 
Unfortunately, progress and growth often require sacrifice. To make way for the 
construction of the Louis B. Stokes Health Sciences Library, the Annex I parking lot has 
been closed. Despite our best efforts at relocation, we were not able to fully compensate 
for a significant loss of parking spaces in our inventory. Parking at and around the 
University, which was already very limited, has become even more scaice. Departm:nlal 
and student parking allocations have been adjusted accordingly; therefore, every department 
will experience a decrease in parking allocations for A Y 2000. 
In many cases it was also necessary to relocate pa1rons to more distant lots, where we are 
increasing lighting and security. For your convenience, we are also providing improved 
shuttle bus service to the Banneker Parking lots and the Shaw/Howard Metto stop. Given 
the wban location of Howard University's Central Campus and considering the residential 
distribution of its student population, public transportation will become increasingly 
necessary and importan~ in serving the campus's access needs. The Parking and Shuttle 
Operations Office will oontinue to assess the University's mobility needs and make 
accomodations as necessary over the year. Meanwhile, you may call the office at 806-2<XXJ 
or access our web page at www ,Howard.edu for the latest parking and shuttle infonnation. 
2400 Sixth S1rw, NW 
Washington, DC 20059 
(202) 8()6.2050 
Fax (202) 667-5261 
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9:05 9:09 9:14 9:19 A.Mo 10'..15 10:50 10-.55 11:00 11:05 
9:1 9:45 9:50 ~ A..'il 11:45 11:50 11:55 ll:00 ll:0:5 
10:05 10:09 10:U 10:19 PM 12:~ ~ ll~ 1:00 1:05 
JO:I 18:~ Jt!O JD-.!6 PM 1:45 1:58 1:55 2:«l 1:05 
11:05 11:09 11:14 11:19 PM 2~ 2:~ 2:SS 3:00 3:Q5 
. 
11:40 11:45 11:SJ 11:55 PM J:~ J:50 J:55 i'Ol 4.15 
tlilS ll:D9 12:14 12:19 PM t~ ~ 4:55 5:00 5.ilS 
11:«I Jl:45 11141 11:55 PM 5:45 5141 5:55 6:00 ,~ 
. 
1:05 1:09 1:14 1:19 P\I ,:.U ,:SJ ,:55 7:00 7:05 
1:1 1:~ 1:SJ 1:SS PM 7:~ 7:50 7:55 l'Ol 8:05 
lilS l:fl9 2:U 1:19 PM t~ a~ &:55 t:oo t.ll5 
2:«'I 2:45 1:50 1:55 PM ~'5 9-j) ~ 10:00 10:eS 
3:05 3.-0, 3:14 3:19 PM l~ 10:~ l~ 11:00 11:05 
3:1 3~ 3:30 3:55 PM II~ 11:50 11:55 ll:00 11:05 
4:05 4:09 tl4 tl9 PM 12:10 
4:-1 4:45 4:91 4:SS 
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5:40 5:45 5:30 ~ 
6:05 6:09 6:14 6:19 
6:40 6:45 ,:SJ 6:SS 
7:05 7:09 7:14 7:19 
7:«l 7:45 7:91 7:55 
l-OS 8:09 8:14 8:19 
1:40 8:45 tSO 3:55 
9:Q5 ~ 9:14 9:19 
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10:05 lll:09 10:U lll-19 
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• Fri, Sept.17th - Sun. Sept. I~h 
• Includes: hotel, transportation, and VIP game tickeb 
• Fee: only $100 
• Deadline Sept.11th 
• Tickets available at Crampton Auditorium 
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Cool 
Stull· 
Is It 'In Too Deep?' 
By Valerie Thomas 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Grade: B+ 
Dimension Film ·s newest production, "In Too 
Deep," is the story of an undercover cop forced 
deep into the ruthless world of urban drug life. 
Jeff Cole's (Omar Epps of "Mod Squad'' and 
"Higher Learning") assignment is to bring 
down the most feared crime lord in Cincinnati. 
The head of this notorious drug world, God (LL 
Cool J, Halloween H20"), has the largest drug 
empire in Ohio. He is hooked into 80 percent of 
the city's crime. No one has been able to infil-
trate his organization until Cole, the police 
force's newest member, takes over. Cole changes 
his identity to become the type of person he must 
destroy. After several months in this unfamiliar 
world, his two identities merge and Cole is 
unable to distinguish between who he was and 
who be has become. 
Forced to take a leave of absence, Cole enrolls 
in a class at a local community college where he 
meelS Myra (Nia Long. "Soul Food'" and "Love 
Jones"). After falling in love and reestablishing 
his true identity, he is asked to return 10 the 
streets. Once there. he becomes revered and 
respected as a crime lord, and realizes he can 
rule the streets. With every new contact he 
malces, he becomes more of a threat to himself 
and the operation. 
His ego lakes over and he is left with a very 
impor1an1 decision. Should he return to his 
familiar, previous life. or try to take over this 
wealthy empire God has built? As God slowly 
begins trusting Cole. so do the other members 
of the empire. The closer 10 the top Cole gets. 
the more insight he gains on the whole opera-
tion. As the date of the bust draws closer, Cole 
gets more interested in running things, and less 
interested in his assignment. This storyline is 
truly a case of Or. Jekyll vs. Mr. Hyde . 
The movie features an arsenal of black starlets. 
Pam Grier. ("Jackie Brown"), Veronica Webb' 
("Jungle Fever"), and recording artist Mya are 
among the few female characters cast in this 
film. 
The film is in theaters now. 
The Infamous ... Mobb Deep? 
By Chandra Mays 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Artists: Mobb Deep 
Album: Murda Muzik 
Grade: D 
"To all my kill as and my hundred dollar billers." 
That's right. Mobb Deep has done it again with 
their new album M11rda M11vk off the Loud 
record label. 
Jonathan "Lighty" Williams and Baby Chris 
Lighty provided production for this album. Mobb 
Deep is managed by the popular Violator Man-
agement Tuam. This album features artists such 
as Lil' Kim. Nas. Lil' Cease, Eight-Ball, Raekwon, 
Big Noyd, and old school favorite Kool G Rap. 
Murda M11vk has that classic New York feel we 
have grown to love from the Queensbridge, N.Y. 
natives. But overall. the beats throughout this 
album are mediocre and definitely not up 10 the 
caliberof'"Shook Ones-Part 2" or any of theirear-
lic,- hilS. However. Ur Cease meshes nicely with 
Mobb Deep'scollective style in 'Tm Going Ou1:· 
Eight-Ball represenlS for all the southern playas 
with his characteristic lazy drawl on the mellow 
laid-back "Where Ya From:· Kool G Rap al~ 
makes a surprising comeback on "'The Realest." 
letting all the young people know he still has lyrics. 
''Thug Muzik.'" featuring Chinky and the infa-
mous Mobb, come.~ close to noteworthy status 
with its smoot)l beat and Chinky's hauntingly 
sweet voice laying down the hook. The closest 
this album gets to an actual party song is "U.S.A. 
(Aight Then).'" Although the beat gets you going 
nght from the start, Mobb Deep's dragging 
lyrics fail to carry the song. 
Sadly. this album does not get you hype until 
the very last song. the scorchingly hot "Quiel 
Storm-The Remix." This single, which features 
Lil' Kim. is undoubtedly the best song on this 
extremely' disappointing album. The beat is 
blazing. Lil' Kim's rapping style seems to have 
matured, keeping you bobbing your head from 
the beginning to the end. With the help of this 
song, Lil' Kim finally stms 10 defeat the rumor 
that she bas no Life after Biggie. 
Mobb Deep surprised me by including one of 
those answering machine messages so reminis-
cent of Biggie and Jay-Z, detailing the nasty 
exploits women endure for these rappers. How 
many times can this interlude be done1 Can 
somebody please get a new idea? 
For all the fans who eagerly anticipated M11rda 
Mulik , Mobb Deep did not come through with 
the thunder of their previous work. One or two 
songs cannot carry a whole album. 
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Life and Leisure at 
Howard University 
100% Mary: No More, No Less 
By Brandi J. Forte 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
She came to the world of rhythm 
& blues by way of Mahalia Jack-
son, Billie Holiday, Aretha 
Franklin, Minnie Ripperton and 
the late Phyllis Hyman. It has been 
a while since Mary poured her 
heart. soul, and sultry voice into 
a work of art. and she is finally 
back. incredible as ever. 
To our generation, she is an 
around-the-way-girl from 
Yonkers. N. Y.. who sung her 
dreams to Uptown Records' 
Andre Harrell. Blige's career 
began in 1992, and since then. 
she has given the world five suc-
cessful albums. When she was a 
sassy 19-year-old singing her 
\Vhats the 411? debut, we gave 
her her own genre and crowned 
her Queen of Hip-Hop Soul. From 
Brooklyn 10 South Central, Mary 
had sistas singing about "search-
ing for a real love." Asked how she 
feels about her success, she smiles 
and says "girl, I am just Mary. I am 
blessed.'" 
What defines this sista? God. 
What keeps her grounded? Her 
sister LaTonya Blige. 
Whal inspires her? The list can 
go on and on, but her mother and 
Aretha Franklin keep her adrena-
line pumping. 
Mary's stardom did not just hap-
pen overnight; at one point she 
was at war with abusive men, 
drugs, spirituality and the woman 
in the mirror. 
"I just wanted 10 be loved at one 
point.'' said Blige. "'but I found 
that once you find God. you find 
self, and that is where the self-Jove 
comes in." 
After \Vhats the 411? Mary 
returned with her sophomore 
effort, My life. Not only did My 
life go double-platinum, it kept 
Mary alive. The little breath she 
had left she blew intoShare My 
™1rld. a bolder step toward what 
the songstress says was an positive 
attempt gone sour. 
"It was not as tight as the other 
albums because my total input 
was not involved," Blige 
explained. "But my fans bought 
the album knowing it was whack. 
and for that. I am thankful:· 
Girlfriend has paid dues. and 
her fifth album, Mary. is her tes-
timony that she has left yesterday 
behind. She renects on today and 
gives sistas of tomorrow a rites-of. 
passage story that will endure. 
On Mary. she is courageous. 
mature and simply Mary J. Blige. 
With help from legends such as 
Elton John, Eric Clapton and 
Aretha Franklin. and superstars 
Lauryn Hill and K-Ci Hailey. 
Mary has demonstrated her best 
skills vocally, soulfully and lyri-
cally. The vibe of the 14-track 
album is reminiscent of the '80s, 
as colorful and funkadelic as blue, 
gold and purple eyeshadow. 
"For once I was able to do 
whatever I wanted to do with my 
own album. The sound, the cre-
ativity, is me. A lot of people 
criticized me for doing so many 
remakes. But I have wrillen 
eighty percent of the songs on 
this album and it is a blessing 10 
have worked with so many great 
new people," commented Blige 
on her latest release. 
The first hit single. "All Thal I 
Can Say," written and produced by 
Lauryn Hill. seeps into the hearts 
of those who love music. The 
funky bass. hypnotic percussion 
and baptist organ set the tone for 
what we all need: love. 
"Lauryn Hill is a beautiful per• 
son. and working on this project 
with her was awesome. I feel so 
connected to her," Blige said. 
Picture this, Mary J. Blige mar-
ried, no drama, with kids and a 
man who loves her more than she 
loves herself. Does that exist? In 
'"Beautiful Ones," the black Cin-
derella opens her heart again to a 
man who is her soulmate and will 
love her better than K-Ci. 
'"Beautiful Ones' is my favorite. 
I just wanted to cry. I can picture 
my wedding through this song, 
but when I sing 'You are my dia-
mond/you are my flower/you are 
my life/you are everything 10 me; 
I'm saying that the beautiful one 
is in you.'" Blige explained. 
She's done ii again! The qu,cn or hip hop soul, Mal') .I. UUgc has released a siulingn"" en. 
And of course Mary could not 
free herself from the past without 
doing a duct with her former love, 
K-Ci Haile)•. "Nnt Lookin·· is des-
tined to light up radio ,talion air-
waves. but " no compari,on 10 
their last duet, ••J Do11·1 Want To 
Do Anything." 
Although love is just another 
word for drama when you think 
of Mary's former escapades. she 
has blossomed into a woman · 
who thinks for herself. Better 
yet. Mary prefers :1 man with a 
soul. no Solomon, but a man 
who will love her like Christ 
loved the church. 
"I am not looking fur a rich man. 
He can work for Fed Ex. but be the 
best Fed Ex man you can be. As 
long a, he can sustain on his own. 
then that is fine. I want a rela-
tionship where we-are both givers, 
I pay hi, bills. and he pay, mine," 
Blige said. 
Whal makes Mary 'different 
than, say. Janet Jachon. Faith 
Evans, or Kelly Price i, that 
Mary isn't afraid to talk about 
her own lite just to keep a young 
woman or man from making the 
same mistakes. Not quite 30. 
Mar y looks great. smi les. 
laughs. and inspires me to play 
the album repeatedly until we 
meet again. 
Just as ambitious as her previ-
ous projects, Mary J. Blige 
offer, a clas;,ic. pop. gospel. hip· 
hop. and ~oul arrangemenl on 
this venture. It is quite com· 
pelling. and more than ever 
Mary proves Ihm hc:iling. m?tur-
ing and loving has contributed to 
the woman she is today. tomor-
row, and forever: Mary. 
What's Your Favorite 
Mary J. Blige Hit? 
• Real Love 
• Sweet Thing 
• Beautiful 
• Reminisce 
• My Life 
• I Don't Wnnt To Do Anything (Featuring K-Ci) 
• I'm Going Down 
• 7 Onys 
• Not Gonna Cry 
• I Can Love 'rou (Fc.ituring Lil' Kim) 
E-mail responses to tempo_editor@hotmnil.com, nnd we'll publish 
the results in ne~t weeks issue. 
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BEAT DOWN 
BEAT BITS 
Don't Snooze On 'Blues' 
.\ff\\ \.tr,ilJ Blut.,, h ~ct anothtr c'3Inple or making a great «>undtr•ck lo match 
a gre.ut mo,ie. 
The Va"il)' Blue, Soundtr-Jck 
By Nadine Rohin,on 
Hilllop Staff Writer 
Grade: 8+ 
MTV ha, done it again. They have 
relea,ed a great ,oundtrack to accom-
pany a great movie. 
The \hrsity Blue., S0111ultrc1ck i, 
fa\t-paced and hard-hining. grabbing 
your r ull anention with iis mi, of 
alternah,e and hard rock. 
Listener, will recogni1e the lead 
single,. "Nice Guys Finish Lu,t" and 
"My Hero:· from their continuou, 
Violator The Album 
By, Nadme Robmso 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Grndc· C 
Violator: Th,· Album is an all-,tar 
collaboration bringing together 
some or the bigge,1 names in hip-
hop. 
With am,1, like Bu,ta Rhymes. Q· 
Tip. The Beatnut, and Noreaga. this 
was definitely an Ea,t Coa,1 album. 
Bur there wa, aho a ,prinklc of Wc,1 
Coo.,t and Southan tlamr" uh tr.ick, 
from E!1~!11-Ball and The Hor Bo),. 
Tracb Jik,· '\'" r"nl Thing 
"Bea1nu1, l·ore,cr.'' anu "\'tolators" 
make you want tu bob your head. 
The Flipmode Squad comes with 
their usual roughness and catchy 
lyrics 1ha1 ,ray in }our head all day. 
Howc,cr. "The Truth Is.'' Viulator 
could ha,e done without Mponnc. 
LL Cool J lays down anorherdisap• 
potnting track with "Say What" 
Overall. thi, b a good CD you can 
listcn·liJ on a lung ride w11hou1 ,kip-
ping over too many trac~ · . 
play on MTV 
Loudmouth's "Fly" and Van Halen·s 
"Hot For Teacher" get you psyched 
for any ,porting event. while Collec-
tive Soul's "Run" relaxes you. 
The CD's only disappointment was 
"Black Eye." It was not in the movie 
and should have been replaced by 
Aaliyah's "If Your Girl Only Knew." 
Although Aaliyah\ song used in the 
film. it didn't make the soundtrack. 
Overall. the CD lived up 10 rhe suc-
cess or rhe movie. If you liked "Var-
sity Blues:· you will definitely enjoy 
this soundtrack. 
The Best Of Rap City 
8) John• John Williams JV 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Grdde· ll, 
In the past. CDs cllliming to be a 
collection of the best tracks or per-
formances usually featured a few 
good songs and a few too many 
duds. The Best of Rap City totally 
breaks that mold. 
From Jay-Z's ''Hard Knock Life" 
to Eminem·, "My Name ls .... Slim 
Shad);" this CD is stacked from top 
tu bollom with the honest songs and 
performer, of the }Clll'. 
The CD does not discriminate 
either. 2Pac ·, "Changes," Juvenile's 
"Ha:· and Fat Joe•, "Bet Ya Man 
Can't (Tril)" are ju,t some e.xamples 
of the diverse artists featured on 
this CD. 
I was surprised songs from Lauryn 
Hill and DMX were not on this CD. 
How could two of the best mp artists 
on the charts not be included? Their 
absences were the only reason The 
Best of Ra11 City didn't get ,m A 
'Vault' Has Jazzy Feel 
Prince Review 
Bv Allison Convers 
llilltop Staff w;iter 
An une.xpccted Jauy gnx>vc dom-
imucs Prince\ newly released album 
The limit: Ole/ frie111/, ./ .,ale. 
Rs-conkJ between January 19~5 and 
June 1994 on the \\.1rncr Bms. label. 
the album contain, lh spcclacular 
in,1rumentati,1, u,ually found on a 
Prince album. 11 docs not have that 
s:ime pop music vibe you would 
expect ,1f ,01nc:1hmg reconkd bct\\een 
the late '8(h :ind rhc early '90s. 
Some fan, may regard this CD a, an 
exploitation of Prince. becau,c the 
album wa, released on the \Varner 
Brothers label ,md not Prince·, label. 
NPG. lncorporu1cd. The ,onr, on 
this album wtre not me.mt to he 
heard by the masse,. hut Warner 
Bros. wenl ahead and released the 
album anywa}, 
The privacy of the mu,ic is deli-
ni1ely heard throughout the ,1lbum. 
Many of the tracks sound '" Ir I hey 
were recorded while rhc hand wa, 
just playing around. It wa, too slick 
for a jam session. but not your typt• 
cal Prince music. During some tmcks 
like "She Spoke 2 Me:· the band's 
laughter and Prince·, in,rruction \\Cre 
recorded. If you clo,c your eyes. you 
can imagine being alongside the band 
in the studio. Percussion accompani• 
ment by Sheila E. was phenomenal. 
She i, extremely ralcnred, and the 
e,cellent horn section makes you feel 
personally invited to a party thrown 
,11 Prince·, Paisley Park mansion. 
The first track. 'The Rest or My 
I ite:· is an up-tempo number that 
automatically catches your allen-
tion with amaiing keyboard licks. 
After the next track ,"It's About 
That Walk.'' comes off like an orga-
niled jam session. the album slows 
down with bluesy song? like "5 
Women+" and the title track. "Old 
Friend, .J sale." 
Not every song is memorable. 
Some of them like 'There is Lonely" 
and "My Linte Pill" seem to be mere-
ly rnking up ,pace. However, the 
ninth truck. "Sarah." is like a nice ,-er-
sion of "Darling Nikki" from the 
P11rplr R11i11 Sowrdtmck. 
I definitely recommend this album. 
It is definitely enjoyable. perfect for 
an evening relaxing at home. Prince 
is a masterful mu,ocian. and this 
album is ju,1 another example of his 
ver,atility. If you arc a jaa fan like 
me or ,imply a die-h,u-d Prince fan. 
this CD is a must-have. 
LOVE SPORTS? 
Read Sports Week 
Featuring Kimothy Brown and the 
Two Minute Drill! 
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Dexter's Debut A Disappointlllent 
By Mark Harris. Jr. 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Grade: D 
Although tempted to give 'Jerry De.x-
ter a good review because ,he is cute and 
sweet, after silting through 60-odd min-
utes or songs. I just could not do it. 
Terry Dexter actually has a very good 
voice. She has more strength than Janet 
or Aaliyah. and a far bener instinct for 
pitch than ei ther Mary J. Blige or 
Brandy can ever hope for. If an album's 
worth was based solely on vocal sld ll. 
then Terry Dexter would be on point. 
However, a mere voice docs not an 
album make. The previously named 
women have had far belier material to 
work with. Following in their footsteps, 
Dexter wrote some of the lyrics on her 
al\>Um. However, the results are trite and 
near-disastrous. Most of the songs are 
paint-by-numbers work!. that 12-year• 
old girls fill their journals with. not 
things one puts on a major label release. 
The first single. "Beller Than Me," tries 
hard to be sexy and seductive. but falls 
apart over Jazze Pha 's uninspired track. 
E,-en worse is "Anything," produced by 
Dru Hill producer Darryl Pearson. He 
crafts a futuristic nightmare that mars 
the elementary lyrics. The only I\\" 
highlights on the CD are the Manuel 
Seal-produced "Are You Feeling Mc'" 
and the ballad "Alone." which i, remi• 
niscent of Shanice·s "Yesterday" and 
Janet's ''Again." 
Many say these are the dog days of 
R&B. with loads of similar. generic 
material being mass-produced. Unfor-
tunately. despite her ralent. Terry Dex-
ter docs lillle to rise above 1he medi• 
ocriry plaguing black music nowadays. 
I know not everyone can create a mas-
terpiece - look at Monica's la,1 album 
- bu1 listeners expect more than poor-
ly-produced filler. I only hope her label 
sticks with her. and that one day. she 
. will record an album that does hervoice l'hot l ,., c .. r,, r,c B"lhc" 
; ju~ticc. because thi\ i\ not the one Dt."(jpifr hoving a ~oulful ,oice, rccordini-: artht 1'err) Dl'\ter had a ,er,- di"appoiluing .n1hum. 
- --- -Word On The Street 
By Danele Riddick 
H1ll1op Staff,Writer 
celebrity fashion show will be held. hosted by ;\!ya. 
Sisqo (Dru Hill). and Steph Lu,'a (NYC's Hot 97). 
DJ Clue will provide rhe music for the event. TI1e 
fashion show is being sponsored by Haqq 151nm. 
The LOX have officially defected from Sean CEO and pre,ide111 of Uni,ersity Music. and a 
"Puffy" Combs' Bad Bo)S record label. The Howard University alumnus. 
Yonker, n.Jtivc, have e,pre,sed their di,may for a Since throwing in rhe towel 11n ,ecular mu,ic in the 
long time. After looking to rhe Ruff R)ders for pursuit of ,piritual awarene". the ne,1 p.11h rappe 
management. the rap group is ready 10 spread their J\lason "Mase" Betha ha., chosen is the pu"uit of 
wing, and fly. A deal i, reportedly in the \\Orks with higher education Thi, fall. the superstar wtll enroll 
lnterscope, rhe di,1ribu10" 10 Ruff Ryde"· at Clark-Atlanta University a., a busine" major 
What docs a Snoop Dogg-Dr. Dre reunion con- Monte! Williams, ho,1 of rhe na11onally ,ynda-
cert plus a Hawaiian island cqual1 A September 24- cated ·The Monte! 
26 weekend destined to mrn Oahu mto Chronic William, Sho\\," 
Island. The duo will reunite again for Dre\ forth- revealed he ha, 
coming album. '1l1e Chronic 20<)1." been diagnosed 
in a cnma. 
L.1wren~c·, 
:-.talU:-. h:h 
,tabi li1cd 
from criti • 
c.,t condi-
rirm. 
S C );. } 
R&B ,in~er 
o· Ani:elo ., 
forthcom -
ing album 
e nt i t led 
"\'oodoo" 
1, sched-
uled 10 h11 
Some or the biggest names in rhe music indu,- w11h multiple ,cle- ,lore, on 
rry will convene on ro,i,. Thi, revcl.t· :-lm'. 23 Tk hii;hly 1n11,ip.1tcd re e 1sc w,11 k .11ure 
rhe Howard t:nivcr 1ton ,, e,ped illy \lrthod \Jun, Redman , l au !')-ra llfil, Quest 
sily campus for a fnghtemni;hecausc I.me (drunumr for I1ic RooU;I. 
Black Music "Super there,, curn'ntly no I· -ench d\10 Lt'S Nuhlam " ll kttk off J U.S. 
Panel." The panel cure for the dcbtli• n.tllon,,I tour .• ,ppe.,nng m \\ 3'111 ng1,111. D.C . .ti The 
will constst of taring di,ea,c. 9:30 Cluh m1 Oct I~ 
"prominent music Symptoms· c.1n .lcnnuine Dupri ts hlllnw111g III the foohlep,of 
executives" from include '"" of fellow hip-hop mogu· St-an " l't11T)" Comhs. lie M)ll labdssuch "' Viola• motor coordinatmn 1,opcning ,ii ' " \ nee • re,1.11 rm• r,lio !'he cui-
tor. Def Jam. Dream• and balance. ,lurred speech. and tremor,. William, ,111c " dcscn hed '" r nul ,ir fiM>d 11 tth a I\\ i,1 :· 
works. Untcrt.tin• refuse, to be defeated by MS and will continue rhc Na.,, whc.,,c I.isl appcar:ulCt' \\ ",1 lc.l<lutg role in 
men I. Elektra talk show as well a, other project\. the H)pe William,' film ·JMI):· ha, hej!lln work• 
Records. Phi II>·· Int.. Funny man Martin La,.rence ha, found hin1'cll in on. prepare )"<>WliClf """ :ihtp- hop opcm. Yes. 
and Kr-JZ) Kat. The in another less than humorous situation. The J.J. y,ru re:IJ corrc,'11) ll,c r~P,Jl(' \\ 1 c,>-1H1ll' ~Cantirn 
Super Panel will take year-old actor/comcdiun suffered heat stroke while Bro\\n.' ,1 r<m:ik of I b t •pen "('..,men." Dru Hill 
place on Sep! 9. The .11temp1ing lo shape up for an upconung role 1n the Rosario D.m S011("1lcC1ulG ·n and "KIDS .. ) will 
next da); Sept. I 0. a movie "Bii: Momma." After ,pending three day, prc,umahl) be, katured ,, the cad roll-
____________ .;__:_ _ ______ ....c:._ _ ____...;._ _ _:___ _; _ _:_ __ _ 
GZA Creates Genius 
GZNgenius- Beneath the Surface 
By Monique Stephens 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Grade: A 
The GZA entertain,. inspire, and di,play, lyri-
cal superiority on his new CD. i:enito: be11rt11h tire 
surface. . 
By now it's no secret that anything produced by 
Wu-Tong Production, and MCA will elevate our 
consciousness and cause us to contemplate rhe 
dep1hs of urban ideologies. 
In genius, the GZA brings the pain tn poeuc. orig• 
inul. unpredictable stanzas and phrases. Laced 
with heavyweight, hard-core beats, the GZA pro-
vides a philosophy on each track that reminds us 
why Wu:PJng is forever. The GZA\ voice is fiery, 
poignant. and as direct as the controver,,at issues 
he addresses, Yes. the GZ \ does touch upon ,ome 
sensitive issues. 
OZA lets us know he is the master. Hts vocals are 
complimented by bellicose, war-like rhythm, pow-
erful enough to fuel an Iron-Mike type 10 box a per-
fect, 3-minure KO. Beats like those in "Publicity" 
and "String Piny" are so po\\-ertul. lhteners can feel 
his pain. There is no doubt.that GZA is knocking 
any competition out or his lyrical arena. 
Faithful Wu-T..'\llg fanatics already know what to 
expect or the OZA. but new-comers should expect 
10 become schooled on quintessential hip-hop. 
This is no e lementary, amateur material. It takes a 
life of experience. and university-type or street-
acquired analytical sldlls lo speak the 1ype of 
knowledge that the OZA brings. GZA professes to 
alert us to the ignorant state of our existence. With 
lyrical expertise. he spits unheard-of rhyme, at a 
fost pace. You must be on your toes to fully gr.i,p 
rhe conceph in his ghello lectures. 
The lir,1 track is "Amplified Sample .. GZA 
inform, u, he as no studio emcee. Lyrics ,uch 
:1s"E1·en·1lri11.~ I 1/wu~ht up/I .<1111· it lwpp,·11 
\t1catc mp c~arslleft tracks .<cam:cf' illu,trall• how 
tight he can be in his ,yntax. Listeners can relive 
rhe acclaimed "Breaker. Breaker" on the ,eventh 
track.. "Breaker. bre11ker 1-9 de11r the li11dC<111 wm 
read me/Slranage 011 rhvmes/Emcees sha11ltl e,p,.,·t 
tire worse/I stay alert/I slrom first" is a sample of 
the verse, characteristic of this first-cla" emcee. 
That is why there is no doubt "Tire \VU i1 cc1111111g 
tl,rough. the c>t11co1111• is critiml." He is on top of 
his 11mne. bringmg forth that sought-after origi-
nality the music industry is so lacking. 
"Just Another Victim of the Gheno" paints the 
picture of youth c.iught up in the ghcno. '"Ca11 t 
e,•eir .,pell tire __ tltat Ire ~ weari11g/Cauglrt ur 
i11 tire .tilk we/1 of materi<1//S11peif,ci11/ s1t1i11s your 
brain tissue/T/1111'> tire issue" is how GZA remind, 
us of the issues going on in his 'liood that need to 
be addressed. Gue,t Joan Davis takes us deeper. 
Lyric, such :is "C/rildre11 molestetl wi1/ri11 tlre.,e 
pes1-i11feste,I buildings:· make you wonder what 
can be done about the current mind-,tate and Ii, .• 
ing condition~ of youth in poverty. 
WU ,'Cteran or not. the GZA wilt definitely turn 
you on with hi~ p:issionate rhetoric and dramatic 
beats. This CD is definitely worth the money 
Don't be alruid to get a linle grimy. and scratch 
"Benemh the Su1face:· You might actually find 
,omerhing new to like. 
The Hilltop ... 
Your Campus 
Weekly Help-
ing You Get it 
Done! 
Don't Forget To Pick Up 
Your Copy Every Friday! 
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Some things can wait. But picking up the latest s~les at incredible prices, that you just might have to do today. 
STORE NEAREST CAMPUS: In Aiexordrfo a: Rose ~ill.S_hopplf19 Cenler, Fr~nconio.Rd. ond Rose H~i Rd. 
J • 
Bl6 
All HILLTOPICS 
are due, paid in full, 
the Monday befor 
publicatio n . 
Announcements by 
campus organizations 
for meetings, semi-
nars or non-profit ar 
charged as individuals 
advertising for the 
purpose of announc-
ing a service, buying 
or selling are charged 
$5 for the first 20 
words and $1 fo 
every additional fiv 
words. Local co1npa-
nies are charged $1 
for the first 20 words 
and $2 for every fiv 
words thereafter. Per-
sonal ads are $2 fo 
the first 10 words an 
$1 for every addition-
al five words. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Stort Earl)' GET INVOLVED! The 
11ndcrgmduu1c Student Assembly is 
accep1ing opphcation, tor the po,1tions of 
/\dnuni,tmliw As\!. :md Recording Sec. · 
Appli<."dtions are o,:ulable in the UGSA 
office. Blackbum Center Rm. 108-110 
Class of 2003! Sept. 6-IOtb belongs to 
you! It's Freshman Week. Mon: lip to 
Kinis Dominion. Tues.: "Life at Howrud 
Uni>'ersity"'. Wed.: "Life at my School". 
Thurs.: Time Mru,agement Seminar. Fri.: 
Class of 4003 Port)' 
Wnnt 10 know C\'Crything they didnt 
tell you about The Mecca? Come to ··ufe 
at Howard Uni,.,rsity". /1 seminar spon-
sored by the Undcrw,icluate Student 
N;,,.,mbl}: &.-pt. 7th@ 7pm m the Blr,ck• 
burn Center Forum. 
HU at the BAYOU!!! 
Don"t be left behind! 
Burbon St.. Cajun Sc:ifuod. It's the 
Bn)'OU Classic. in New Orlean<, of coorsc! 
It's time toge, ready! HU at the Ba)oo! 
D<:posiL, for the Bayou Classic ore due 
on Scp1e111hor 10th. tickers O\mlablc@ 
Cmmton Bm Otlke. 
Hip,llop Lmers! Like to Rhyme? 
lltink you have skills? UGSA is bringing 
b;l(:k "Fn.'CS!ylc Frid:\)~" on lhc 2nd & 4th 
Frid.1)~ m-ery month from 12-21~n in d:,e 
Punch-Out. Come out nnd show )Our 
~kills. Ewryonc i~ invited to pnrticipate. 
Srudcnt Org.·unzation of 
United Latinos (S.O.UL) 
1st lntcrcot Meeting 
Scptembc'f 15 • 5pm Blackbum l'orwn 
%Ii' ,t,,fl\ f SW \\\OVI I Al\' ,', 
~fi;,,~, ~~'""'""4(i:<>rn<;,II· 
,~!S-, 1\1,\1;\ II~ t1,c •~'Ii l ~ < 
"--...,,l ~l\l( S.\'l""'l«t 1 1 9 1{¢:11.\-
d. I 
HU Homecoming '99 FASHION-
SPHERll. Industry EXl'O designers. 
modeling agencies. fitness. record labels. 
magazines. hair salons. cosmetics. media. 
S1u<l<n1s & Com1Xlflics. 202-387-8<,07. 
"\~ \;t)la 
f.-.lill.'!R"l<lls\~\~dlt(: 
l\_~,~h~._,;_,_ OwJn bu,;._._..,. 
1\,-l),,'lll,,i~t-,, Ill,(- ~~.\l.ll•·J1,-..'l}O:..... 
,~,,·,~ lil,c ir,.st ~~,. ~-'llltllt,t .;b<. ~t.11:l,\' 
q,lt,li1111n,,"I£''"" ,~ ,m,. 
~,:,c",m,l,\~en,A,;.,i-...,,. 
•'-'b,.ia.~,ili"'lll'l!IJ~,< ~JZll.lif~,.,,, 
<l!U~ tt:IMll11t11-w111.Ji.'lll\ "4®U,,~l'& 
ll,,111"'1. ~•m,ll!>ll'<l:®t>Jl 'IJ!i,.'bilil.kU 
""' Mo'~'~ W:<.~.111>11'"-:,' ill fi,'<nl illi 
'klall:I~~- ~.Jl.'lll-lM"'11111.,.\ll. 
,iu,'tm,..~,._'lalfitlll!ll~tw 
•mmt111&>~1111a.:tf\=~Rllll'.»~ 
~JJ't~. 
For Rent 
Housemarc wnnted to share spoci0<1S 
rowhousc near Slow Hall completely fur-
nished all utilities included inunt.'Cliate 
occupancy n,,;olable. Cnll (202) 387-4239 
NO SMOKERS, PLEASE ! 
rurm,hcd Room• Non-Srnolcing-walk 
to I IOl'ML $ 385/ntonth. $385 ,ccurity 
dcpo,,11. Uri. included. Ca.II Mrs. Shorter 
703-385-0538 
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H] 1 , I ,TOPICS. 
')7 Florida Avenue share gorgeous• 
ly renovated exPoSed brick new activ-
ities 1 bedroom apartment in building 
suitable for home business 
$550/month. Call JP (301)294-0334 
Help Wanted 
SPRING BREAK 2000 WITH 
STS-Join America's #I Student 
Tour Operator to Jamaica, Mexico, 
Bahamas, Cruises, and Florida. Now 
hiring on-campus reps. Call l-800· 
648-4849 or visit Online @l 
www.ststravel.com 
Tutors needed for Capstone Insti• 
tute & CRESPAR/Howard Universi• 
ty. S7.50/hr. lransportation avail• 
able. Mandatory meeting Sept. 8th 
or Sept. 9th, 2-4pm, Blackburn Cen• 
ler, Auditorium, ISi floor. Inquire 
now! Fax resume and unofficial 
transcript to 806-8498, OR call Thre-
sa Toe at 806-8495. 
Job~ for peace! Work with com-
mitted activists to end militarism, 
abolish nuclear weapons and protect 
human rights. Positions available to 
educate local communities on peace 
and justice issues and activate our 
current membership. Paid training. 
PT/IT Multi-cultural, pro-woman 
environment. Call Peace Action 202· 
862-9740. 
Wanted ... Mad Scientists 
Needed 10 lead fun science activi• 
ties for kids in elementary schools 
and at b-day parties. Experience 
working with kids a plus and M.Ufil: 
HAYE A CAR. Flexible PT/FT PoSi• 
lions available. Science background 
not required. Paid lraining. Great 
pay! 301-924-6767 
Volunteer Tutors Needed in Math, 
Reading & African-American stud-
ies for grades 2nd-12th. Tutoring 
will be held at the Anacostia branch 
of DC Public Library, 18th and Good 
Hope Rd. SE. tutors are needed 
every Sat. from 10:30am-12:30pm. 
Starting on Sept. 25th. Tutor Orien• 
talion begins on September 11th + 
18th at Anacostia branch at 
10:30am-11:30am. Program spon-
sored by the African Cultural Edu-
cation Foundation. Call 202-832-
9712 for more info. 
Attention Seniors and 
Graduate Students! 
A midtown club is looking for 
cocktail wnitreSses, hOSlc'SSes, bar-
tenders, and barbacks. You must be 
at least 21 )TS of age. Please call 
202-667-77S0. Also, looking for 
SIJ"Cet promoters and c•wnt planning 
int~m• c,11 202.s1s-2291 
For Sale/Service 
Personal Security 
Fountain Pen Pepper Spray 
S14.95 (check or mo) Cooks Inc., S-04 
W. Roscoe Suite 370 
Chicago, IL 60657 
FURNITURE- Retail sale of used 
hotel furniture. l.leds, Sofas, Sleeper 
Sofas, Dressers, Lamps, Tables, 
Mirrors at unbelievably low prices! 
Visit our showroom at 8001 Newell 
Street, Silver Spring, MD 301-581 • 
7902 
91 BIG BODY SIITIN ON 
CAPS . CHEVY CORSICA V6 $900 OR BEST OFFER 
CALL PRINCE(a 806-6866 
Georgia Ave. Kleaners 
Dry Cleaning, Shoe Repair, 
and Alterator, Grand Opening 
September. Just In time for 
&cliool. 2626 Georgia Ave:., 
acrO/is from the School ot 
Business. 202-332-3863 
Personals 
Happy Belated D-Day Latricia!! 
<PAI Mott) 
To Aisha: 
Have a wonderful day. 
Thinking of you. 
Marvin lhe Martian 
Coop: 
Thanks for Friday's. My lit· 
Ue Buttercup has the 
sweetest ... smile. smile. 
Sunshine 
Jessica, 
. Happy 19th Birthday! I 
Douglas 
Welcome Hack Student 
Ambassadors! We hop )'OU had • gOOd 
summer. The 1st general body meeting will 
be held on Sept. 9th t l S:30 in the rorum in 
Blackbun1. It 1$ 0 01;\0d.{ltOry meeting SO 
e\-eryone must be the.n..-. 806-2Y(N. 
·~ iliout to till ll)Y iitoii!ts II HU 
Th SOOl")~tMluUtn 
~ Notorloo$ Glo.riOlis 
11.1.l(l 
And1-c · You're the Greatest. .. don't 
buy too many new clothes!! And you 
need to start eating some PORK. 
Don1 feel shame ... you can have some 
of my pork chops whenever I cook! 
Daril\S Smith• Good luck with your 
first year! Hold it down over there in 
Drew and know that )'OU cuzzin ill 
here whene\'er you need!!! 
Dekerry- I can't bclie,>c it's chick-
en. Boy, you needs to stop putting your 
toes in that food! OOOhhhggg. ifbeso 
good! Soon, I'll be the one cooking for 
)-'Ou, homic! 
P.S. Could you fix me a plate 
tonight, I might be home a little late!! 
:•) 
N-.A1$twllta did thcScnlncb 
HalNlo Fl>t N:ol\ como baclt II\ 
,~t Dld"l\\lsssomwitq bottt 
1b Mad Lion: We'll stop giving free. 
lancers assignments If you promise to 
show us a list or )-our staff-with real 
names please! 
One Time For Texas All and that 
Sundancing Miami Kid Jason! Y'all 
keep it hot! Don't forget about a 
brother!!!! 
•BJSON' 
One time for that Miami Crcm . .and 
the Florida Clique ... Don't forget to go 
the meetings ... ;•) 
(S)W\V DO\VN 
B-Section: Y'all Stuff is Tight To 
Death! (Missing photos and head-
lines and all!) Really ... Cute. But, 
PLEASE, can we make a deadline 
this week? 
A-Sect is tired of being up in the 
Top until 9 a.m. o n Thursdays! 
Ain't No Hill THAT high!! 
... A-S.,ct Mafia ... 
G.W.U.L., SELMO, & BIG HOWIE (Matrix Prod. LL~ present 
THE ULTIMATE STEPSHOW 
Saturday September 11th 
BATTLE OF THE CHAMPIONS 
ut!:u~! @D, C, ARM ORY s~;:i ;:~~~~ 
directly across from RFK Stadium 
Performing Live! 
Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Delta Sigma Theta 
Sigma Gamma Rho 
Zeta Phi Beta 
11:>lrl~ 
Pooch 4 LARGE SCREENS 
93.9W~'YS 
I Ayanna 
MTV'! R03d Rules 
Dolby THH Surround Sound 
Microphoned stage 
liue taping · 
Perfonning Live! 
Alpha Phi Alpha 
Iota Phi Theta 
Kappa Rlphi Psi 
Omega Psi Phi 
Phi Beta Sigma 
Student tickets $12.50 in advance, SIS day or event 
Gen. Admission S15 in advance, 517.50 dal' of event 
Tickets on sale now! @ all Ticketmaster location 
including RFK Stadium & Cramton Auditorium 
call (202) 432-SEAT(7328) or (757) 671-8100 
THE HILLTOP 
112$ . St' 'tJ . ,;'-oc 
\ r ~ I :.10 fl t2{1ZJ"S:_: J 
